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Preface 
 
Billie Kamananipilialoha Dysinger 
November 28, 1977 - August 5, 2018 
It is my distinct privilege to pen the preface for this thesis submitted to the School of 
Education at Durham University. I do so humbly and with overwhelming gratitude, not for 
what the ends might be, but for the means undertaken by my wife Billie Dysinger in crafting 
a piece of research that so clearly spoke to her enduring passion as an educator. The core 
message within these pages is incredibly simple at heart: all students can learn. A modest 
truth, perhaps, but one taken for granted far too often, which is why Billie viewed it as a 
moral imperative for teachers to recognize and embrace the belief that no two children are 
alike and our instruction should reflect this understanding. It was a principle Billie carried 
forward into all aspects of her life as she took joy in celebrating the uniqueness found within 
every person.    
I first met Billie as an anxious and quiet fourteen-year old high school freshman in Central 
California, and she was this dynamo of enthusiasm, compassion, and positivity, even at such 
a young age. Never would I have conceived that such a uniquely beautiful soul would one 
day exchange lifetime vows of love with me. So I consider myself blessed, truly blessed, to 
have shared in a life full of joy and laughter by her side, and each day I am reminded of the 
lasting lessons she imparted that continue to shape the husband, father, and man I am this 
day.   
You see, to understand Billie was to know her as a teacher and nurturer, a role she cherished 
from her earliest days in Hawaii and through a professional career that carried her across the 
world.  As a classroom teacher and instructional coach, Billie was a towering presence in our 
school, one that shaped it not through force but rather love and patience. The central premise 
of her thesis, differentiated and responsive instruction, was the lens through which she 
trained and supported teachers, modeling the power in developing a responsive curriculum to 
meet the needs of the individual child. The resulting success of the students from such 
instructional practices made true believers out of her colleagues and inspired Billie to better 
understand these methods through her own research, which is why she entered Durham’s 
ISIP program despite being seven months pregnant with our son.  
The summer of our second year, our cohort was asked to identify focal points for our 
culminating theses, and Billie never hesitated in her desire to research and better understand 
differentiation. At times, the process was a struggle, made even more daunting by full-time 
employment and her beloved role as a mother. Yet she persisted, determined to see it through 
all of life’s ups and downs. To this end, Billie was blessed to have Per Kind as an advisor, a 
man that mirrored her compassion and empathy. They were kindred spirits in so many ways, 
and the night she learned Per was ill, she cried harder than I had seen since we were kids. 
Through everything, he provided patience and guidance in shaping her research, and when 
we lost him, she pushed even harder, wanting to finish as much for him as herself.  
However, in the early winter of 2017 Billie was diagnosed with a rare cancer. Devastated is 
not strong enough to describe my reaction and the many, many others that loved Billie. But 
not her. No, she attacked this disease with the same determination and positivity as she had 
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every other obstacle in her life, speaking often of the immense gratitude she felt for the time 
she had with her family and friends. Even as her fight neared its end, she continued her work 
on this research, drafting sections, analyzing data points, and making plans for its 
completion.  It was a journey whose end she would not see, but in the months following her 
death, I began to compile her research for possible submission, hoping to carry forward what 
was so close to completion. It was through the direction and support of my doctoral advisor, 
Professor Steve Higgins, that we can present her research to you this day. I know I speak for 
all of Billie’s extended family, and her as well, when I say we are so incredibly grateful for 
all he has done to bring us to this point. 
So, thank you for taking time to read the work of an incredible mother, wife, and teacher 
because we can think of no better way to celebrate a life dedicated to teaching others. We 
celebrate not because life is short but because life is beautiful. And what a uniquely beautiful 
live Billie led and inspired in so many.  
Love and Light to you all. 
Richard and Logan Dysinger 
July 2020 
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Abstract 
 
Differentiation is a well-known and popularly endorsed aspect of teaching. However, the lack 
of effective adoption and implementation of it as a practical classroom strategy suggests 
some uncertainty relating to the definition and indicates the challenge or difficulty of 
effective implementation. 
This study sought to investigate primary school teachers’ understanding of the idea and 
explores the educational concept through the Delphi technique, which uses both qualitative 
and quantitative methods (open-ended survey responses, Likert scale questions, semi-
structured questions and response to summaries of previous rounds). The main research 
question for the study is ‘what definitions can be generated in regard to the teaching and 
assessment strategies associated with differentiation among a group of teachers working in a 
similar environment?’, a series of secondary questions explore further aspects of teachers’ 
thinking about differentiation. Four rounds of surveys following the Delphi methodology 
were completed by 19 primary school teachers. A series of different questionnaire types were 
used to enable a panel of teachers to reach a final consensus by analysing and refocusing each 
subsequent round of survey questions. 
The data collected in each round produced a total of 38 teaching and 20 assessment strategies 
relating to differentiation.  The final round led to 32 teaching strategies and 15 assessment 
strategies reaching consensus. This left a six teaching and five assessment strategies that did 
not reach consensus. 
A key to developing a better understanding of concerns among educators may be through the 
process of creating a shared definition by practitioners and not relying upon handed-down 
terms and definitions. By engaging teachers with an opportunity to jointly create, discuss, and 
reflect upon the meaning and strategies of complex pedagogy like differentiation through 
active consensus-building such as the Delphi methodology, schools and professional 
development leaders can address misconceptions and develop and reinforce a shared 
understanding and common vocabulary that enables collegial support to be timely, effective, 
and more importantly, understandable for the educator.  While such consensus-building 
efforts like this research project are time-intensive, they are also valuable because the process 
allows teachers to engage in professional discourse that is meaningful for the teacher and 
perhaps better suited to support ongoing professional development efforts for increased 
implementation.  This implementation of a best practices pedagogy like differentiation may, 
in turn, help improve student learning, which is ultimately the end goal of any educational 
endeavor.   
 
Keywords 
Differentiation, classroom teaching, Delphi technique, mixed methods. 
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Statement of Copyright 
 
The copyright of this thesis rests with the author. No quotation from it should be published 
without prior written consent and information derived from it should be appropriately 
acknowledged. 
 
Supervisor’s Note 
As Rich noted in the Preface, Billie died before completing her thesis. In a few places she 
had left notes about what she intended to do or where she still had questions. I have picked 
these up in brief comments as footnotes and indicated where I think Billie’s ideas may have 
developed further either as she finished the final draft or as a result of discussion in her viva. 
We thought it was important to retain her voice throughout the thesis and readers should be 
aware that her work was still incomplete. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
 
I can still remember that feeling in the pit of my stomach.   
Following an abbreviated six-week mentoring program, I entered my first classroom 
convinced I was ready for anything, even working in an impoverished community and Title I 
School where a lack of resources was the standard.  I’d studied my curriculum, taken an 
arsenal of education methodology courses, and even stocked my cupboards with enough 
paper and pencils to fill a dozen classes.  
However, none of this adequately prepared me for the thirty-four sets of expectant eyes 
watching my every move, each representing a vast array of academic, social, and emotional 
needs that I had to address individually. To say I was overwhelmed by the enormity of the 
task before me was and still is an understatement.  
As an educator, this was and still remains my greatest challenge in a classroom. The sheer 
divide between comprehension levels, abilities, and approaches to learning1 found in that 
room and everyone since remains humbling.  Nevertheless, through many failed attempts, 
late night tears, emotional self-reflections, and eventual help from my colleagues, I found the 
answer to my dilemma in the form of differentiated instruction, something that over the years 
has become my passion, one I still seek to fully utilize and understand.   
Indeed, in the world today, such circumstances are not uncommon but rather the norm as 
educators habitually face a diverse population of student needs, backgrounds, and approaches 
to learning, which makes it difficult to provide adequate targeted instruction to all (Mathes et 
al., 2001). However, a paradigm gaining popularity in education is differentiated instruction, 
 
1 Supervisor’s note: this was originally learning ‘styles’ but the concept is problematic. See the discussion on pages 29-31. 
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which is designed to meet individual needs and help students become more motivated and 
focused, and ultimately autonomous learners (Subban, 2006; Tomlinson, 2008). Such 
instructional techniques can meet the needs of this diverse population by offering a varying 
approach to teaching.  
However, there are many layers to consider when discussing differentiation. The 
predominant definition appears simple and easily defined; differentiated instruction is student 
aware teaching, but upon deeper discussion with teachers, such general definitions give way 
to differences in interpretation based upon individual perceptions (Tomlinson, 2008; Roiha, 
2012). In fact, teacher perception on differentiation is an issue that must be considered (Latz 
et al., 2008; Puzio et al., 2015; Joseph, 2013). These differences sometimes show a lack of 
shared understanding of the strategies that support the implementation of differentiated 
instruction. Such differences ultimately impact not just the application but also the discussion 
and shared understanding of the teaching pedagogy.   
As Lortie (1975) stated, “teaching is not like crafts and professions whose members talk in 
language specific to them and their work” (Lortie, 1975 pg. 123). His argument referenced 
the importance of having a common “technical language” so that novice teachers have access 
to the pre-existing knowledge of teaching (Lortie, 1975). This suggests larger concerns, 
essentially if teachers do not share a definition or even a common vocabulary regarding their 
practices, how will they be able to learn from one another and discuss nuances about their 
pedagogy with fellow professionals? Grossman and McDonald (2008) continued this line of 
reasoning by recognizing that thirty years later there still exists no collective framework for 
teaching that identifies key components across grade levels and content areas.  
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Recognizing these concerns, this study will argue for the importance of building a shared 
practitioners’ definition2 of differentiation, especially in considering professional 
development and collegial feedback’s role in aiding pedagogical change in schools.  Such 
variance in personal outlook may stymie effective professional learning and implementation 
within classrooms. More specifically, this research will generate common definitions among 
a group of educators regarding differentiated instructional and assessment strategies by 
examining existing beliefs and practices and allowing for joint discussions of these ideas via 
a consensus-building methodology. In doing so, this research aims to make a clear argument 
that to understand such pedagogy, it is imperative to move beyond the general and examine 
the specific degrees of the teaching practices to support communal professional learning, 
which in turn may help support implementation in the teaching and learning environment.   
 
1.2 Existing Issues  
It is important to note that the teaching pedagogy of differentiation is very complex and there 
is no one way to implement it, which makes implementation varied, or in other cases, 
minimal (Tomlinson, 2000).   This variance of interpretation and implementation brings to 
question the level of common understanding held by professional educators. Particularly 
concerning is the absence of a shared practitioners’ definition, causing a lack of shared 
vocabulary among professional and perhaps leading to inconsistency in implementation due 
to varied perspectives.   
Many of the teachers I worked with as a literacy facilitator would identify themselves as 
differentiating their lessons to meet the needs of their students, although their approaches 
were completely different. This is the problem with the implementation of differentiation; it 
 
2 Supervisor’s comment: throughout the thesis there is an unresolved tension between developing an agreed 
definition of differentiation and reaching a shared understanding of a complex educational concept. This is 
reflected in some of the methodological challenges inherent in the Delph technique and the attempt to reach 
consensus as well as measure disagreement. 
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can look so different in each classroom. Roiha (2012) described teachers as holding different 
perceptions of differentiation, and it is this variety of interpretations that influences the 
variability in implementation.  In fact, there is an overwhelming amount of research about the 
varying approaches of differentiation, and likewise, studies also show a lack of effective 
implementation in classrooms (Burns 2006; Moon et al., 1995, Tomlinson et al., 1998). Even 
in situations where teachers realize that students in their classrooms have different needs, it 
does not mean that a teacher will automatically differentiate. There are many examples of 
such findings (Tomlinson, Moon & Callahan, 1998; Smit & Humpert, 2012; Moon et al., 
2002; Brimijoin, 2002; Moon et al.,1995; Moon et al., 2003; Tomlinson et al., 1995). Within 
these discrepancies rests an opportunity for deeper understanding.  
The examination of research uncovers much information regarding differentiation, the 
strategies that support it, and the assessments that help guide it, but there is little about a 
practitioner-derived definition. Numerous studies evaluate perceptions, self-reporting level of 
implementations, and actual observations of classroom implementation, but such studies 
utilize predetermined lists of teaching and assessment strategies rather than generating a 
practitioner-derived definition from the ground up (Moon et al., 1995, Moon et al., 2003, 
Schumm & Vaughn, 1995; Tomlinson et al., 2003). This lack of a practitioners’ definition 
may impact practices and even research conducted in classrooms.  Indeed, Tomlinson (1999) 
found conflicting evidence between teacher interviews and classroom observations and noted 
through further evaluation that the participants were not lying, but rather there was a lack of 
common vocabulary.  
The concern of not having a professional vocabulary in the field of education is not a new 
notion. Lortie (1975) identified this lack of technical vocabulary, something furthered by 
Grossman and McDonald (2008) who discussed a need for a framework of teaching 
necessary to develop common language and identify key components of teaching across 
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grade levels. Strides have been made in creating a professional vocabulary in other pockets of 
education.  For example, the National Education Goals Panel found there was a need to 
create a document that established common vocabulary in child development in hopes to 
create further dialogue promoting the healthy development of children (Kagan, 1985). 
Freeman & Johnson (1998) argued that a lack of theoretical framework for language teachers 
hindered the development of professional knowledge. Both studies acknowledge the need for 
building a common vocabulary in specific fields.  
With a complex teaching pedagogy like differentiation, it is critical to build a practitioner’s 
definition that will become the foundation for a professional vocabulary in our field because 
doing so allows educators to discuss pertinent topics about their profession and learn from 
one another.  
Such a shared vocabulary has become common in other professions. For example, in the field 
of computer science, discussions of creating formal ontologies among professionals can 
result in activities like the implementation of conceptual analysis and domain modeling a 
standard form of methodologies (Guarino, 1998). An ontology, as understood in this context, 
is a body of formal knowledge that is based on these formal conceptualizations that create a 
common view of the world in that profession (Gruber, 1993).   
Building such conceptualizations or formal representations of common knowledge allows for 
a systematic way that pedagogy can be defined and discussed. When teachers have a formal 
conceptualization, it allows them to have a simplified and common view. Once this shared 
view is created, the educators can then engage in professional conversations sharing ideas 
and learning from one another. The missing piece remains that common language or ontology 
where the professionals have a common vision. By creating this shared vocabulary, it will 
allow for deeper knowledge sharing to take place within the teaching profession.  
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Ultimately, educational research evaluates numerous aspects of differentiation: the amount of 
implementation, varying levels of implementation, preservice teachers and their needs to 
differentiate, and perceptional research regarding differentiation from the teacher, student and 
administrator levels (Brimijoin, 2002; Moon et al.,1995; Moon et al., 2003; Tomlinson et al., 
1999). Yet, little existing research has been created regarding a practitioner-derived 
definition. There is a need for such an understanding to be built among the practitioners, so 
rather than a handed-down philosophy, it is group-generated and aligns with the ideology of 
educators.   
 
1.3 Research Questions 
A major issue with differentiated instruction is the limited level of implementation, part of 
which may stem from the fact that differentiation has been variously conceived by teachers  
(Moon et al., 1995; Mills et al., 2014). Likewise, there is no prescribed way to implement 
differentiation because there is no single way to differentiate (Tomlinson, 2000). Essentially, 
teachers may have a general definition of differentiation, but in practice, differences in 
nuances present themselves, hindering effective communication and dialogue among 
colleagues. As such, for true understanding or implementation of differentiation, educators 
must to be able to define and understand the teaching and assessment strategies that support 
this approach. 
Thus, the Research Questions for this proposed study are as follows: 
PRIMARY QUESTION: What definitions can be generated in regard to the teaching and 
assessment strategies associated with differentiation among a group of teachers working in a 
similar environment?  
SECONDARY QUESTION: To what extent is there a shared definition among elementary 
school teachers? 
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SECONDARY QUESTION: What types of discussions, concessions, or conflicts will 
originate among these elementary teachers as they generate a definition of teaching and 
assessment strategies of differentiation? 
SECONDARY QUESTION: To what extent do teachers adjust their definitions of the 
teaching strategies and assessment strategies as they communicate their understandings with 
fellow colleagues?   
 
1.4 Methodology Overview 
By developing a practitioner definition, the aim of this study is to examine differentiation not 
in general terms, but in the exact teaching and assessment strategies that support an 
elementary school setting. This study completed four rounds using the Delphi method as a 
consensus-building process with each pass allowing participants to share their ideas with the 
group while remaining anonymous. The Delphi method was created to encourage true debate 
between experts with the absence of personalities (Gordon, 1994). During the process of 
creating a shared definition, the panel of teachers must identify and define strategies of 
differentiation and defend their thinking with peers.  
This study evaluated the information gathered from the panel of primary educators through 
each round of the Delphi study as they created a shared definition. This process allowed 
participants to converse about differentiation in the safety of anonymity, which the Delphi 
model uses to encourage true opinions regardless of conflict between panel members. This 
methodology allowed the opportunity to recognize where definitions differed and the 
subsequent discussions and evaluations of disagreements, thereby altering teacher viewpoints 
to a consensus based on communal input of fellow colleagues.  
This study brought together nineteen primary educators and had them build a shared 
definition on the teaching and assessment strategies of differentiation. A complex pedagogy, 
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research has proven there is a lack of understanding and effective implementation. This 
methodology created an opportunity where these professionals formulated common 
definitions which developed the foundation for self-reflection of their pedagogical views and 
created an opportunity for collegial conversations. The Delphi consensus model forced all 
teachers in this study to participate collecting the individual and group data through each 
round of the study. Collecting data in this manner allowed the researcher to document 
discussions, changes in viewpoints, and themes throughout the process.   All participants 
were forced to be actively engaged in the conversation whether it was through sharing of 
their own definitions or evaluating concepts presented to the group for consensus analysis.  
Since there are no clearly established rules in how differentiation should look in a classroom, 
this makes it all the more important to develop a shared practitioner definition where 
common vocabulary and vision are created and help construct an ontology of common 
understanding among a group of professionals.  
 
1.5 Contribution  
“What we call differentiation is not a recipe for teaching. It is not an instructional 
strategy. It is not what a teacher does when he or she has time. It is a way of thinking 
about teaching and learning. It is a philosophy.” (Tomlinson, 2000 pg. 6.)  
 
This research has a unique goal to build a definition at the practitioner level and to see if a 
culture of teachers can learn from and influence one another. More specifically, this work 
sought to create a shared definition among practitioners, and in the process, generate an 
ontology to serve as a basis of understanding among colleagues. These shared definitions can 
then build an ontological commitment among these teachers, thereby creating a shared 
understanding and commonalities in the methodologies to implement it.  Furthermore, this 
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research’s objective was to also determine if a culture of teachers can learn and teach one 
another. By having teachers share their variations of differentiation and then evaluating these 
definitions by a group of fellow teachers, they can create a commitment to the definition.  
If teachers are expected to implement a framework as complex as differentiation, it is 
therefore important to have a practitioners’ viewpoint and definition. Theory and research are 
critical to understanding differentiation, but implementation happens at the classroom level 
and teachers are the facilitators. Definitions, concepts, and theories should not be handed 
down and consumed without consideration. Using this existing approach of telling teachers 
the strategies and definitions has shown that teachers are not fully grasping it. This study 
adopts a novel methodology for this area of research, one that puts the emphasis on gathering 
the definitions from the teachers themselves, because ultimately, they are the ones 
responsible for understanding and implementing it. Teachers were sharing, learning, and 
changing their ideas based on the interactions they had from one another. It could be a new 
way to create a real understanding among educators to use as a building block for future 
learning.   
 
1.6 Personal Relevance 
My background as an educator is diverse with opportunities to teach at intermediate and 
primary levels as a classroom teacher and support specialist across three different continents.  
This accumulation of experience directly inspires and motivates my research, especially the 
necessity of differentiation as a teaching strategy.  
As a teacher transitioning from California and its scripted curriculum and mandated scope 
and sequence to the Department of Defense Education Activity (DODEA) worldwide district 
where the curriculum was viewed as a resource, not a requirement, it became clear I had a lot 
to learn.  When I began with DODEA, I was faced with a drastically different teaching 
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experience, specifically an increased accessibility to resources, curriculum, and coaching 
support with a heightened focus on ongoing professional learning and reflection. Likewise, 
the focus of instruction was less on the curriculum and more on specific grade level content 
standards, but it was completely up to me how I accomplished this task.   My head spun with 
the fear and excitement that comes with professional freedom, but it was this very freedom 
that helped inspire my pedagogical passion for differentiation.  
The flames of this passion were further sparked when DODEA instituted the Pacific Literacy 
Project (PLP), a Balanced Literacy program focused on the differentiated approach for 
reading and writing and the appointment of a Literacy Facilitator (LF) in each school across 
the district. This LF encouraged reciprocal support among colleagues so we could jointly 
develop a richer understanding of differentiation within our classroom instruction and 
assessment.  A powerful, professionally-altering experience, it was also here that I first 
recognized the influence of collegial discussion and consensus-building. 
Flash forward several years and I had assumed the role of LF myself where my new title 
shifted my focus from students to the practices of teachers within my school.  By observing 
and participating in so many classrooms, I was able to see firsthand that the understanding of 
differentiation differed, often extremely, from class to class and teacher to teacher despite 
similarities in a generalized definition.  Often it required my leading discussions to help 
develop a truly shared understanding of what differentiation might look like.  While variety is 
important, it was the differences in interpretation and application that fascinated me and 
informed my belief that it is within the culture of peers working together and feeling secure 
to share their ideology that self-reflection, change, and true understanding can take place.  
Recognizing this challenge facing teachers today, I sought to examine how teachers create, 
reflect, and modify their thinking regarding differentiation among colleagues (Tomlinson, 
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2000).  This study gave teachers a chance to share their own understanding as they created a 
shared definition in the safe, nonjudgmental environment of the Delphi methodology.  
 
1.7 Thesis Overview  
Chapter 1: Introduction 
The introductory chapter provides an overview of the research background, contributions of 
the study, research objectives, methodology, and personal relevance.   
Chapter 2: Differentiation Background 
Chapter Two details the background of differentiation to include definitions, classroom 
demands, supporting theories, ways of implementations, and the strategies and assessments 
supporting differentiation.  
Chapter 3: Methodology 
Chapter Three defines and analyzes the Delphi model identifying its strengths and 
weaknesses and the different nuances of this type of consensus-building methodology. This 
chapter also specifies in detail the research objectives and design for the study including 
sampling choices, survey round designs, and data collection methodology.  
Chapter 4: Results  
Chapter Four examines the findings of each Delphi round and presents group outcomes and 
individual responses.   
Chapter 5: Discussion/Analysis  
Chapter Five reviews all findings and themes derived from this research and links it to 
existing literature.  
Chapter 6: Conclusions and Follow-up  
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Chapter Six provides conclusions regarding the research findings in relation to the primary 
and secondary research questions, as well as identifying weaknesses and potential follow-up 
research.  
Bibliography and Appendices 
This final section provides a bibliography, and supporting information in a series of 
appendices, as indicated in the preceding chapters.  
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review 
 
2.1 Introduction  
Differentiation is far from a new notion within academic research with intensive focus placed 
on the potential benefits when applied to the learning setting.  However, this study is seeking 
to identify a practitioner-derived definition of the pedagogy, one grounded in the perspectives 
and practices of educators within classrooms.  Such a notion may highlight the lack of a 
common technical language, something that hinders the professional discourse and 
collaboration between teachers. In review of existing literature, attention will be placed on an 
analysis of differentiation itself to include its definition, philosophical underpinnings, 
correlation to assessment, and the need for an operational definition.  
 
2.2 Defining Differentiation 
A complex term like differentiation possesses multiple layers from the macro to micro level, 
with each built upon the other, beginning with identifying labels, establishing a general 
definition, and discussing the core foundational elements. While referenced occasionally in 
the literature as a tool, the term pedagogy is used because, as Tomlinson (2003) notes, this 
philosophy encompasses an overall approach to teaching by educators.   
It is critical, therefore, to start with the examination of the label ‘differentiation’, and other 
terms researchers may associate with this pedagogy.   Differentiated instruction can be used 
interchangeably with the term responsive teaching as both are viewed as synonymous. While 
the same author in a different article described a teacher’s response to a student’s need as the 
beginning point of differentiation, both Tomlinson (2003) and Edison (2003) use one term to 
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describe or even define the other. These two terms have much in common and even have an 
interrelated relationship. 
However, professional development resources used by teachers, including the referenced 
material below, describe these terms separately, but still identify their inherent link in how 
they work in tandem to create a powerful differentiated classroom:  
“Responsive teaching is a way of thinking about teaching and learning.   Responsive 
teaching in the differentiated classroom connects the learner and the content in 
meaningful, respectful, and effective ways. It is grounded in the teacher's 
understanding of and connection with each student” Professional Learning. (n.d.). 
(Retrieved June 3, 2017, from https://www.ncps-k12.org/Page/101.) 
This explanation shows that, even though responsive teaching and differentiation work 
together, some consider them as separate concepts. This conflicts with the previous research, 
which views these two terms synonymously. While, the concept of a responsive approach 
works well with the ideals of differentiation, for the sake of this study the labeling term of 
differentiation will be used as the pedagogical topic. Phrases such as ‘responding to student 
needs’ or ‘using a responsive approach’ may be used, but the prevailing label for this 
pedagogy will be differentiated instruction.  
Within this pedagogical label of differentiation, an analysis of existing general definitions of 
this type of instruction is necessary. There are countless definitions provided in the existing 
literature, but again the problem are terms used interchangeably by researchers, adding to the 
confusion.  When looking at the overarching definitions of differentiation, there seems to be 
some similarities in the terminology used across literature, and many terms are used 
interchangeably. 
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“Differentiated instruction is matching instruction to meet the different needs of 
learners in a given classroom” (Kosanovich et al., 2007 p. 1). 
 
“Differentiated instruction is a pedagogy that inspires the learning process for a 
diverse group of students” (Heacox, 2002, p. 1). 
 
“At the most basic level, differentiation consists of the efforts of teachers to respond 
to a variance among learners in the classroom” (Tomlinson, 2000, p. 6).  
 
A few similarities or themes emerge when analyzing general definitions for differentiated 
instruction.  In these definitions, terms like instruction, pedagogy, or efforts of teachers all 
reference the way an educator approaches teaching, demonstrating that differentiation is an 
action implemented by the teacher. They also all imply a common idea that the educator is an 
active participant in the teaching process and differentiation is something that is played out 
by the teacher in a facilitator role.  
Another common theme identified within these definitions is the teaching approach of 
differentiation is used to meet the needs of different, diverse, or a variance of learners. 
These terms indicate that the demands of the student population are very diverse, and 
therefore, a teacher’s approach will need to be just as varied as the students within the class. 
An assumption can be made that if the population is diverse, then the response of the teacher 
needs to compensate for this variance in some way, insinuating that this cannot be a one-
dimensional approach.  
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In analyzing the similarities of these general definitions of differentiation found across 
literature, commonalities are noted, but sometimes words such as “strategy” are loosely used 
to mean and/or imply different things. Thus, it is important to examine the role and meaning 
of the word “strategy” when used in the general definition of differentiation. At first glance, 
there seems to be conflicting views of whether differentiation is a single strategy or 
incorporates a plethora of strategies in this teaching pedagogy. The assumption that 
differentiation encompasses more than a single strategy to meet a different, diverse, or 
variance of learners needs to be examined closer and not just blindly accepted.  
Some research identifies differentiation as “one strategy to facilitate academic success” In 
other words, suggesting that differentiation is a single strategy that gives a direct approach to 
teaching (Berbaum, 2009 p. 1). Further examination of Berbaum’s argument identifies that 
for successful differentiation it “necessitates that educators maintain flexibility in their 
methods of instruction” (Berbaum, 2009 pg. 173). It highlights that differentiation includes 
the plural form of methods, not just a singular approach. In fact, the whole premise of this 
study was to discuss several strategies identified as differentiation and evaluate how they 
were perceived by teachers. It is almost as if the word ‘strategy’ is used broadly when 
discussing differentiation, assuming the reader acknowledges differentiation as an 
overarching topic with many ways to implement. 
Berbaum’s study is not alone in the way the word “strategy” is used in research of 
differentiation, DeBaryshe and colleagues (2009) also described differentiation as a singular 
strategy for meeting diverse needs. The authors, however, go on to explain differentiation as 
an instructional model, so even though the singular term of strategy may be used to define 
differentiation, later it is explained as a model, implying a multi-faceted approach 
(DeBaryshe et al., 2009). With these studies, differentiation is seemingly described as not a 
single tactic but rather having many encompassing components. A similar problem is evident 
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when phrases like “a particular pedagogical strategy like differentiation” is used, again 
implying again it is a single approach (Mills et al., 2014 p. 15).  In the same study the 
viewpoint is expanded by the idea that “differentiation is a complex concept” that has many 
different nuances (Mills et al., 2014 p. 15).  In fact, one of the main researchers in the field of 
differentiation, Tomlinson (2000), describes differentiation as not simply a strategy but a 
pedagogical philosophy of how to approach teaching.  
“It is not an instructional strategy. It is not what a teacher does when he or she has 
time. It is a way of thinking about teaching and learning. It is a philosophy.” 
(Tomlinson, 2000 pg. 6.) 
These studies demonstrate that by using the word “philosophy” to describe differentiation, it 
suggests a broadness of approach rather than a single teaching tactic. Even when the singular 
term strategy is used, there is an underlying assumption that differentiation is an 
accumulation of tactics or a framework for multiple strategies working together and not just a 
single approach.  
Accepting the common themes in existing research, this study will define differentiation as a 
responsive teaching pedagogy that implements multiple strategies to meet the needs of a 
diverse population of students. Likewise, recognition is paid to the notion that differentiation 
is not a single strategy but rather a complicated pedagogy with many distinct components or 
layers.  In fact, it is in these layers and finer details of the strategies that support 
differentiation where the true interest of this study resides.  
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2.3 Differentiation Traits 
Differentiation, therefore, is a pedagogy that suggests curriculum should be determined based 
on the needs of the child. While there are seemingly countless ways that a teacher can 
differentiate the content for a classroom, Stone (1996) and Tomlinson (2003) extend similar 
ideas that a teacher must respond to the different traits or capabilities of the child through 
differentiated instruction using content, process, product, and environment. This is the 
foundation of differentiation and became known as the four elements of all the teaching 
strategies of differentiation. Understanding the meaning of content, process, product, and 
environment is the key to creating strategies of differentiation.  
Content is the essential goal, especially in a society with state standards and high-stakes 
standardized tests (Santamaria, 2009). It addresses the question of what a child is learning. 
Content is the idea that the same topic or standard will be taught to all students, but the 
complexity will change depending on the need of each individual child (Santamaria, 2009). A 
teacher would use different resources varying in difficulty so that way students can all 
receive the critical information but at their level of complexity. Content deals with the 
information that the students need to learn to understand a topic or standards. 
Differentiated instruction by process allows for challenging tasks to be given to students at 
varying levels and pace (Santamaria, 2009).  Process is the “how” a child obtains the 
information and develops their understanding of the new material. There are several ways 
that differentiation can take place at the process level, including such things as tiered 
activities, it allows the learners to work on a similar skill at different levels of support 
(Tomlinson, 2000). The teacher has the same goals in the mind for every student, but the 
steps in how they achieve these may differ. Some students may have several levels of 
support, while another child may have less scaffolds during the process stage.  
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Product is the assessment, or the demonstration of the new knowledge gained by the student 
(Tomlinson, 2003). Essentially, the product is that final piece in how students show their 
learning and can include giving students options - for example: a puppet show, writing a 
letter, or creating a mural with labels - of how they showcase their learning (Tomlinson, 
2000). Differentiation in products allows for different levels of scoring, evaluation, and 
difficulty depending on the student’s ability (Santamaria, 20009). How these products are 
evaluated can also be individualized. 
To differentiate a product, a teacher could use rubrics that assess varied skills to meet the 
needs of students (Tomlinson, 2000). It is this alternative look at evaluation or assessments 
where differentiation can allow students to shine in different ways. Not all students may 
perform well in a typical chapter assessment. Some may do better with the immersion of 
technology through the creation of a PowerPoint highlighting the important details of a 
particular unit or standard. It is in the power of variety or a custom look at students’ 
capabilities that effective differentiation can take place.  
Content, process, and product may be the foundation of strategies for differentiation, but it is 
the fourth element, environment, that encourages learning and sets the stage for the success 
of differentiation. Creating and designing the physical environment for a classroom is critical 
(Stone, 1996). Creating a positive learning environment is not a new concept, but one that 
holds a particular importance with differentiated instruction, and is often created in three 
ways; organization of the physical environment, a teacher consistent schedule, and clear 
expectations of behavior (Bickart, Jablon, & Dodge 1999). The environment in the classroom 
sets the tone for learning. The environment is not just a location for learning, but rather a 
medium that helps to encourage learning and can help a topic come to life for the students 
(Smutny & Fremd, 2004). Therefore, creating a positive learning place is no longer just the 
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idea that a classroom should look a certain way, but rather a very thoughtful reflection done 
by the teacher to create an environment that provides new learning opportunities.  
There has been a historic shift in the field of education to make it more child-centered. With 
this philosophy, it supports the idea that the environment acts as a catalyst to the learning that 
takes place (Smutny & Fremd, 2004; Subban, 2006). Creating the classroom environment, 
incudes thinking about the space and visual stimulation, availability of resources, flexibility 
of seating, and creating areas for whole and small group transitions (Smutny & Fremd, 2004; 
Tomlinson, 2000). With proper planning, the classroom environment will support 
differentiated instruction and the encouragement of learning. The physical environment can 
convey a strong message to students sending a message of safety and comfort, but the 
classroom environment goes beyond the physical, deeper to include aspects of community-
building (Bickart et al., 1999). Environment of a classroom deals with much more than just 
organization of furniture and materials, it goes deeper into the feelings, expectations, and 
sense of community. Creating an atmosphere in a classroom encompasses clear behavior 
expectations, engaging ways to begin daily routines, encourages respectful relationships, and 
models safe risk-taking (Smutny & Fremd, 2004). Students who are vested in their classroom 
have a sense of belonging, are more likely to take risks in their learning, and therefore, more 
likely to make gains in their learning (Gibbs, 2001). Creating a positive learning environment 
is the setting where the teaching and assessment strategies of differentiation occur.  
Although assessments will be looked at closer, it is important to note that all assessments 
have their own place of importance or value. A powerful program should recognize the 
development of the whole child, something embraced by differentiation pedagogy (Stone, 
1996). Yet, defining differentiation is complex and features many layers, so it is critical to 
label, define, and examine the foundational core elements that ultimately support the 
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pedagogy. Likewise, it is important to discuss and examine more closely the supporting 
foundational theories associated with differentiation.   
 
2.3 Theory to Explain Differentiation  
Differentiation is grounded in the theory of Lev Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development 
(ZPD), which speaks about teaching at a particular level to ensure the learning success of a 
child (Roiha, 2012). ZPD explains that for a child to reach required mastery, the task needs to 
be scaffolded to meet their specific needs (Tomlinson et al., 2003). The point of 
differentiation is to align the learning goal to the capability of the child, and teachers with an 
expertise in differentiation can use a plethora of research-based strategies to teach and engage 
the learners (Brimijoin, 2002). Research seems to support the idea that for a learner to pick 
up a new task it should be at the right level or within their ZPD (Tomlinson et al., 2003). It is 
found that a teacher using instructional strategies can influence learning almost the same as 
aptitude (Stronge et al., 2007).  Likewise, qualitative studies suggest that students do poorly 
if an academic task is not at their current level (Tomlinson et al., 2003).  
Implementing ZPD theory to ensure learner success is no easy task. The teacher faces many 
variables in the classroom and the reality of the class environment is mix-ability and even 
mixed-ages (Kerry & Kerry, 1997). Teaching the average student means that a teacher is not 
engaging the students who need more challenges or reaching the needs of the students who 
are struggling. It is essential that teachers address the needs of the “middle band” but also 
face the demands of pupils with higher and lower abilities, giving an educator the task of 
teaching on a broad continuum of ability (Kerry & Kerry, 1997). Using a single task 
approach for all learners of different needs with only slight modifications may fall short 
because, the tasks are below or above their ZPD (Tomlinson et al., 2003). To truly meet the 
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diverse needs of a classroom student population strategies and interventions of differentiation 
need to be interwoven throughout the curricular framework.  
A classroom should accommodate the vast range of children needs, their knowledge, 
experiences, interests, learning rate, and styles to facilitate a continuous learning environment 
(Stone, 1996). ZPD is the foundational theory of differentiation but additions to this learning 
theory were created to help teachers identify how and where to differentiate to the needs of 
the child. Essentially, these attributes - learner’s readiness, interests, learning profile - 
acknowledge different preferences a student may have by assessing a child’s ZPD for their 
individual learning (McTighe & Brown, 2005).   
Readiness is a trait that deals with the level that a child is at in their learning continuum. As 
Tomlinson (2003) notes, readiness refers to a child’s understanding and existing skill set that 
they currently have. Inclusive classrooms consist of a community of learners with a wide 
range of abilities and interest and student readiness deals with the fact that students are at 
different levels in their academic skills and social skills (Ruhl & Berlinghoff, 1992). 
Differentiation takes such factors into consideration when creating a powerful curriculum to 
reach all learners. In essence, this is the idea that the teacher needs to understand the level of 
readiness of each student so that way they can teach the child at their level of development. 
When a teacher is aware of a child’s readiness, it allows them to scaffold to their ability 
which is the goal of ZPD, to allow a variety of learners to work within their area of 
development (Santamaria, 2009).  
The trait of interest refers to the area or topic that motivates or impassions the child’s 
learning. Student interest is a powerful motivator, which a proficient teacher should take 
advantage of in a differentiated classroom (Tomlinson, 2008). When a child finds a topic 
interesting, they have a higher motivation to want to learn about that specific topic. Allowing 
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for choice or variety of topics to be learned in the classroom setting can be a driving force for 
a child to want to learn.  
Children learn in different ways and when creating a curriculum, it is important to understand 
that each child may have preferences in learning (Sternberg & Zhang, 2005).   Differentiated 
instruction is an approach to teaching that accommodates for differences in how students 
learn as well as their different capabilities (Ruhl & Berlinghoff, 1992). The actual learning 
‘style’ of a child consistently changes and develops as they grow and mature, and some key 
fundamental understands for learning styles and preferences include:  
Styles or preferences can vary across tasks and situations;  
People differ in strengths of their stylistic preferences;  
People differ in flexibility in their styles or preferences;  
Styles and preferences are socialized;  
Styles and preferences can very across lifespan they are not fixed; 
Styles are modifiable;  
(Sternberg & Zhang, 2005).  
Awareness of a student’s learning preferences or ‘style’ can have a dramatic effect on their 
success, but while learning styles or approaches to learning are an important factor, it is also 
crucial to realize that “styles are preferences not abilities” (Sternberg & Zhang, 2005). A 
learning style is not a type of identified intelligence or ability but rather a preference in a 
learning approach.   
The trait of affect is how a child views and feels about themselves, their work, and the 
classroom, and the key to affect is that the teacher acknowledges there is more to a student’s 
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learning than just content area knowledge. The student’s affect is the gateway to help a 
student become more engaged and therefore more successful in the learning continuum 
(Tomlinson, 2003). When the teacher is aware of affect, there is a realization that a child has 
emotions and feelings that pervade their learning. Essentially, what might motivate one child 
may hinder another.  
When examining these elements of learning, it is important to note that there is a strong body 
of research that contradicts the notion of learning style. In fact, conflicting evidence of a 
theory of learning ‘styles’ is now incorporated in countless educational literature questioning 
its validity.   
“Although the literature on learning styles is enormous, very few studies have even 
used an experimental methodology capable of testing the validity of learning styles 
applied to education. Moreover, of those that did use an appropriate method, several 
found results that flatly contradict the popular meshing hypothesis” (Pashler et al., 
2008 p. 105). 
For this study, it was important to recognize these conflicting perspectives regarding learning 
styles, but it will not discuss in depth the contradictory points. Instead it will refer to the 
theoretical roots of differentiated instruction and its links to constructionism, more 
specifically Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development (Santamaria, 2009) and recognize 
the intuitive appeal of the concept of learning ‘styles’ and preferences to practitioners. This is 
to reflect accurately and without judgement teachers’ perspectives on differentiation. 
 
2.4 Assessments 
When evaluating the teaching strategies of differentiated instruction, it is valuable to examine 
the assessment strategies used to support this pedagogy because assessments are closely 
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linked to differentiated instruction (Mills et al., 2014). Assessments give information to the 
teacher to help them support the learning of the students (Smutny & Fremd, 2004). Often 
broken into the subcategories of formative and summative assessment, the latter is a new way 
of looking at assessment with a different purpose in mind. The goal of formative or 
assessment for learning is to inform the educator on the skills that a child possesses and what 
needs reinforcement. The goal of this assessment is to establish an authentic picture of the 
child’s knowledge because assessments need to require a demonstration of understanding of a 
topic or subject area not the simple ability of recall (McTighe & Brown, 2005). 
Assessments should be viewed as integral part of the teaching and learning cycle, and when 
used properly, these assessments guide and inform a teacher’s instruction.  (Stone, 1996). 
Thus, formative assessment plays a critical role in differentiated instruction, and it is clear 
that instruction and formative assessments go hand-in-hand and therefore cannot be divided 
into separate entities (Black & Wiliam, 1998). Formative assessment is not separate from 
instruction it can demonstrate to the educator the knowledge, understanding, and skills that 
are emerging for each student at a different time (Tomlinson, 2007). If differentiation is 
supposed to be responding to the learners needs, then it is the assessments that help inform 
the instructor where the student’s needs rest. In the past, assessment was seen primarily as a 
way of gauging ability and achievement (Smutny & Fremd, 2004). In fact, a differentiated 
class tends to be one of the most regularly assessed, yet least evident in schools (Mills et al., 
2014). Indeed, for assessments to work formatively, a teacher must use the information to 
adjust their teaching methodology (Black & Wiliam, 1998). A developmentally appropriate 
classroom will use instructional strategies designed to “fit the child” and their development 
(Stone, 1996).  Formative assessment has a symbiotic relationship with differentiated 
instruction; to have one you need the other.  
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Assessment is an ongoing process which is tightly correlated with the instruction that takes 
place (Tomlinson, 2000). For differentiated instruction to take place at its most optimal 
capacity, there needs to be a constant rhythm and flow between assessment, instruction, 
reflection, and implementation. This cycle in a differentiated classroom allows a teacher to 
ensure the goals for a child is at their individual learning level.  
This balance between assessment and differentiated instruction is especially critical in the 
primary age groups. During the primary years of learning there tends to be a larger gap of 
learning ability between students (Smutny & Fremd, 2004). This gap in ability in the younger 
age groups puts a larger pressure on the teacher to respond accordingly, and a teacher may 
need to use a plethora of assessments to gain a true understanding of a child’s academic 
ability. The younger the ages, the more dramatic the variations are in assessments and 
performance tasks creating a larger variety of developmental levels (Smutny & Fremd, 2004). 
So, for true differentiation, a teacher must constantly assess to gather information on student 
needs (Brimijoin, 2002). Therefore, formative assessments play such a critical role in this 
type of pedagogy because a teacher cannot differentiate without knowing the needs and skills 
of their students.  
 
2.5 Demands of the Classroom  
The demands on the teacher go much further than the four walls of the classroom and 
includes legislative pressures, standardized test expectations, increased content standards, and 
classroom demands related to individual student needs. The foundation of the United States is 
dependent on the building blocks of a strong education 
(http://m.whitehouse.gov/issues/education/k-12).  Creating academically responsive 
classrooms is important when the foundation of United States values are equity and 
excellence (Tomlinson, 1999). In 2002, a landmark government policy changed the climate 
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of educational policy. The No Child Left Behind Act of 2002 required years to draft and 
promised a new solution to the educational problems of the nation.  
“This plan is a promise to our children and their parents and to our young people 
seeking higher education. We promise to improve the quality of education and to raise 
our expectations of what students can accomplish. We promise to leave no student 
behind.”  
(https://www2.ed.gov/about/reports/strat/plan2002-07/plan.doc )  
This new legislation in the US discussed holding teachers accountable and linked the 
assessment results to federal funding, the result being added pressure for educators that you 
must perform to get paid (Debray-Pelot & McGuinn, 2009). The core philosophy of this 
legislation calls for little argument. The goals of this policy were to improve education by 
using research-based best practices, demand high expectations of students and hold the 
teachers accountable for student learning. The principles seem reasonable, but the evolution 
of this legislation altered the landscape of education.  
Hot topics such as standards of learning and assessment in the educational field have 
provoked governmental interest in finding ways to increase learning and standards in 
education, seeing components of this philosophy as the key to unlock learning potential 
(Black & Wiliam, 1998). The election of President Barack Obama likewise led to 
modifications of existing policy to encourage further reform.   
“Race to the Top has helped drive states nationwide to pursue higher standards, 
improve teacher effectiveness, use data effectively in the classroom, and adopt new 
strategies to help struggling schools.” 
 (http://www.whitehouse.gov/issues/education/k-12/race-to-the-top ) 
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This reform included significant funding of over four billion dollars and highlighted four key 
areas where change was necessary to improve the educational system of the United States.  
The four key areas:  
● Develop rigorous standards and assessments 
● Create a data system to collect student performance 
● Support educators to be more effective 
● Increase emphasis and resources for interventions that can turn around 
low performing schools. 
(http://www.whitehouse.gov/issues/education/k-12/race-to-the-top ) 
With these new reforms came even more pressure as school or district funding continued to 
be linked to performance. With outside pressures to perform at an all-time high and 
legislation demanding results, Moon et al., (2003) found that accountability through high-
stakes testing had a tremendous impact on teachers, their teaching practices, and learning 
process.  
Governmental policy in the US and UK is now being built on the assumption that higher 
standards equates to higher success for our children, but an important question posed by 
McTighe and Brown (2005) was whether differentiation and standards can coexist, 
suggesting a paradox (http://m.whitehouse.gov/issues/education/k-12 ). Yet, when we have 
students unable to reach these high expectations, there are limited choices that an educator 
can do to ensure that their students are reaching for academic excellence. Subsequently, there 
is a growing need to bridge the world of standards driven accountability and address the 
individual needs of a diverse population of learners (McTighe & Brown, 2005). 
Differentiated instruction can be that bridge and act as a framework for scaffolding student 
learning to meet the high expectation of standards.  
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The pressures on educators beyond governmental oversight include a diverse student 
population as teachers work with students with English as a Second Language (ESL), 
learning impaired (LI), gifted and talented students (GATE) services, not to mention cultural 
and socioeconomic variations.  These student variables lead to achievement gaps noted in 
media publications and academic research, some of which inspired the creation of 
educational resources such as gifted programs, response to intervention (RTI) models, and 
individualized educational plans (Santamaria, 2009). These programs aid the child and 
teacher but do not change the need for core instruction in an inclusive classroom.   
There are no two classrooms alike and there is no single answer to meet the needs of such a 
diverse population of students, but it is reassuring to know that high-quality classrooms can 
help close the gap between children at high risks of school failure (Hamre & Pianta, 2005). 
The pressure to perform as an educator is at an all-time high and combined with a demanding 
population of students creates a stressful environment.   
 
2.6 Academic Success 
There are many challenges in serving students with varying academic, cultural, linguistic, 
socioeconomic, and other needs that preoccupy teachers since the publication of research 
highlighting achievement gaps (Santamaria, 20009). With these noted deficiencies, a constant 
mantra has been that differentiation is a potential solution (Tomlinson, 2000). 
However, within the literature are limited examples of empirical data to support the effects of 
differentiation, and despite differentiation being acknowledged as an important methodology 
of instruction, little experimental research has been done on this particular pedagogy (Reis et 
al., 2011; Smit & Humpert, 2012; Tieso, 2004). Countless studies regarding differentiation 
exist, studying such phenomena as level of implementation of strategies, preservice teachers’ 
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support of differentiation, teacher perspectives, administrator perspectives, and even student 
perspectives about differentiation (Brimijoin, 2002; Moon et al.,1995; Schumm & Vaughn, 
1995; Tomlinson et al., 1995). These studies all measured different attributes of 
differentiation, but few addressed the impact on student achievement. With such a limited 
amount of research on differentiation and the impact it has on student achievement, it 
provides an opportunity to shed light on this pedagogy, especially when the studies that have 
been conducted showed promise. 
Ferrier (2007) conducted a study looking specifically at the achievement changes when 
second graders were taught using a differentiated approach. Across the board greater testing 
scores and a significant impact on student learning was noted when the strategies of 
differentiation were implemented (Ferrier, 2007).  Another study looked more specifically at 
the strategies of differentiation implemented for reading instruction and significant growth 
was measured in students’ vocabulary and reading comprehension (McCullough, 2011). A 
study conducted by Brimijoin (2001) found that achievement gains were made in classrooms 
on standardized tests regardless of economic status. Similar results were concluded in a 
dissertation by Tieso (2002) which evaluated the effects of differentiated instruction on 
mathematics achievement through a series of pretests and post-tests. Cusumano & Mueller 
(2007) found that a small school in Fresno, California put an emphasis on implementing 
differentiation to meet the needs of struggling students and the results showed the school’s 
overall ranking increased steadily as well as a decrease in discipline referrals, improved 
teacher morale, and significant gains in student reading, writing, and math skills (Cusumano 
& Mueller, 2007). 
In a multi-age classroom a teacher is faced with multiple ages and grade levels which can 
cause educators to differentiate their instruction at a higher rate. By examining a broader 
scope of differentiated instruction there are studies that examined the achievement score of 
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multi-age  classrooms versus single-grade classrooms and the overall motivation of students 
learning because of differentiated instruction. In these multi-age  classrooms teachers are 
more likely to implement differentiated instruction because of age difference and therefore a 
high academic diversity is found in these classrooms. The pressure of being a multi-age  
teacher adds pressure for a higher level of differentiation (Kobelin, 2009). Miller (1990) 
found that multi-age  classrooms had an increase on achievement tests compared to their 
counterparts of a single-grade level classroom. Even student motivation to learn was 
evaluated when differentiation was implemented. A study done in small schools looked 
specifically at a link between differentiation and motivation of the learner and found a 
significant link between this teaching approach and student motivation towards learning 
(Smit & Humpert, 2012).  
These studies have looked at the achievement in single subject areas, across subject areas, 
classroom level, school level, effects on discipline, teacher morale, and even the overall 
motivation of the learners.  Although the data displays a strong support for differentiation 
more research is needed, including a more system approach to examining the impact of this 
teaching. 
 
2.7 Challenges with Implementation 
While research shows that differentiation supports learning achievement with a diverse 
population, studies also show a lack of actual implementation. In a national survey of middle 
school teachers, 50% of respondents said they did not differentiate instruction based on 
readiness, interest, or learning profile, because they felt there was no need to do so (Moon et 
al.,1995). In fact, there were only a few strategies of differentiation being used in middle 
school classrooms, and the researchers described the use of these strategies more as tailoring 
of an assignment rather than true differentiation (Moon et al.,1995). Simple alterations are 
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not enough to reach the diverse population of students, rather there needs to be changes in the 
teachers’ approach to create an impact.  
This study was not alone in finding that teachers only do minor modifications to meet the 
diverse needs of their students as two separate studies arrived at the same conclusions as 
Moon and colleagues. The first study, a national survey on gifted education approaches, and 
the other, an observational study on gifted education instruction, both concluded that teachers 
did only minimal adjustments to meet the needs of students identified has having gifted needs 
(Archambault, 1993; Westberg et al., 1993). The results of these studies were later confirmed 
by McIntosh et al. (1993) when observations were being made to evaluate teachers making 
modifications for students with learning disabilities and found that teachers would do only 
minor modifications and minimal instructional changes to meet the needs (McIntosh et al., 
1994). These studies proved that even when teachers are faced with identified learners with 
special needs whether it is gifted or learning impaired they implemented only minimal 
changes to their teaching methodological approach. This raises concerns when there is a lack 
of implementation of differentiated instruction even when teachers were faced with such 
diversity in the classroom. With an apparent lack of implementation of this type of 
instruction it becomes important to examine teacher perceptions about this pedagogy.  
Schumm and Vaughn (1995) summarized the results of several longitudinal studies to 
describe instruction to special education students in mainstream classrooms, including a 
combination of interviews and questionnaires given to over 1,000 teachers and 3,000 students 
(Schumm & Vaughn, 1995). The results provided interesting insight as to teachers’ 
understanding and perceptions of differentiated instruction. The explanations given by the 
educators for rejecting differences: modifications drew negative attention to learners, it was 
not their job, they were unaware of learner needs, and such special treatment will not prepare 
the student for real life (Schumm & Vaughn, 1995). Studies like this show a strong 
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disconnect between the research and implementation of this best practice approach due to 
perceptions held by the teachers.  
Teachers’ perceptions seem to aid in the lack of implementation of differentiation in several 
aspects. One study found that some teachers perceived differentiated instruction as a fad that 
would change over time (Subban, 2006). It also showed teacher concerns regarding the time 
needed to prepare differentiated lessons, the discomfort of student assessments, preparing for 
testing, concerns with classroom management, and an insecurity over the role of the teacher 
in this new environment (Subban, 2006). There are many reasons or even excuses on why 
differentiation is not being implemented in classrooms on a daily basis, and these findings 
were not unique as Roiha (2012) noted.  
"I think that in an ideal world many teachers would differentiate more than they 
actually do in practice." (Roiha, 2012, p. 10.) 
These barriers created by perception may impact implementation. Roiha (2012) revealed that 
teachers who perceive differentiated instruction with a narrow definition often focused 
merely on differentiation as a task or assignment. This narrow perception can have a very 
limiting effect on the implementation practice of the educator. It was also noted that there 
seems to be a statistically significant correlation between the relationship of teacher’s 
perceptions of differentiation and the ways they actually differentiate in the class (Roiha, 
2012). However, a broader approach to differentiation seemed to lead to more purposeful and 
systematic way they implemented differentiation in the classroom (Roiha, 2012). Evidence 
suggests that teachers lack the confidence and don’t know how to identify specific needs of 
students and therefore struggle to move away from “one lesson for all” (Tomlinson et al., 
1995).   
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Another potential cause for the lack of implementation of differentiated strategies is due to 
the preparedness of the teacher. Many teachers need help to incorporate a variety of 
instructional strategies for differentiation (Holloway, 2000). Teachers can struggle to modify 
curriculum for students who are beyond the grade level standards and curriculum (Tomlinson 
et al., 2003). These shortfalls in differentiation by the teacher is apparent whether a student’s 
needs are due to learning difficulties, enrichment needs, second language acquisition, or a 
cultural variance (Tomlinson et al., 2003). In fact, a doctoral dissertation done in 2002 
incorporated a multifaceted qualitative study that demonstrated the complexity and therefore 
difficulty in-service teachers faced within the development of their skills of differentiation 
including process, product, and content (Brimijoin, 2002).  Brimijoin’s study outlined the 
varying levels of knowledge and developmental process for understanding differentiation for 
each teacher, but very time consuming for all.  
Teachers identify numerous challenges with differentiation which included large class sizes, 
lack of time, limited resources, and minimal knowledge of differentiation strategies (Roiha, 
2012). The time it takes for planning differentiated instruction can be a problem even for 
veteran teachers as Robison (2004) found that more investigation needs to be done in how 
teachers view time demands for planning differentiation and posed that this could be a 
potential barrier to implementation. Some of these barriers remain fixed because of funding 
and large student population, while others need further investigation.   
These perceptions also may impact the implementation of the pedagogy of differentiation. A 
study by Tomlinson (1995) involving preservice teachers found that to truly inspire change in 
an educator’s approach to teaching, it takes more than just a simple training or workshops on 
differentiation. Without some type of intervention, the gap would potentially widen between 
their belief system and actual practice of differentiation. The preservice teachers that 
demonstrated the most knowledge and desire to learn about differentiation were those who 
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participated in a training with a curriculum coach and a supportive environment created by 
administrators and fellow colleagues (Tomlinson et al., 1995). This study highlighted the 
importance of a supporting environment by school and district administrators to support 
differentiation, something reinforced by a three-year qualitative study that found that 
principals play a critical role in the teachers’ “willingness and ability” to differentiate 
(Hertberg-Davis & Brighton, 2006).  The environment that a principal creates impacts the 
implementation of this pedagogy because differentiation is not a single strategy or 
intervention but rather a complex set of nuances embedded in the philosophy of teaching. 
The implementation is not easy and takes several key components working together to make 
it successful. The complexity of this pedagogy requires continuous support and professional 
development (Blozowich, 2001). 
Research seems to show a real struggle with implementation of differentiation. By creating a 
shared practitioner definition, it may help minimize some of these barriers and change some 
perceptions. Creating this operational definition could be a step in altering some of these 
barriers. Without having a shared vocabulary, it can limit the types of conversations that 
professional teachers can have but by building an ontology it builds a certain common 
understanding (Gruber, 1993). This is the goal of this research to create a common 
understanding among practitioners so discussions and learning can take place.  
 
2.8 Creating A Common Vocabulary   
Building an ontology among professionals is not a new idea and has been discussed in 
several other professional fields like computer science (Guarino, 1998). Ontology is the 
premise that there is an explicit specification of a conceptualization and it creates a common 
understanding held by a group of professionals (Gruber, 1993). By building an ontology 
among professionals, it creates a common ground of understanding and a certain level of 
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commitment to the understanding and implementation of that strategy. Ontological 
commitment is the exact idea that a group agrees on the meaning of something, coinciding 
with an understanding of how to implement it (Grossman & McDonald 2008).  
Lortie (1975) expressed that there is a missing “common technical language” in the field of 
education. Decades later researchers claim that there is still a missing framework to talk 
about teaching, making it difficult to analyze teaching as impacting the learning of novice 
teachers (Grossman & McDonald 2008). Not having a shared understanding makes 
professional conversations extremely difficult because assumptions must be made that may 
lead to misconceptions by either party involved.  
This lack of common vocabulary also affects the researchers in the field when interviewing 
and collecting data from teachers. Tomlinson (1995) interviewed teachers and found they 
identified themselves as using a differentiated teaching approach, but follow-up observations 
found little to no differentiation was in these same classrooms (Tomlinson, 1995).   
“In the absence of an operational definition, the most often repeated 
assumption among Midland teachers was, “we already do that”  
(Tomlinson, 1995, p. 80). 
This study concluded that teachers were not attempting to deceive in their interviews but 
rather it was clear there was a lack of a common definition or shared understanding held by 
these teachers on this pedagogy of differentiation (Tomlinson, 1995, p. 79). Essentially, they 
didn’t fully understand or share a definition of differentiation. Earl (2005) found that 
common terminology was again missing among teachers and concluded that teachers actually 
may do more differentiation but either did not recognize it as differentiation or just call it 
something else. The researcher stressed the importance that teachers need to strive to learn 
more about differentiation (Earl, 2005). This missing common vocabulary or understanding 
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is a theme in research on differentiation. A study done looking at differentiation in secondary 
classrooms found that a major theme was a lack of understanding by the teachers in the focus 
groups (Kiley, 2011).  They all had different ideas of differentiation and in some cases the 
researcher was unsure if differentiation even occurred in the classroom setting (Kiley, 2011).  
Many of these studies show that there is a lack of common vocabulary not just in the field of 
teaching, but in particular when discussing the pedagogy of differentiation. The lack of 
common definitions cause confusion in the studies themselves and shows how a missing 
practitioner definition is also impacting the implementation of this pedagogy.  
However, building a professional vocabulary is not easy. Grossman and McDonald (2008) 
cautioned that to build a framework a common vocabulary would be incredibly difficult 
because of the complexity of teaching and that making decisions in the wrong places could 
impact the integrity of the framework. They also expressed that this same type of common 
vocabulary would improve educational research and professional education (Grossman & 
McDonald, 2008). Furthermore, this shared definition can create an ontological commitment 
among these professionals, defined as “agreement to use the shared vocabulary in a coherent 
and consistent manner” (Gruber, 1993 page 2). 
 It is important to realize that this shared definition or new formalized ontology does not 
mean that all participants will have a complete shared knowledge base.  There will still exist 
a variation of the basic level of knowledge of each participant. Likewise, even with creating 
this ontological conceptualization, it does not mean all participants of this study will have the 
same content understanding or be able to answer all questions that could be asked in this field 
of study (Gruber 1993). It is important to understand that by creating this joint definition it 
becomes a steppingstone of a shared vision, a common understanding, and where teachers as 
professionals can discuss their teaching with a certain level of commitment of its meaning. 
Creating this ontological conceptualization will create this commitment to its definitions, 
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understanding, and implementation, but this “commitment to a common ontology is a 
guarantee of consistency, but not completeness” (Gruber, 1993 page 2). 
As this study created an operational definition and built an ontological conceptualization the 
researcher examined the dynamics of the interpsychological and intrapsychological relations 
around the discussion of differentiation.  The Delphi methodology allowed a group of peers 
to witness opinions of fellow colleagues and identify if there is any effect on their existing 
pedagogical viewpoints on the teaching and assessment strategies of differentiated 
instruction. Using the theoretical lens of Sociocultural theory, it will establish the rationale of 
how important this culture among teachers can be. The Sociocultural perspective was 
originally developed by Vygotsky with a belief that culture has a strong influence on the 
development of learning (Smutny & Fremd, 2004).  Sociocultural theory provides a lens for 
the researcher to understand human behavior based on the rules of that social group they 
reside in. These social cultures have tools, semiotic mediation, and language, one could say 
an interconnectedness within them (John-Steiner & Mahn, 1996).  Sociocultural theory has a 
strong belief that it is the culture that shapes the learner. For this study the educators selected 
for the panel are a part of a somewhat unique culture. The researcher will evaluate the 
changes that take place as the group developed a shared definition but also examine the 
individual changes throughout the process.  
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Chapter 3 - Methodology  
 
3.1 Introduction 
This study completed four rounds of surveys following the Delphi methodology. The Delphi 
model is characterized as structured communication to allow for an effective method in 
solving a complex problem by a group of individuals (Linstone & Turoff, 1978). This method 
uses a series of questionnaires to enable a panel of participants to reach a final consensus. 
This consensus can help solve existing problems in a particular field or even be used for 
forecasting the potential outcomes to a problem (Powell, 2003).  
For this study, the focus was to develop a shared operational definition among a group of 
teachers and the Delphi model provided an optimal framework to do so. The Delphi method 
was created to encourage true debate between experts with the absence of personalities 
(Gordon, 1994). The research questions for this study were driven with the idea that a group 
of educators would create a shared operational definition of differentiation through the 
process of debate. The Delphi model was the necessary design to answer these critical 
questions.  
Turoff (1970) laid out the four criterion of when to use the Delphi model:  
● Explore or expose underlying assumptions that concludes different 
judgments. 
● Seek out information and generate a consensus with a respondent 
group. 
● Gather judgments on a topic that spans multiple subject areas. 
● To educate the respondent group of a complex topic that has many key 
attributes.  
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With differentiated instruction being so complex, ways of implementation so diverse, and 
usage in classrooms sparse, using the Delphi model helped gather judgements and 
assumptions held by teachers. Any assumptions and understandings held by the panel 
members were evaluated by each other through each round of the Delphi. This process 
allowed judgments to be gathered and explore assumptions at an individual and a group level.  
This multi-iteration process of the Delphi encouraged a consensus to be built among this 
panel of educators. With the numerous rounds of the Delphi, complex topic of differentiation 
was broken down into the key strategies and defining attributes that support it.  Utilizing the 
Delphi process each round had the potential to educate and alter, while creating a shared 
definition among a group of teachers3.  
 
3.2 Research Questions 
A group of professionals need to have a shared understanding if they are to institute 
something across numerous environments. In the most basic terms, if teachers are expected to 
implement a teaching approach it is important that they can define it in their own words.  
Developing a common language can serve as a powerful tool in uniting a community of 
practitioners and researchers to improve teaching and teacher education (Grossman & 
McDonald, 2008). Building this common definition is the stepping stone to understanding 
and possible change. These are the foundational ideas of these research questions and the 
driving force for this study.  
 
3 Supervisor’s comment: the Delphi technique has a number of challenges in its search for consensus and 
shared definitions. This reflects the tension, noted in Chapter 1, of the difficulty of trying to reach an agreed 
definition of differentiation whilst also seeking a shared professional understanding of what is involved 
pedagogically.  Overt agreement and disagreement, even with anonymized statements, in a professional 
setting is complex and the reasons for each individual’s responses will vary according to their experience, 
confidence and professional role. Ambiguity can be an important part of developing a shared consensus. An 
agreed definition can militate against such a consensus and understanding being achieved. In her notes and 
comments, Billie showed she was acutely aware of the challenge her role as researcher and as teacher posed 
in here engagement in the process of leading the research. This is reflected in the challenge of developing a 
shared professional understanding through the resolution process in the rounds of the Delphi technique. 
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PRIMARY QUESTION: What definitions can be generated in regard to the teaching and 
assessment strategies associated with differentiation among a group of teachers working in a 
similar environment?  
SECONDARY QUESTION: To what extent is there a shared definition among elementary 
school teachers? 
SECONDARY QUESTION: What types of discussions, concessions, or conflicts will 
originate among these elementary teachers as they generate a definition of teaching and 
assessment strategies of differentiation? 
SECONDARY QUESTION: To what extent do teachers adjust their definitions of the 
teaching strategies and assessment strategies as they communicate their understandings with 
fellow colleagues?   
 
This study offers a new approach at working through the particulars of a very complex aspect 
of pedagogy by the people who are inherently most responsible for its execution in its real-
world application, namely the classroom. By letting teachers identify, define, and evaluate 
terms for their level of association to differentiation, it allows for a common understanding to 
develop within this group of educators.  Since differentiation is so complex, developing a 
shared understanding can be difficult and therefore affects implementation. This study seeks 
to break this complex pedagogy into smaller parts so the panel of educators can jointly create 
definitions of its strategies. Building this shared definition will possibly help develop deeper 
understandings of the concepts surrounding differentiation.  
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3.3 Research Design  
The Delphi technique has been used in multiple fields of study for decades. The Delphi 
method was originally developed in the 1950s by the RAND Corporation as a technological 
forecasting technique (Dalkey, & Helmer, 1963; Powell, 2003; Hsu & Sandford, 2007). The 
name of this methodological approach was created after the famous oracle Delphi because of 
her ability to foresee the future (Hasson et al., 2000). Between the years of 1950 and 1963, 
the lead researcher developed the Delphi model and used it through a series of experiments 
although these experiments had military affiliations and were, therefore, kept secret until 
1963 when some of the findings were finally published (Okoli & Pawlowski, 2004; 
Woudenberg,1991).  
This methodology allows a panel of experts in a particular field of study to make predictions 
and estimate unknown parameters. In the early uses of Delphi, it was used primarily as a 
forecasting tool with a strong quantitative approach (Woudenberg, 1991). It was a way to 
help foresee what problems may occur and at times even have experts suggest ways to help 
solve such issues. Sometime later, researchers relabeled the Delphi as a “communicative 
device” that focused on a more qualitative approach measuring success through the 
satisfaction of the participants (Woudenberg, 1991).  
The Delphi model has evolved considerably over time to include countless fields of study and 
has taken many modified forms (Hasson et al., 2000). These forms of the Delphi technique 
helped diversify the use of this approach and the Delphi model has evolved over time to be 
used in a multitude of situations to help with solving problems by identifying agreement and 
disagreement (Linstone & Turoff, 1978; Okoli & Pawlowski, 2004).  
The main attributes of the Delphi model consist of a process of iterations with controlled 
feedback and anonymity (Hsu & Sandford, 2007; Rowe, Wright, & Bolger, 1991). The 
Delphi approach is known for its attributes of bringing a group of experts together to form 
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one consensus.  This research methodology at its core strength builds a consensus by a multi-
iteration process.  
"A Delphi survey is a group facilitation technique which is an iteration 
multistage process, designed to transform opinion into group consensus."  
(Hasson et al., 2000, p. 1008.) 
These stages build onto one another as a form of checks and balances. At each stage there is 
something new added, but the spiral effect ensures all analysis that is done by the researcher 
is constantly given back to the participants for their approval. For every level of the Delphi, 
there is constant feedback given to panel members, which is another strength of this model. 
All interpretations done by the researcher is given to the participants for their approval 
(Scheibe et al., 2002).  This provides a sense of validity with the controlled feedback between 
the participants and the researcher with controlled feedback defined as a well-organized 
summary of the previous iteration (Hsu & Sandford, 2007). This helps to limit the biases of 
the researcher from interfering with the panel’s judgements or explanations. It is critical that 
the researcher does not add to the collective data and the wording comes from the 
participants (Hasson et al., 2000). Dalkey (1972) described feedback of the Delphi process as 
a way to eliminate the “noise” that can take place. Dalkey’s explanation of noise is the 
communication that distorts the data and deals with the interests of the individuals, not of the 
study (Dalkey, 1972). By using a controlled feedback method, it allows for an open forum to 
ensure that tampering by the researcher is not taking place and discussion stay on target. 
Also, this consistent feedback allows the panel to have the status of the collective ideas of the 
group (Hasson et al., 2000).  
Another important aspect of using the Delphi Model is the anonymity that is held throughout 
all the stages (Rowe, Wright, & Bolger, 1991). Anonymity is created by the use of a 
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constructed questionnaire over a series of rounds. This allowed the participants to make 
alterations as seen necessary without the need for face-to-face discussions. A level of security 
and comfort is also added with this anonymity. There is a certain security created when a 
participant is not singled out and therefore feels a higher comfort level to submit an idea. A 
participant may then feel more comfortable to put forward a more controversial or 
questionable idea since the group does not know who or where the idea came from. It can 
reflect a truer sense of someone’s beliefs or understandings because they can say what they 
believe, and no one can be ridiculed or belittled for their thoughts (Rowe, Wright, & Bolger, 
1991). 
A study conducted by the RAND Cooperation in 1949 put forward that the idea that 
unstructured and direct interaction is not the most accurate way to create predictions (Dalkey, 
& Helmer, 1963). This philosophy held true in a cross examination of multiple studies done 
by Woundenberg decades later in 1991. This study found that that there are three major 
conclusions about the Delphi methodology. 
1. Several individual judgements are more accurate than of one random individual 
judgement. 
2. Judgements resulting from interacting groups is more accurate than statistically 
aggregated judgments. 
3. Unstructured, direct interactions have disadvantages that can lead to decrease in 
accuracy (Woundenberg, 1991).  
 
The Delphi model allowed participants a safety shield of being unknown and therefore builds 
a sense of security to risk sharing ones’ true thoughts. This safe environment can also help 
with the reliability of the data collected since no one was identified by their opinions.  
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The participants in this study were anonymous to each other and feedback occurred at every 
round allowing for the responses of the group to be summarized by the researcher and then 
given back for the approval of the panel. This elimination of Dalkey’s “noise” was 
considered, and by using this method, side conversations were avoided. Nor would 
discussions be dominated by one panel member, and all panel members had to participate. 
This format of using questionnaires versus face-to-face allows for independent thought by 
individuals and not a hasty response that can arise within a group discussion (Dalkey, & 
Helmer, 1963). This consensus building methodology gently forces members to stay on topic 
through the structure of the survey. The framework of the Delphi model forced individual 
responses, and no voice was silenced. In fact, Skulmoski, Hartman, and Krahn, (2007) 
describe the Delphi technique as an interactive process because of its collaborative nature of 
panel members and controlled feedback. The Delphi approach provided the model to 
encourage all participants to have a voice, a safety in anonymity, and the security of multi-
iterations to help avoid misleading interpretations by the researcher.  
 
3.4 Research Methods 
The purpose of this is study is to build a common definition for differentiation among 
professionals in the education field. In reviewing existing literature on differentiation, little 
focus was found on acquiring an operational definition of the strategies of differentiated 
instruction. More so, little was found on building a practitioner definition of differentiated 
instruction, indicating a need for such research.   Grossman and McDonald (2008) argued 
that for teacher education to make strides forward first we need to reconnect to the field to 
address the complexity of teaching as a practice. Likewise, Smit and Humpert (2012) found 
that collaboration among a team by discussing and learning about differentiation caused the 
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highest level of implementation.  This study thus reconnects to the field by creating a 
definition among practitioners through collaboration of the consensus building Delphi model.  
Following the Delphi model, this study began at the individual level via a first-round use of 
an open-ended questionnaire to ask the panel to identify and define teaching and assessment 
strategies of differentiation: see Appendix A.   
The first questionnaire should be unstructured allowing a more open response approach. 
(Powell, 2003) By using an open-ended response survey, it allowed the teachers to input their 
opinions on what they believed were the strategies of differentiation. This round allowed for 
the most input to be gathered by the panel members. It contained only minor limitations so 
that it could collect the unfiltered input of the panel. With the first-round so opened-ended, it 
allowed the teachers in this study to identify and define strategies of differentiation with no 
preconceived ideas given by the researcher because the goal of the first-round survey is to 
identify issues to address later in the study (Powell, 2003). The terms that they identified and 
the definitions that were derived all originated from the panel members themselves.  
After the initial questionnaire is received back, the researcher then uses a qualitative analysis 
of the results to construct the second survey (Powell, 2003). Once the data of Round One was 
collected, the researcher analyzed it, looking specifically for shared understandings to emerge 
using NVIVO for coding: see Appendix B.  
The data of the first questionnaire was analyzed, categorized, and then sent back to the 
participants for a second round of the Delphi model. “Controlled feedback” takes place in-
between each round, and this is where the researcher showcases a summary of answers to all 
members (Rowe, Wright, & Bolger, 1991).  The goal of the researcher was to organize the 
information from the panel in a systematic way, minimizing manipulation to maintain 
validity of the findings. With this approach, the participants’ responses were the foundation 
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for the categories that were used in the second round of the questionnaire. These individual 
responses are then evaluated by the researchers to consolidate the responses into a single set 
to be used and evaluated in future rounds. (Rowe, Wright, & Bolger, 1991) The role of the 
researcher is to make sure the data is organized and ready to be evaluated by the panel in the 
next round. It is therefore important that the length of Round Two does not exhaust the panel, 
creating a drop out of the respondents since having subject motivation to continue their 
participation in the study is critical to the success of the research (Hsu & Sandford, 2007). 
 
The second round asked the panel members to do an evaluation using a Likert Scale: see 
Appendix C.    
In this round, there is a certain validity because the interpretation of the researcher is then 
evaluated by the panel. In Round Two of this study, the panel evaluated the collected 
responses because after each round the goal is to present the information to the participants to 
re-evaluate the information (Rowe, Wright, & Bolger, 1991). By giving back the information 
collected from the individuals and presenting it to the group, it can generate discourse. 
Individual panel members may hold different ideals and understandings and in the second 
round the group must evaluate the data that was collected from round one. The Delphi model 
allows effective decisions to be made in situations where contradiction can take place or if 
there is an insufficient amount of information (Hasson et al., 2000).  
At this stage, the respondents used a Likert Scale to show their level of agreement or 
disagreement on particular terms and definitions. The statistical group response is done at the 
end of the round when the judgments of the group are expressed as a median to showcase the 
strength of the consensus (Rowe, Wright, & Bolger, 1991).  
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The panel thus evaluated the collected responses to see if there was agreement among them 
that these terms and definitions are teaching and assessment strategies for differentiation. At 
the conclusion of round two, the researcher statistically analyzed the level of agreement or 
disagreement by the group. This new data is what will be used by the researcher to create 
round three.  
One challenge with the Delphi is to ensure there is no predetermined threshold of what makes 
a consensus (Walker & Selfe, 1996; Heiko, 2012). Some studies have used 70% or even an 
arbitrary number as 66% as a consensus threshold (Walker & Selfe, 1996). Loughlin and 
Moore (1979) established that 51% was enough to be identified as a consensus and this was 
supported later by McKenna (1994). Other studies have chosen to have a much higher level 
of a threshold to represent consensus being met. Verhagen and colleagues (1998) used 70% 
as the threshold of agreement while Rodríguez and colleagues (2013) used 80% as a 
benchmark showing high agreement while building a common definition of frailty to build 
understanding in the health of functionality of an older person.  
With such differences in thresholds it was on the researcher to choose a benchmark that best 
fit the research questions and demands of this study.  A threshold of 80% of agreement was 
used as the consensus benchmark to be identified as a shared definition. The researcher set 
the consensus threshold high because the goal was to build a common vocabulary which 
meant flushing out the details of each definition of the teaching and assessment strategies. 
The goal of this shared definition was to build an ontology or a formal conceptualization with 
this group of educators. Having a higher consensus threshold forces discussion to take place 
where differences in the details may reside building a stronger and clearer sense of 
understanding.  
During the third round, the participants will reevaluate the strategies of differentiation and 
allow for follow-up input on any terms that did not meet the consensus benchmark. The panel 
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was given a statistical summary of the second round, and it showed the terms and definitions 
of the teaching and assessment strategies of differentiation that did not meet consensus: see 
Appendix D.  
The third round asked for the panel to explain their opinion for each term and definition 
provided. It required the panel members to write a short response on why or why not the 
teaching and/or assessment strategy provided is or is not a form of differentiation. This 
allowed the researcher to collect the opinions of the panel members on each remaining 
strategy. The qualitative data collected was then reorganized into three categories - agree, 
disagree, and undecided - for the panel’s final review in round four.  
In round four, the participants were provided a summary of the previous rounds and finally 
asked to use the same five-point Likert scale from Round Two to see if the group has reached 
a new consensus: see Appendix E.  
The statistical calculations at the end of Round Four were then compared to those of round 
two. An examination of changes that occurred to the groups opinion will be discussed in 
detail in the results and discussion chapters of this thesis.  
The strength of the Delphi model is its ability for anonymity, multiple iterations, and 
consistent feedback allows for strength to be found in this approach, which is why it was 
selected for this research design (Hsu & Sandford, 2007; Rowe, Wright, & Bolger, 1991). 
The Delphi technique is an existing methodology that gives a strong foundation by building a 
consensus through the iteration process and it is widely accepted for achieving opinions and 
real-world knowledge by a panel of experts (Hsu & Sandford, 2007). This methodology 
helped create a check and balances to ensure there is a certain level of agreement with not 
only the terms/definitions put forth but also the interpretations by the researcher. It also 
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highlighted points of contention and allowed for further discussions to take place by the panel 
members. 
Another reason why the Delphi technique was used for this study was because of the type of 
data that can be collected when using this type of methodology. The Delphi model allowed 
the researcher to use both data collected from a quantitative and qualitative approach. Round 
one, used a qualitative approach to analyze collected data identifying themes and nodes using 
NVIVO. In round two, quantitative data was collected from the Likert scale that will show 
where consensus and disagreements have occurred. In round three, qualitative data was 
collected as the panel writes their opinions in support or opposition for those particular terms 
that did not reach consensus. In the final round, all the information from Round Three will be 
organized and then given back to the panel to reevaluate these terms using the Likert scale.  
Through the multi-iterations it created opportunities for the researcher to document 
discussions made by panel members along each step and evaluate changes in opinions as 
each round of the Delphi take place.   
 The statistical calculations at the end of Round Four were then compared to those of round 
two. An examination of changes that occurred to the groups opinion will be discussed in 
detail in the results and discussion chapters of this thesis.  
Anonymity provided another reason why the Delphi technique was the chosen method for 
this study.  The anonymous format allows the participants to take risks in their sharing and be 
truthful in their thoughts and can help diminish the effects of dominant individuals in group-
based formats (Hsu & Sandford, 2007).  It can be easier to share one’s beliefs in an 
environment where no one knows who you are, taking risks and sharing beliefs that maybe in 
a face-to-face format may seem intimidating. While the participants were anonymous to each 
other, the researcher could track the individual responses of the panel members as they go 
through the process of each stage. It allowed the researcher to monitor opinions and note 
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changes through each round. Anonymity provides an environment that encourages 
involvement and also permits a certain level of comfort in that no one in the group knows 
who says what or who decided to change their opinion. 
Finally, with the chosen study population being a worldwide school system, using the Delphi 
model allowed participants in this study to share their viewpoints even though they worked in 
different schools, districts, or even countries. The design model allowed for data collection 
digitally, making it so participants can complete it at their leisure. The Delphi approach 
created a strong framework to meet the needs and demands of the research questions while 
also providing convenience with the population of panel members in this study.  
 
3.5 Sampling  
The educators selected for the panel are part of a unique culture of teachers living and 
working abroad for the Department of Defense Education Activity (DODEA). DODEA 
teachers live away from family, choosing to live and work overseas in a foreign country, so 
this culture of teachers become a support system for one another. In fact, many of these 
teachers they have spent most of the professional career working as a DODEA teacher 
(Richmond, 2015).  
This population of teachers were chosen for four main reasons.   First, DODEA schools 
provide a structure that allows teachers the opportunity to implement curriculum in unique 
ways. Department of Defense Schools are located all over the world on American military 
instillations which allows them to fall under a different jurisdiction than the Department of 
Education, so it does not need to follow all the same legislations that other districts and 
schools are required too (Richmond, 2015).  As a whole, the teachers of DODEA have more 
flexibility with curriculum choices and therefore their approach to teaching is not as heavily 
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influenced by legislation and mandated policies like other public schools (Richmond, 2015). 
One of the largest regulations DODEA schools are not required to follow is the No Child Left 
Behind Act of 2000 (Bush, 2002). This law added enormous pressures for schools across the 
United States to increase testing and reporting. A similar effect took place with President 
Obama’s Race to the Top initiative (Obama, 2010). DODEA was not required to follow the 
mandates of either legislation, although it is important to note DODEA schools do participate 
in annual standardized testing like Terra Nova, NAEP, and SAT.  This makes the population 
of educators unique because DODEA is a school system that still allows its teachers to make 
individual curricular decisions.  DODEA requires content area standards to be taught but how 
a teacher decides to teach those expectations is up to their professional discretion.  
Secondly, this population of teachers are offered extensive training opportunities. Training 
modules were integrated into every DODEA schools’ professional development agenda 
including the model Using Data to Differentiate Instruction (UDDI) 
(http://www.feaonline.org/passport/communication/updates/president/9-16-10.htm ).  This 
included a series of trainings formulated at DODEA headquarters and then filtered to 
superintendents, administrators, and teachers around the world. DODEA schools have spent a 
significant amount of time, money, and instruction for their educators to help provide them 
with the tools and knowledge of differentiation. The format in which the trainings were 
facilitated may have been controversial, but the message was clear, DODEA wanted teachers 
to use data to differentiate their instruction.  
In addition, all schools have professional development days that are focused around their 
Continuous School Improvement (CSI)  Plan (http://www.dodea.edu/CSP/). For CSI, schools 
have a mission statement, a vision, and two goals supported by the use of certain 
interventions. These goals will have to be measurable and documented throughout the CSI 
cycle that lasts approximately five to seven years (http://www.dodea.edu/CSP/). There is no 
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way to collect all the specific data on each and every school of DODEA due to privacy and 
security concerns. Although, it has been the experience of this researcher from working at 
three different DODEA sites that there is always some type of professional development 
involved with CSI, some of which encompassed differentiated instruction. For example: 
ways to differentiate learning centers or how to interpret Benchmark Assessment System 
(BAS) data to identify strategies to reach readers. In fact, a recent CSI goal and now mandate 
for the Europe East School District scheduled weekly collaboration meetings to examine 
student achievement, academic support for students, and using DuFour’s guiding questions to 
reflect on teaching approach (http://www.dodea.edu/Europe/east/index.cfm). 
The third reason for this population choice is the special culture of DODEA. These teachers 
live and work abroad, leaving their family thousands of miles away. This helps create a 
culture of teachers that at many times depend on each other for much more than just 
professional support. They live in a foreign country where their family becomes those they 
work with and live next to one another on military installations. This community of teachers 
have their children grow up together, travel together, and become both a professional and 
personal support for one another. In an article written about DODEA teachers and students 
for the US News mentioned that DODEA and the military community it supports is a closed 
system, meaning that the students, parents, and teachers all live in close proximity and work 
diligently together as a community (Richmond, 2015). The same article spoke specifically 
about DODEA teachers in general stating that they are typically highly educated and that 
there is a low turnover rate with DODEA teachers (Richmond, 2015). This means the 
population for this study tends to be part of this community of for a long time working and 
collaborating together.  
The final reason for the selection of this population for this study was access. I have worked 
for the DODEA schools for fourteen years in the capacity as a classroom teacher, reading 
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specialist, and instructional support specialist (teacher trainer). Being a part of this particular 
community of teachers gave me unique access to the educators within it.  DODEA uses 
Microsoft Outlook where a global system of teachers are a click away through e-mail. This 
allowed easy communication and provided a common platform to contact and collect data 
systematically for this study. No matter what school, district, or country a teacher works in, 
communication was simple, and DODEA’s global e-mail system made disbursement of 
surveys and information effective and simple.   
The general population for this study was DODEA elementary school teachers, but a review 
of the literature shows some discrepancies when it comes to panel selection and evaluating 
what makes an ‘expert’.  There are many arguments regarding what makes an expert, 
including experience, educational background and even eagerness to learn. However, much 
time is spent arguing whether experience is the telling trait, essentially whether a veteran 
teacher offers more expertise than a new instructor.  
Hattie (2003) did extensive research on the differences between experienced versus expert 
teachers and found that there are sixteen attributes that distinguish them. None of these 
attributes link directly to years as an educator in a classroom, but rather it was the ability for 
a teacher to challenge their students and create deep processing in their students thinking 
(Hattie, 2003).  The research suggests that to have the best dialogue or most reliable data it is 
based on the expertise of the panel members (Okoli & Pawlowski, 2004). For this study, the 
panel was created as a representative sample of DODEA teachers. They were not vetted as 
expert teachers but rather the researcher decided to use four criteria to try to create a diverse 
panel of educators that would be representative of DODEA elementary school teachers 
around the world. These included teachers of varying levels of experience, educational 
background, grade levels, and specialties.  
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For the selection of panel experts, four variables were used to ensure a wide selection of 
educators. The criteria created teacher participants to represent varied positions held in a 
typical elementary school. The four criteria for the panel selection included: grade level 
taught, specialist of a certain subject area, experience as an educator, and level of education. 
In most elementary schools, there are teachers that range in their expertise. Delphi 
researchers argue that the experts should be chosen based on knowledge and experience in 
that particular field (Powell, 2003).  
For this study, teacher representatives for each of the following grade level bands were 
identified and included: Sure Start (preschool) through kindergarten, first and second, third 
and fourth, and fifth and sixth grade teachers, bringing their own expertise to the 
conversation.  
The next category of participant section included specialists. In DODEA schools, specialists 
work with students in a particular subject area or for a very specific purpose. Large group 
specialists work with whole classes in areas such as art, music, physical education, host 
nation (host country culture), education technology (computer lab), information science 
(library), and foreign language elementary school (FLES). These types of educators meet 
with all the classes within a school on a weekly to bi-weekly basis and instruct to meet their 
specialized content area standards.  The criteria of specialists also included a section for 
small group instructors. These educators work with either individual students or small groups 
of students to accommodate individual needs. DODEA educators in this field include special 
education, gifted education, speech pathologists, counselors, psychologists, English language 
specialists, reading and math specialists.  Some would argue that the objective of these 
teaching positions are naturally differentiated, because they lead Student Study Team (SST) 
meetings to discuss struggling pupils or are on the Case Study Committee CSC panel 
discussing the goals and aims for a child with an Individualized Education Plan (IEP) or a 
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504 Accommodation Plan. These specialists spend most of their day differentiating at the 
individual level to meet the demands of the special population of students enrolled in 
DODEA schools. This is one of the main reasons why this group of professionals needed to 
be represented in this study. Even though they may not differentiate for a classroom full of 
students, they do need to meet the special demands of their own caseload of students with 
special needs, gifted learners, and English language learners.  Within the description of their 
job they also assist general education teachers in modifying instruction to meet the needs of 
their population in a mainstream environment.   
The panel size for this study was nineteen participants, all of whom are primary school 
educators in Department of Defense Education Activity Schools (DODEA). This meets the 
basis for what is required in the consensus grouping.  The “representativeness” of the sample 
is evaluated by the quality of the expert panel not necessarily by the size of the sampling. 
(Powell, 2003) For this study, there were a total of 29 educators that were approach by e-mail 
asking if they would participate in this research study. Of these 29 participants approached, 
19 completed the survey, giving this study a 65% response rate. The breakdown of the 
teachers that declined to participate in this study one kindergarten teacher, one second-grade 
teacher, five third and fourth grade teachers, one fifth-grade teacher, and two specialists. Of 
these ten educators, all but three of them made personal contact with the researcher either by 
e-mail or in person explaining for personal reasons that this was an inopportune time for 
them to participate in this study.  
Demographic background of the 19 participants included three pre-K and kindergarten 
teachers, six first and second grade teachers, one third and fourth grade teacher, three fifth 
and sixth grade teachers, and six specialists. For this study, there was a higher volume of Pre-
K through second grade teachers since the researcher works at an elementary school that 
starts at Pre-K to second grade making these grade levels easily accessible. The low number 
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of third and fourth graders did not go unaddressed. The researcher attempted to ask multiple 
teachers at these grade levels to participate gaining even verbal confirmation from two 
participants whom later never completed the survey and apologized for their non-
participation.  
The specialist subsection represented both large and small group specialists. In this study, the 
panel had two large group specialists which included a math coach and a Science Technology 
Engineering Math (STEM) teacher. There were two small group specialists that included a 
reading specialist and a special education coordinator, and a counselor that works with 
students in both a small group and a large group setting. The final specialist was a district 
Instructional Support Specialist that works with teachers in grades fourth through sixth as a 
curriculum coach to help them implement English Language Arts. This gives the final total of 
6 specialists that participated in this study: see Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1 Panel Demographic Graph – Grade Level Taught  
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these differing perspectives, participants were asked to participate based on the following 
categories of teaching experience in years: 0-5, 6-10, 10-15, and 16 plus.  Including this 
criteria, allowed the panel of experts to represent a continuum of teaching experiences. For 
the first category of 0 to 5 years of experience 3 of the 19 participants fell in this category or 
15.7%. The second category of 6 to 10 years of experience offered 2 participants or 10.5% of 
the panel. The third category of 11 to 15 years of experience included 6 participants or 
31.5%. The final category was the largest including 8 participants or 42.1% of the panel 
population: see Figure 3.2.   
 
Figure 3.2 Panel Demographic Graph – Teaching Experience  
The level of experience and educational background of DODEA teachers tend to be 
significantly higher than the counterparts in the States (Richmond, 2015). Approximately two 
thirds of DODEA teachers hold higher degrees, and the salary for DODEA teachers is 
correlated with the largest urban areas in United States, making the turnover rate very low 
(Richmond, 2015). The researcher found that this panel had a larger percentage of teachers 
with more experience, which was indicative overall of what is found in DODEA schools, but 
further overall general research of the demographic make-up of all DODEA teachers could 
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not be done because it is prohibited by the collection of Personal Identifiable Information 
(PII) or the Privacy Act (http://www.dodea.edu/privacy.cfm). 
The last category documented the level of education of each participant, and the categories 
chosen mirror the criteria used by DODEA’s salary scale. This scale categories are bachelors, 
bachelors plus 15 units, bachelors plus 30 units, master’s degree, master’s plus 15, master’s 
plus 30 units, and doctorate. For this study, there were two categories that were not 
represented in the panel. Those categories were bachelors plus 15 units and participants with 
a doctorate degree. One of the teachers that turned down the participation due to personal 
reasons would have met the requirement of holding a doctorate degree.  
For the first category of bachelor’s degree, there were 2 participants or 10.5%. The second 
category bachelors plus 30 contained 2 participants or 10.5% of the panel and the category of 
master’s degree included 15.7% or 3 participants. For the category of master’s plus 15 units, 
3 participants or 15.7% of the panel demographics, and finally, the last category of masters 
plus 30 included the largest selection of panel participants of 47.3% or 9 subjects: see Figure 
3.3.  
 
Figure 3.3 Panel Demographic Graph – Educational Background 
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3.6 Data Analysis   
The Delphi model uses a mixed methodological approach to build a shared consensus among 
practitioners. Each round encompassed a certain type of data analysis to meet the needs of 
that particular survey and ultimately answer the research questions guiding this study.  
Round one used an open-ended response survey where data was collected from each panel 
member. This data was entered and themes were coded for their likeness and then used to 
formulate the second round survey. For the first round, the researcher used NVIVO as the 
coding software, to identify nodes of commonality that ran across survey samples.  These 
themes were then used to create the terms and definitions of the teaching and assessment 
strategies of differentiation of round two. This was the first step to developing a shared 
definition among these educators, going from individual responses of Round One to creating 
a cohesive group definition of each teaching and assessment strategies in round two.  
For Round Two of this Delphi model, the participants were asked to use a five point Likert 
Scale to rate each term and definition as a teaching or assessment strategy that supports 
differentiation. These results were calculated looking for a consensus benchmark of 80% or 
higher. For any term and definition that did not meet this benchmark, it was identified as 
needing further discussion. Therefore, following the ideas of controlled feedback, it was 
given back to the panel in round three. For those terms that reached the consensus benchmark 
of 80% or higher it was considered a shared definition among these professional educators. 
By using the Likert scale in this round, it allowed for a quantitative value to dictate when a 
consensus was met.  
Round three of this study asked the participants to follow a semi-structured response. This 
round asked each panel member to take a particular stance on each remaining term and 
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definition that did not meet the consensus benchmark from round two. For each term and 
definition, the participant needed to write at least one sentence in either support, 
disagreement, or undecided remarks about whether or not it supports differentiation.  The 
responses from Round Three were then collected and reorganized using those same 
categories: agree, disagree, or undecided. This reorganized data was given back to the 
participants in Round Four, so they could review and compare ideas from other panel 
members: see Appendix E. 
The Round Four survey comprised feedback from all previous rounds. This included the 
statistical outcomes of Round Two and the semi-structured responses reorganized from 
Round Three leaving the final decision to be made using that same five-point Likert Scale. 
The goal was to present all ideas that were collect from the previous Delphi surveys and then 
allow the panel members to re-evaluate each term and definition to build that final piece for 
consensus.  Round Four used the same five-point Likert scale from round two. For data 
analysis of Round Four the same benchmark of 80% was used to identify consensus.  
In the results and discussion section of this study further details will be communicated about 
the outcomes of this shared definition that was created and the terms and definitions that 
were still left not meeting the consensus mark.  
 
3.7 Validity & Reliability  
When discussing validity and reliability of a study, it is important to examine critiques of the 
design and discuss ways these concerns were addressed.  The Delphi model is a research 
design that has been around for decades and used in multiple fields of study, but regardless of 
its sustainability, it is still flawed.   Subjectivity seems to be a common critique of the Delphi 
and can be linked to the way Delphi is implemented and its methodological design.   
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There are some critiques of the Delphi model that do raise questions about this type of 
methodology. One of the largest criticisms is the fact that there are multiple ways to 
implement a Delphi study. The adaptive and flexible nature of Delphi can be positive, but it 
falls upon the researcher to ensure validity and reliability is not sacrificed (Skulmoski et al., 
2007).   It has also been argued that there is no step-by-step guide in how to develop and 
implement this design. That raises some questions on the reliability of this methodology. The 
core piece of reliability is the internal consistency that occurs in a study and its ability to be 
repeated to similar results (Golafshani, 2003). There are safeguards to help prevent this in a 
Delphi design. One of those prevention methods is the idea of multiple iterations. All 
interpretations done by the researcher is sent back to the panel to ensure the results are a true 
representation of their thoughts and not skewed by researcher bias.  
Another concern with the Delphi design arises from the lack of a designated number of 
rounds needed to reach consensus. There is no definitive rule on the number of rounds for 
this methodology, so it is in the hands of the researcher to make important decisions along 
the way, working towards consensus but stopping before diminishing returns sets in (Hasson 
et al., 2000). The strength and weakness of the Delphi can be the multi-iteration process. The 
issue with the multiple iterations is the impact on the response rate. Multiple iteration 
feedback process is an imperative part of the Delphi which lends itself to the potential of 
lower response rate after each round (Hsu & Sandford, 2007). The Delphi process is also 
very time-consuming, which can lead to an increased dropout rate or lower response rate by 
the participants. Participants may drop out of the study at different stages of the research 
because it takes a large block of time to be completed because of the sequential and iterative 
methodology approach of the Delphi (Hsu & Sandford, 2007; Hasson et al., 2000). Time is 
necessary in between each round of the Delphi model to ensure that analysis is done 
correctly. The iteration process of the Delphi model validates the accuracy of results but 
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increases the workload of the researcher and the time that is needed to complete the 
collection process (Cunliffe, 2002).  
“Delphi investigators need to be cognizant, exercise caution, and implement the 
proper safeguards in dealing with issues of molding opinions.” (Hsu &Sandford, 
2007, p. 5) 
Even with safeguards, it can still be difficult to evaluate accuracy and reliability 
(Woudenberg, 1991). It falls on the shoulders of the researcher to keep reliability and validity 
at the forefront of one’s mind.  
Subjectivity is also a concern when discussing panel selection. Some argue the importance of 
panel selection and lay out very specific details in what establishes an expert. Judd (1972) 
deflected criticism about panel selection by theorists like Dr. Welty by saying the description 
of what constitutes an expert is upon the researcher to define. Judd (1972) also defended the 
idea that when pertaining to education, it would not be hard to find experts in the field, 
especially in higher education. For the purpose of this study, Judd’s stance on educators is 
important, because he argues that in this field everyone can be considered a professional. 
Hattie (2003) did extensive research on teacher experts and found that it is not directly linked 
to the years’ experience but rather of several attributes that separated teachers as experienced 
versus experts. It was impossible to match Hattie’s criteria for expertise with panel selection 
because guidelines by DODEA research committee did not permit classroom or teacher 
observations. So instead, the goal was a criterion-based representative sample of elementary 
educators as experts for this study. Teachers in this panel ranged in educational background, 
experience, grade level and specialization taught.  
With the Delphi, external validity is questioned because it uses a small group of panel 
members. External validity is the idea of how universal or how much generalizability can be 
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made based of the findings of a study (Golafshani, 2003; Hasson et al., 2000). Even with a 
representative sample, the validity of the findings and the ability to generalize findings can be 
questionable (Skulmoski et al., 2007).  
The Delphi method is an evolving design that has changed over time from when it was first 
created, changing from a forecasting quantitative approach to a more qualitative one, opening 
itself to more subjectivity and therefore less rigor (Hasson et al., 2000). This critique of rigor 
is nothing new, as Sackman (1975) noted it for its lack of methodological rigor. This paper 
used a criterion approach for panel selection to help create a representative sample of 
elementary teachers for many reasons. It was important to create this shared definition with 
all elementary school teachers and not just those labeled as “experts” (Hattie, 2003). The 
sample size was on the larger size for a Delphi model consisting of 19 panel members, and to 
help with the generalizability of this study, it was important to have all voices to be heard in 
the discussions of differentiation.  
For this study the researcher took the subjectivity of the Delphi design as a serious problem 
and put forth safeguards to ensure the reliability and validity of this study’s design. The 
design of this study used four rounds to find that balance of making sure the ideas of the 
panel members were carefully represented and giving enough time for opinions to be shared 
when consensus was not met. By using multiple rounds, it allowed for the interpretations of 
the researcher and results of the previous rounds to be viewed by the panel helping to ensure 
reliability and validity.   Also, using four rounds allowed the study to evolve with each round 
incorporating a new level of interpretation needed by the panel members without making the 
time between surveys too long or length of the survey too intimidating.  This balance is 
critical when discussing response rate. If the surveys became too daunting or confusing it 
would have a dramatic effect on the response rate in the later rounds of this study. It is 
important to note that in Round One there was a total of 19 participants in the study and in 
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the final round there was a total of 16 participants still active in the study.  There was a total 
of 84% of the original panel still participating in the fourth round and seeing the study 
through to conclusion. 
 
3.8 Ethical Considerations  
Ethical considerations need to be made in all conducted studies. Bryman and Bell (2007) 
made a list of ten principles of ethical considerations that should to be reflected on in any 
study in the social sciences.  
1. Participants should not be harmed.  
2. Respect and dignity of the participants is a priority. 
3. Privacy of the participants must be ensured 
4. Full consent is necessary 
5. Confidentiality of the data should be ensured 
6. Anonymity of the individuals must be ensured 
7. Deceptions in the objective or goals of the research must be avoided.  
8. Any conflict of interests need to note 
9. Communication must be done clearly and with transparency 
10. In representing the data, bias must be avoided. 
With these principles in mind, full consent of participants was invited in a letter to 
participate. This letter assured the participants that this study had been approved by the 
ethical board of Durham University and was also in compliance with the approval and 
guidelines of the DODEA Research Approval Board: see Appendix F.    
This letter also explained the goals and aims of the study to create a transparency in purpose. 
All contact was done individually, so confidentiality would be ensured, or when surveys were 
delivered through their e-mail. Precautions were made so no participant names or e-mails 
were ever shared. Information was always kept anonymous and confidential to all except for 
the researcher. The design model of the Delphi allowed for the data to be collected, analyzed, 
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and then sent back in the next round for the approval of the panel members, allowing for 
anonymity through the whole study. This design also created a check and balance for 
researcher bias. All of these precautions were made to help avoid bias on the researcher parts 
and also made sure that the data presented to the panel was clear and not skewed in any way.   
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Chapter 4 - Results 
4.1 Introduction 
 
This study used the Delphi model to build a consensus with a panel of educators on the 
definitions of the teaching and assessment strategies of differentiation. There was a total of 
four rounds of surveys with data collected from each panel member and each subsequent 
round moving closer to building a consensus of commonality.  This chapter will report the 
results of each round and provide insight on the data gathered to lay the groundwork for 
further discussions on the results and findings of this study.  
 
4.2 Round One Results 
Round One of this study used an open-ended questionnaire to gather data from each 
individual in the panel. The survey was comprised of three sections.  The first asked each 
panel member demographic questions. The second asked the participants to identify and 
define teaching strategies they associate with differentiation, and the third asked them to 
identify and define assessment strategies they associate with differentiation: see Appendix A.   
There was a total of 19 surveys collected at the end of Round One. All surveys were imported 
into the qualitative data analysis software NVivo. The researcher coded the opened-ended 
responses looking for similar terms and themes that could be derived from the panel 
members.  The results of the coding process produced a systematic way of evaluating the 
qualitative data collected in Round One. The goal was to interpret the information collected 
and represent it back to the panel in a precise way for their evaluation as discussed in the 
Methodology section (see Chapter 3). 
The first section of the survey asked four demographic questions where data was collected on 
each panel member. This included grade level, area of teaching, experience in education, and 
level of education: see Figure 4.1. The goal of collecting this type of demographic 
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information was to create a broadly representative sample of what might be found in a similar 
elementary school. Not all categories were represented equally but this data did indicate that 
there was a spread of educators with varied level of experience, education, and grade 
levels/specialty backgrounds participated in this study. Further breakdown of the 
demographic information from the first section of the Round One survey was discussed in 
more detail in the methodology section of this paper. 
 
Panel Member 
ID Grade Level Specialist 
Years’ 
Experience 
Education 
B = Bachelors’ 
Degree 
M = Masters’ 
Degree 
A1 First   20 B + 30 
B2 Fifth   24 M + 30 
C3 Fifth  8  M + 30 
D4 Second  9  M 
E5 First  13  M + 15 
F6  Special Education Coordinator 
38 
 M + 30 
G7 Fourth  12  M +15 
H8 Kindergarten  1  B 
I9 Second  11  M +30 
J10 Sure Start  Pre-K  
22 
 M + 30 
K11 First  13  M + 30 
L12 Kindergarten  3  M 
M13 Fifth  22  M + 30 
N14  
Science Technology 
Engineering 
Mathematics 
10 
 M 
O15  Reading Support 40  M + 30 
P16  Counselor 19 M + 30 
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Q17  District ELA Teacher Trainer 15 M + 15 
R18  Math Coach 22  B + 30 
S19 First  2  B 
Figure 4.1 Panel Member Demographics 
 
For the second section of the Round One survey, the panel members identified and defined a 
total of one hundred teaching strategies collectively with an individual low of one and high of 
seven. For section three, the panel members were asked to identify and define assessment 
strategies associated with differentiation for a total of 69 terms and definitions collected in 
this section of the Round One survey with an individual low of zero and high of seven. These 
strategies provided by the individual panel members varied in terms, concepts, and 
definitions: see Figure 4.2.  
 
Panel Member Number of Teaching 
Strategies 
Number of Assessment 
Strategies 
A1 4 3 
B2 7 7 
C3 6 6 
D4 7 4 
E5 6 5 
F6 3 3 
G7 5 4 
H8 7 6 
I9 6 3 
J10 1 1 
K11 7 3 
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L12 4 4 
M13 7 0 
N14 5 4 
O15 4 3 
P16 5 1 
Q17 6 3 
R18 5 7 
S19 5 2 
Total Number Strategies 
Collected 
100 
Teaching Strategies 
69 
Assessment Strategies  
Figure 4.2 Terms and Definitions Provided by Each Panel Member – Round One 
 
The second and third section of the survey collected a total of 100 teaching strategies and 69 
assessment strategies associated with differentiation. Both the teaching and assessment 
strategies provided by the panel members included several redundant terms and definitions. 
These responses were coded in NVivo creating a total of 58 thematic nodes. For a sample of 
the NVivo coding: see Figure 4.3 and Appendix B.  
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The themes that were identified from Round One data were used as the foundation to create 
the second-round survey: see Appendix C. 
These redundancies or similar lines of thinking show that teachers did hold some similar 
terminology and concepts regarding differentiation. For example, the term guided reading 
was mentioned by eight of the panel members. Panel member H8 listed “guided reading as 
students placed in groups based on reading level. I am able to differentiate their guided 
reading lessons and independent work based on the groups.” While panel member B2 defined 
it as “small reading groups where students are put together based on their Lexile level 
(assessment level), topic of interest, or their need for reinforcement in regard to a particular 
skills.” Participant D4 noted that “through the use of guided reading groups one can 
differentiated mini- lessons to work on a particular skill in smaller groups.” All three of these 
definitions provided by panel members allowed some insight into the understanding that are 
held by this group of teachers. There was some shared understanding that guided reading was 
held in smaller groups and put together by some purpose, whether it was reading level, 
interests, or needed skill. Although, eight panel members may have identified guide reading 
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as a teaching strategy for differentiation, it is also important to note that means eleven panel 
members did not. So there was no complete saturation.  This same term therefore could be 
used as an example of how shared ideas where held by some but not consistent throughout 
the panel until further discussion in future rounds.  
 
It important to note that each definition provided by a panel member may have been coded 
under a few different thematic nodes because of the complex definition provided. For 
example, the same definition was coded for guided reading and also flexible grouping 
because of the way it was defined by the participant. Panel member E5 defined guided 
reading as “children grouped by ability – read small texts together- focus on strategies that 
will meet a child’s need-progress and move through other groups as ability 
changes/progresses.”   Although the labeling term guided reading was used within the 
definition, the idea that as a child’s needs progress they may be moved to other groups met 
similar ideas provided by other panel members for flexible grouping. Therefore, this 
definition was coded for both guided reading and flexible grouping because it showed that 
participant believed in regrouping children rather than remaining within that identified group.  
 
4.3 Round Two Results – Teaching Strategies  
This second survey consisted of two sections for the panel members to evaluate. The first 
section focused on the teaching strategies that support differentiation. This section consisted 
of 38 questions that provided the terms and definitions collected and analyzed in Round One. 
The second section contained 20 assessment strategies and definitions teachers associated 
with differentiation: see Appendix C.    
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The Likert Scale was chosen for its ability to measure the level agreement by a panel group. 
It allowed the researcher to statically evaluate the data to determine if the consensus 
threshold of 80% was met by the panel members or if further discussions were necessary in 
future Delphi rounds. Percentages represent mean scores from all respondents completing 
each question. All portions of the Round Two survey used the same five-point Likert Scale to 
evaluate each term and definition using these choices:  
Strongly Disagree 
Disagree 
Undecided  
Agree 
Strongly Agree  
In the first section of the Round Two survey a total of 38 teaching strategies were presented, 
and of these, 30 reached the consensus threshold of 80% or higher: see Figure 4.4.  
 
 Teaching 
Strategy 
Definition  Consensus 
Percentage 
(n=19)  
Likert 
Scale 
Result  
Authentic 
Assessment 
An authentic assessment is important to 
differentiation because it gives a teacher 
evidence of the student's thinking process to 
include the strategies and problem solving 
skills that will be used to drive instruction. 
100 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Conferencing Conferencing with a student(s) allows for a 
conversation to take place on a particular 
skill or topic where a teacher can identify the 
strengths and weaknesses. The teacher can 
use this time to reteach a simple skill, expand 
an idea, and collect formative data on a child 
or small group. 
100 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Flexible 
Grouping 
Flexible grouping involves grouping students 
by instructional level, ability, interests, 
intervention focus, and/or friendships with 
100 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
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the ability to alter grouping when necessary 
to meet the needs of all students. 
Learning Styles Using the different learning styles of students 
to modify instruction or the delivery of 
assignments to best meet their unique 
learning needs. 
100 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Assessment for 
learning 
An ongoing/formative assessment that drives 
the instruction of a teacher. This type of 
assessment identifies where the students are 
on a continuum of learning by identifying 
strengths, weaknesses, and misconceptions 
that will guide the next steps of instruction. 
95 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Performance 
Assessment 
Demonstrates the mastery of a subject/topic 
through various means other than traditional 
testing formats. Example: Presentations, 
Pictorial Artwork, Oral Presentations, 
Technology-Based Products. 
95 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Alternative 
Assessment 
Alter the manner or assessment format in 
which a student can demonstrate their 
understanding of a given concept. This can 
include but is not limited to changing the 
testing format to include variations of 
question design (essay, multiple choice, short 
answer), showcasing knowledge by the 
creation of a product/presentation (written, 
pictorial, oral technology-based), observation 
and document findings through anecdotal 
notes, and/or the use of a student portfolio. 
95 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Technology Using different forms of software or websites 
that allows a teacher to differentiate the level 
of skill or task for each student. 
95 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Choice Giving students the choice on a writing topic, 
what to do next in the classroom, or on what 
type of product they choose to represent their 
learning choice. This allows them to take part 
in the decision- making process, gives them 
the opportunity to demonstrate their mastery 
in a preferred method of learning, and also 
empowers them for success. 
95 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Guided Reading A small group of students, grouped with a 
purpose in mind, using a similar text, 
working on a specific focus, skill, or strategy. 
95 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Individual or 
Small Group 
Pacing 
Evaluating and promoting individual or small 
groups of students to a higher level when 
they show mastery of a skill set like sight 
words, math facts, spelling tests, and 
independent reading. 
95 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Learning 
Environment  
Incorporates student cultures, interests, and 
differences to welcome organization, 
collaboration, flexible grouping, and 
intervention of different strategies. 
95 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
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Tiering  Adjusting or scaffolding the learning 
experiences according to a student’s 
readiness, interest, or learning modality. 
95 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Project Based 
Learning 
A product-based project that can be assigned 
or the opportunity for topic choice given to 
an individual or a group of students that can 
showcase their knowledge and 
understanding. 
90 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Observation As a formative assessment tool, observe and 
collect anecdotal notes as an indicator of a 
student’s knowledge of a specific topic or 
skill. 
90 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Cooperative 
Learning 
Groups 
Students are designated to a specific group 
based on interest, same ability 
(homogeneous), mixed ability 
(heterogeneous), to work on problem 
solving, projects, research, or even individual 
work. Many times these group activities 
focus on not just a certain academic skill, but 
also encompass social skills necessary to 
work in a team atmosphere. 
89 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Guided Math A small group of students, grouped with a 
mathematical purpose in mind, working on a 
specific focus, skill, or strategy. 
89 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Multiple 
Intelligences 
Recognizing Garner’s Multiple Intelligence 
and altering instruction to meet the different 
needs of the students and their learning 
preferences. 
(musical/logical/linguistic/spatial/visual/body 
kinesthetic/interpersonal/intrapersonal) 
89 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Modified 
Assignments 
Changing the assignment to work on the 
same skill or standard but altering it to meet 
needs. For example, giving fewer problems 
or asking for a simpler response by the 
student to illustrate their understanding. 
89 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Adult 
Intervention 
Using other teachers, assistants, and 
volunteers to help differentiate. For example, 
extended practice of a specific skill or 
extension for the advance students. 
89 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Portfolio A collection of student work through artifact 
collection digitally or through a paper file 
that shows a child’s depth of understanding 
for a specific skill or content area. 
84.2 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Rubrics Rubrics are a differentiated grading tool for 
group projects, individual projects, writing 
assignments across all curricular areas. The 
rubric may be individualized to meet the 
diverse needs of the students 
84 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Assessment- 
Check for 
Understanding 
A verbal or non-verbal form of 
communication like thumbs up or down to 
84 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
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see how students understand and relate to a 
new concept. 
Goals Having the students track their progress and 
set goals based off their pre/post test results. 
83 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Centers Using Bloom’s Taxonomy to set up different 
learning centers or activities with varying 
levels and then directing students to a 
particular task or center that matches their 
ability. 
83 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Feedback Language to teach, prompt, and/or reinforce 
based on a student’s initiations or 
performance. The language used by the 
teacher is clear and specific versus the vague 
“Good Job!” 
83 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Peer Mentoring Students working collaboratively with 
classmates or students from another grade 
level to accomplish a task. This gives a 
platform of instruction to take place between 
peers. 
83 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Seating Arranging seats to incorporate the best 
learning environment for each child to 
include access to the teacher, behavior 
modification, and peer mentoring. 
83 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Differentiated 
Spelling  
Using or creating a curriculum that allows 
students to work on spelling in an individual 
or small group format, thereby, focusing on 
spelling patterns that the child needs 
specifically. 
83 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Writer’s 
Workshop 
A framework that allows student choice of 
writing topics and the practice of going 
through the writing process at an individual 
pace. This allows conferencing with peers 
and the teacher. 
83 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Figure 4.4 Teaching Strategies Consensus Met – Round Two 
 
This left a total of eight teaching strategies that needed further investigation in future Delphi 
rounds: see Figure 4.5.  
Teaching 
Strategy 
Definition Consensus 
Percentage 
Likert Scale 
Result 
Self-Evaluation Having the students fill out a rubric 
grading themselves or classmates on a 
certain task, assignment, or project. The 
purpose is for the students to gain insight 
on the process of evaluation and creates 
the ground work for future conversations 
and conferences with the child or class. 
79 Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
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Assessment 
Computerized 
A computer-generated test that allows a 
teacher to create an assessment from a 
pool of questions on a specific skill or 
content area using a multitude of question 
formats (multiple choice, true/false, fill in 
the blank, essay). This test can be given on 
the computer or be printed out for a paper- 
pencil response. 
79  Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Assessment 
Graphic 
Organizer 
Using graphic organizers like KWL 
(know, wonder, learned) chart to check for 
understanding or even as a pre-assessment 
on the knowledge basis of a child or class. 
79 Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Clustering A team of teachers work collaboratively to 
group students by similar abilities into one 
class, allowing different teachers to work 
with different ability groups and creating 
flexibility between groups when 
necessary. 
78  Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Compacting An intervention made for students with 
advanced readiness by adding more rigor, 
depth, or complexity to ensure mastery of 
the required curriculum. 
78 Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Inquiry   Following the steps of the scientific 
method and allowing for student-driven 
questions and research to generate the 
direction of learning. This process may 
include a WebQuest, for example. 
78 Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Choral Reading Reading textbooks as a class to help 
scaffold the text for students who are not 
on grade level. 
67  Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Whole Group Instruction directed by the teacher and 
delivered to the whole class to help meet 
learning gaps. 
61 Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Figure 4.5 Teaching Strategies Consensus Not Met – Round Two 
 
Before discussing the results further, it is important to note that there were two incomplete 
surveys out of the 19 received from the panel. The researcher evaluated the data two ways 
using the 17 completed surveys and then evaluating the consensus benchmarks using all 19 
surveys to examine how it would affect the results.  Of the 58 teaching and assessment 
strategies, it impacted only one term and definition. This particular term was Assessment – 
Graphic Organizers. Using all 19 surveys, the consensus result was 78.9%, short of the 
benchmark and therefore it was forwarded into future rounds for further discussions. By 
filtering the results using only the 17 completed surveys the consensuses results would have 
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been 82.3%. This would meet or pass the 80% threshold and therefore not need further 
discussion. It was the decision of the researcher to use all 19 surveys to gather as much input 
from as many panel members as possible. This would mean all 19 participants in Round Two 
were also invited back to participate in future rounds of the study to gather their input. This 
did make the researcher take certain safeguards in future surveys to minimize similar issues 
arising again. It also meant that the term Assessment Graphic Organizer was treated as not 
meeting the threshold and would be carried through future surveys for further discussions.   
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4.4 Round Two Results – Assessment Strategies  
 
In second section of the Round Two survey there was a total of 20 assessment strategies 
provided to the panel for their evaluation. Of these, 15 of the assessment strategies reached 
the consensus threshold of 80% or higher: see Figure 4.6.  
 
Assessment 
Strategy 
Definition  Consensus 
Percentage  
Likert Scale Result  
Manipulatives 
 
Allowing for manipulatives to 
be used 
100 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Question 
Formatting 
 
Altering assessment questions 
to meet communication 
abilities 
100 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Time Allotment 
 
Giving extended time 
 
100 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Technology 
Assistance 
 
Using technology to read the 
test to students 
94 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Modifications Making modifications of 
testing based on IEP 
(Individualized Education 
Plan) Protocol  
94 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Highlighting 
 
Highlighting the important 
parts of directions 
94 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Direction 
Alterations 
 
Reading the directions to the 
student(s) 
94 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Testing Format 
 
Altering assessment 
administration alteration from 
large group to small group 
format 
94 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Individualized 
Testing 
 
Assessment administration at 
the individual level  
94 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Split Tasks 
 
Breaking up an assessment into 
smaller portions 
93 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Modified Testing 
 
Reading a test aloud 
 
93 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Visual Support 
 
Using pictures on assessment 
to help struggling readers or 
ESL students (English 
Language Learners)  
88 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
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Response Format 
 
Change a written assessment to 
an oral response 
87 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Response 
Assistance  
 
Having an adult scribe or 
record verbal responses 
82 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Recording 
Responses 
 
Using computer software to 
record verbal responses 
82 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Figure 4.6 Assessment Strategies Consensus Met – Round Two 
Five assessment strategies did not meet the consensus benchmark and needed further 
discussion in future survey rounds: see Figure 4.7. 
 
Assessment 
Strategy 
Definition Consensus 
Percentage  
Likert Scale Result  
Process Feedback 
 
Giving an example 
 
76 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Adapted Tiered 
Assessment 
 
Shorten the number of items 
on a test 
76 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Question Design 
 
Altering question design to 
highlight big concepts versus 
specific details  
65 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Modifying 
Questions  
 
Changing certain problems or 
numbers on a math assessment 
59 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Group Based 
Assessment 
 
Allowing students to work in a 
team or group for an 
assessment  
59 Agreed & Strongly 
Agreed 
Figure 4.7 Assessment Strategies Consensus Not Met – Round Two 
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4.5 Round Three Results  
 
Using the results of Round Two, the terms that did not meet consensus were carried over to 
Round Three so further discussions could take place. There was a total of 13 questions that 
made up Round Three. In this round, the participants were asked to explain their thinking 
about each strategy through writing their opinion in a semi-structured response format. Each 
participant was asked to write a sentence or more explaining why or why not this strategy 
supported differentiated instruction.  For those panel members that were undecided, they 
wrote why they were unsure about a particular strategy. The qualitative responses were 
collected and then re-organized under three categories agree, disagree, and undecided. An 
example of organized responses is provided below: see Figure 4.8.   
 
Teaching Strategy Definition 
Self-Evaluation  Having the students fill out a rubric grading themselves or classmates 
on a certain task, assignment, or project. The purpose is for the 
students to gain insight on the process of evaluation and creates the 
ground work for future conversations and conferences with the child 
or class. 
Agree – Self Evaluation is Differentiation 
I could argue that Self-Evaluation is a form of differentiation because, it allows individual 
children to gain their own insight into a process of task, assignment, or project. The most 
vital aspect to make sure the learning takes place for these self- reflections is to make sure 
the rubric is understandable and maybe even created together as a group, therefore making 
the expectations explicit to each child. 
 
Self-evaluation is a form of differentiation. Self-evaluation allow students to reflect upon 
their work within their parameters of understanding. A low performing first grader may be 
able to look at their writing and see if they are doing a good job on capitalizing and making 
complete sentences but may not have gained the knowledge or maturity to analyze their 
work for content. 
  
If it's one type of many evaluations that will be used then I think it would be considered 
differentiated.  
 
I think this is a great idea for older students. It will work in kindergarten if pictures are 
involved but I think it is a great tool. This way students will not have questions about what 
is expected of him or her and can explain their thinking when challenging a grade. I think 
self-evaluation could be a good tool for all so I would agree that it is a good differentiation 
tool. 
 
By using self-evaluation, students can gain insight into their own learning. It easily leads 
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into discussions about where a student is currently is and where they want to go. 
 
Self-Evaluation is a form of differentiation because students have the opportunity to 
demonstrate their understanding and skill concerning specific areas. It also provides the 
student the opportunity to check their own work. The teacher is able to assess the students' 
progress and create adjustments to each students assignments because the teacher will have 
a better understanding of what the student knows from the self-evaluation. 
 
Using a rubric to grade themselves or classmates is a good tool for a student to show how 
well he or she feel they know the information presented. Students also tend to focus more 
on what they are doing (what the lesson is providing) when they are assessing themselves 
or others. If the teacher uses the information gathered from these self-evaluations to 
differentiate instruction, then I agree that self-evaluation can be a form of differentiation. 
Yes, it could help the teacher see what the student thinks he/she could have done better. 
That information would help with future instruction. 
 
It allows students to evaluate themselves and understand the process of evaluation. Having 
rubrics is also helpful in understanding expectations. Self-evaluation is a K-2 classroom 
however is very general and basic. Students are learning what it means to evaluate 
according 
 
I believe it is....starting at a certain age, maturity, or grade level. I can differentiate students 
and put them into differentiated groups according on how they self-evaluate themselves. 
 
Disagree- Self-Evaluation is NOT Differentiation 
I think what you find out in Self-Evaluation in differentiation is more emotional than 
academic. Many students are not mature enough to objectively evaluate their strengths and 
weaknesses in the elementary grade. Since research suggests they should not be introduced 
to competition until the age of 11, I am not sure self-evaluation is a valid differentiation 
tool. 
 
This all depends on how the evaluative feedback is used. Self-evaluation is powerful, but 
in and of itself, it does not meet the definition of differentiation in action. Rather it is one 
of the means in which data is compiled to determine the scope and focus of subsequent 
differentiation. 
 
This is a tool for students to self-evaluate their learning of a given concept. This is not a 
form of differentiation. Strongly disagree 
 
Self-evaluation may be a tool to allow the teacher to differentiate instruction, but it isn't 
"differentiation." The teacher must use the information in order to differentiate. 
 
Undecided Comments 
Undecided. Is the grading rubric done before or after the assignment? If kids don't struggle 
with end game, then no. However, if there is subjectivity then, yes. 
 
Figure 4.7 Teaching Strategies Comment Reorganization – Round Three 
 
An overview of collected comments from Round Three can be found in Appendix G.   
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The percentage of the opinions were calculated for the categories agree, disagree and 
undecided for each term and definition. There was a total of 16 completed surveys at the end 
of Round Three. The graph of percentage averages of Round Three was to create at a glance 
a summary of the thinking of the panel members.  The researcher did not evaluate this round 
to see if a consensus benchmark was met because the goal of this round was to collect 
individual opinions from the panel. This information was then given back to the panel in 
Round Four to review for a final evaluation using a Likert scale. see Figures 4.9 and 4.10. 
 
Teaching 
Strategy Definition 
Number & 
Percentage of 
Comments 
supporting 
disagreement: 
Number & 
Percentage of 
Comments 
supporting 
undecided: 
Number & 
Percentage of 
Comments 
supporting 
agreement: 
Compacting An intervention made for 
students with advanced 
readiness by adding more rigor, 
depth, or complexity to ensure 
mastery of the required 
curriculum. 
0 0 
 
16 
100% 
Graphic 
Organizers 
Using graphic organizers like 
KWL (know, wonder, learned) 
chart to check for understanding 
or even as a pre-assessment on 
the knowledge basis of a child 
or class. 
3 
18% 
1 
6% 
12 
75% 
Inquiry  Following the steps of the 
scientific method and allowing 
for student-driven questions and 
research to generate the 
direction of learning. This 
process may include a 
WebQuest, for example. 
1 
6% 
3 
18% 
12 
75% 
Assessment 
Computeriz
ed  
A computer-generated test that 
allows a teacher to create an 
assessment from a pool of 
questions on a specific skill or 
content area using a multitude of 
question formats (multiple 
choice, true/false, fill in the 
blank, essay). This test can be 
given on the computer or be 
printed out for a paper- pencil 
response. 
5 
31% 
0 
 
11 
68% 
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Self-
Evaluation 
Having the students fill out a 
rubric grading themselves or 
classmates on a certain task, 
assignment, or project. The 
purpose is for the students to 
gain insight on the process of 
evaluation and creates the 
ground work for future 
conversations and conferences 
with the child or class. 
4 
25% 
1 
6% 
11 
68% 
Clustering A team of teachers work 
collaboratively to group students 
by similar abilities into one 
class, allowing different teachers 
to work with different ability 
groups and creating flexibility 
between groups when necessary. 
6 
37% 
0 
 
10 
62% 
Choral 
Reading  
Reading textbooks as a class to 
help scaffold the text for 
students who are not on grade 
level. 
10 
62% 
1 
6% 
5 
31% 
Whole 
Group 
Instruction directed by the 
teacher and delivered to the 
whole class to help meet 
learning gaps. 
12 
75% 
1 
6% 
3 
18% 
Figure 4.9 Teaching Strategies Comment Percentages – Round Three 
 
Assessment 
Strategy Definition 
Comments 
supporting 
disagreement: 
Comments 
supporting 
undecided: 
Comments 
supporting 
agreement: 
Modifying 
Questions 
Changing certain problems or 
numbers on a math 
assessment 
2 
12% 
2 
12% 
12 
75% 
Adapted 
Tiered 
Assessment 
 
Shorten the number of items 
on a test 
5 
31% 
1 
6% 
11 
68% 
Group Based 
Assessment 
 
Allowing students to work in 
a team or group for an 
assessment 
3 
18% 
2 
12% 
11 
68% 
Question 
Design 
 
Altering question design to 
highlight big concepts versus 
specific details 
2 
12% 
7 
43% 
7 
43% 
Process 
Feedback 
 
Giving an example to show 
proper response format  
9 
56% 
0 7 
43% 
Figure 4.10 Assessment Strategies Comment Percentages – Round Three 
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4.6 Round Four Results – Teaching Strategies  
 
The collected responses from Round Three were organized and given back to the panel for 
final evaluation.  Round Four was comprised of thirteen questions including eight which 
focused on the teaching strategies and five on the assessments strategies that support 
differentiation. In this round, the panel members received information from the previous 
rounds including a statistical Likert scale summary of Round Two and a re-organization of 
the opinions collected in Round Three: see Appendix E.   
In this final round, the panel members used the same five-point Likert scale from Round Two 
to evaluate the remaining thirteen terms. After having them self-reflect on their own thinking 
in Round Three, the goal of this final round was to have the panel members review the 
opinions of others and then re-evaluate these terms one last time.  
In Round Four, there were a total of eight teaching strategies of differentiation evaluated by 
the panel. In the final review, two strategies, Compacting and Inquiry, reached the consensus 
benchmark of 80% or higher. Although there were only two strategies reaching consensus in 
this final round, some significant data was gathered showing a change in the thinking of the 
panel members: see Figure 4.11 
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Teaching 
Strategy Definition  
Round Two 
Consensus 
Percentage  
 Round Four 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Compacting An intervention made for students with 
advanced readiness by adding more 
rigor, depth, or complexity to ensure 
mastery of the required curriculum. 
78% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
87% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Inquiry   Following the steps of the scientific 
method and allowing for student-driven 
questions and research to generate the 
direction of learning. This process may 
include a WebQuest, for example. 
78% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
81% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Whole Group Instruction directed by the teacher and 
delivered to the whole class to help meet 
learning gaps. 
61% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
18% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Assessment 
Graphic Organizer 
Using graphic organizers like KWL 
(know, wonder, learned) chart to check 
for understanding or even as a pre-
assessment on the knowledge basis of a 
child or class. 
78% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
75% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Choral Reading Reading textbooks as a class to help 
scaffold the text for students who are not 
on grade level. 
66%  
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
31% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Clustering A team of teachers work collaboratively 
to group students by similar abilities into 
one class, allowing different teachers to 
work with different ability groups and 
creating flexibility between groups when 
necessary. 
78% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree   
62% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Self-Evaluation Having the students fill out a rubric 
grading themselves or classmates on a 
certain task, assignment, or project. The 
purpose is for the students to gain insight 
on the process of evaluation and creates 
the ground work for future conversations 
and conferences with the child or class. 
78%  
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
50%  
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Assessment 
Computerized 
A computer-generated test that allows a 
teacher to create an assessment from a 
pool of questions on a specific skill or 
content area using a multitude of 
question formats (multiple choice, 
true/false, fill in the blank, essay). This 
test can be given on the computer or be 
printed out for a paper- pencil response. 
78%  
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
43% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Figure 4.11 Teaching Strategies Percentages – Round Two and Four 
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Of the eight terms presented in the first section of the Round Four survey, two terms reached 
final benchmark of 80% or higher.  In Round Two, Compacting was at 78%, and after Round 
Four, the panel reached a consensus of 87.5%: see Figure 4.12.  
 
 
 
Teaching 
Strategy 
Delhi Survey 
Round 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Disagree 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Undecided 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Agree 
Compacting Round 2 5.5 17 78 
Round 4 0.0 12.5 87.5 
Figure 4.12 Teaching Strategy - Compacting Percentages 
 
For the term Inquiry in Round Two, there was 78% agreement, and in Round Four, the panel 
reached benchmark of 81%: see Figure 4.13. 
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Teaching 
Strategy 
Delphi Survey 
Round 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Disagree 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Undecided 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Agree 
Inquiry  Round 2 0.0 22 78 
Round 4 0.0 19 81 
Figure 4.13 Teaching Strategy - Inquiry Percentages  
There were some other substantial findings in this final round survey. Of the six remaining 
strategies, Graphic Organizers partially met the consensus benchmark at 75% in Round Four. 
see Figure 4.14.  
 
 
Teaching 
Strategy 
Delphi Survey 
Round 
Percentage 
Disagree 
Percentage 
Undecided 
Percentage 
Agree 
Graphic 
Organizers 
Round 2 0.0 21 79 
Round 4 6 19 75 
Figure 4.14 Teaching Strategy - Graphic Organizers Percentages  
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The most significant change took place with the teaching strategy Whole Group Instruction 
which in Round Two had 60.8% of the panel agreeing that this was a form of differentiation 
and then in Round Four only 18.7% agreed with this, indicating a dramatic change in the 
thinking of the panel as a whole: see Figure 4.15.  
 
 
Teaching 
Strategy 
Delphi Survey 
Round 
Percentage 
Disagree 
Percentage 
Undecided 
Percentage 
Agree 
Whole Group 
Instruction  
Round 2 22.2 16.6 60.8 
Round 4 75.0 6.2 18.7 
Figure 4.15 Teaching Strategy - Whole Group Percentages 
 
 
Although another strategy, Choral Reading, did not meet the consensus benchmark, it offered 
a dramatic shift in the thinking of the panel members. In Round Two the panel agreed that it 
was a teaching strategy of differentiation by 66.6%, and in Round Four, a near complete 
reversal was evident as 62.5% of the members either disagreed or strongly disagreed that this 
is not a form of differentiation. In the discussion section of this study a closer examination of 
what may have caused such a dynamic change in the opinions of the panel: see Figure 4.16.   
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Teaching 
Strategy 
Delphi Survey 
Round 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Disagree 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Undecided 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Agree 
Choral Reading  Round 2 22.2 11.1 66.6 
Round 4 62.5 6.2 31.2 
Figure 4.16 Teaching Strategy - Choral Reading Percentages  
 
The two remaining strategies also went through changes during the Delphi process. Self-
Evaluation in the second round had 78.9% of the panel agreed that it was a form of 
differentiation, and yet in Round Four, the participants presented a split decision, showing 
50% disagreed while the other 50% agreed that it is a form of differentiation: see Figure 
4.17.  
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Teaching 
Strategy 
Delphi Survey 
Round 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Disagree 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Undecided 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Agree 
Self-Evaluation  Round 2 15.7 5.2 78.8 
Round 4 50.0 0.0 50.0 
Figure 4.17 Teaching Strategy - Self-Evaluation Percentages  
Assessment Computerized also showed a split decision from the second round 78.9% agreed 
it supported differentiation and in Round Four that decreased to 43.7% in agreement making 
37% in disagreement. There was also an increased amount of undecided opinions in Round 
Four: see Figure 4.18.   
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Teaching 
Strategy 
Delphi Survey 
Round 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Disagree 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Undecided 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Agree 
Assessment 
Computerized 
Round 2 10.5 10.5 78.9 
Round 4 37.5 18.7 43.7 
Figure 4.18 Teaching Strategy - Assessment Computerized Percentages 
This demonstrated that panel members showed an alteration in their thinking based on the 
reading of fellow panel members making approximately 18% unsure about this strategy who 
previously had an opinion. Clustering had a similar pattern. There was a shift in the thinking 
of the panel from the second round of 77.7% to Round Four where there was only 62.5% 
agreement: see Figure 4.19. 
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Teaching 
Strategy 
Delphi Survey 
Round 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Disagree 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Undecided 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Agree 
Clustering  Round 2 16.6 5.5 77.7 
Round 4 37.5 0.0 62.5 
Figure 4.19 Teaching Strategy - Clustering Percentages 
 
4.7 Round Four Results – Assessment Strategies 
 
The second section of Round Four focused on the assessment strategies of differentiation 
with a total of five questions. There were no new terms that reached consensus for this 
portion of the survey: see Figure 4.20.   
Assessment 
Strategy 
Definition Round 2 
Consensus 
Percentage  
 Round 4 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Modifying 
Questions 
Changing certain problems 
or numbers on a math 
assessment 
59% 
Agree/Strongly Agree 
75% 
Agree/Strongly Agree 
Question 
Design 
Altering question design to 
highlight big concepts 
versus specific details 
65% 
Agree/Strongly Agree 
75% 
Agree/Strongly Agree 
Group Based 
Assessment 
Allowing students to work 
in a team or group for an 
assessment 
59% 
Agree/Strongly Agree 
69% 
Agree/Strongly Agree 
Adapted 
Tiered 
Assessment 
Shorten the number of items 
on a test 
76% 
Agree/Strongly Agree 
56% 
Agree/Strongly Agree 
Process 
Feedback 
Giving an example to show 
proper response format  
76% 
Agree/Strongly Agree 
37.5% 
Agree/Strongly Agree 
Figure 4. 20 Assessment Strategies Percentages – Round Two and Four 
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There were only two assessment strategies Modifying Questions and Question Design that 
partially met consensus at approximately 75%: see Figure 4.21 and 4.22.   
 
 
Assessment 
Strategy 
Delhi Survey 
Round 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Disagree 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Undecided 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Agree 
Modifying 
Questions  
Round 2 11.7 29.4 58.8 
Round 4 12.5 12.5 75.0 
Figure 4.21 Assessment Strategy - Modifying Questions Percentages  
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Assessment 
Strategy 
Delphi Survey 
Round 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Disagree 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Undecided 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Agree 
Question 
Design  
Round 2 0.0 35.2 64.7 
Round 4 12.5 12.5 75.0 
Figure 4.22 Assessment Strategy - Question Design Percentages 
 
The remaining three strategies provided points for further discussion. Process Feedback had 
many changes through the rounds of each survey. In round two, the panel showed 76% 
agreement that it was an intervention that supports in differentiation. In round four, it became 
evident that the panel had become split on their stance with this intervention showing 25% 
undecided and 37% agreed while another 37% disagreed: see Figure 4.23.  
 
 
Assessment 
Strategy 
Delhi Survey 
Round 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Disagree 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Undecided 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Agree 
Process 
Feedback  
Round 2 11.7 11.7 76.4 
Round 4 37.5 25.0 37.5 
Figure 4.23 Assessment Strategy - Process Feedback Percentages 
 
The assessment strategy, Adapted Tiered Assessment, continually lost consensus through 
each round. Round Two had 76% in agreement but this fell to 56% in Round Four: see 
Figure 4.24.  
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Assessment 
Strategy 
Delphi Survey 
Round 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Disagree 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Undecided 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Agree 
Adapted Tiered 
Assessment  
Round 2 0.0 23.5 76.4 
Round 4 37.5 6.2 56.2 
Figure 4.24 Assessment Strategy - Adapted Tiered Lesson Percentages 
The last strategy, Group Based Assessment gained agreement from Round Two at 58% and 
finally in Round Four at 68% again: see Figure 4.25. Although a consensus was not met, a 
gradual change in the opinions of the panel was evident as they worked towards a consensus.  
 
Assessment 
Strategy 
Delphi Survey 
Round 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Disagree 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Undecided 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Agree 
Group Based 
Assessment  
Round 2 12 29 59 
Round 4 19 12.5 69 
Figure 4.25 Assessment Strategy - Group Based Assessment Percentages 
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4.8 Summary  
 
In conclusion, the data collected in each round produced a total of 38 teaching and 20 
assessment strategies of differentiation.  The final result led to 32 teaching strategies and 15 
assessment strategies reaching consensus. This left a total of six teaching and five assessment 
strategies that did not reach consensus. Of these six teaching strategies two partially met 
consensus at 75% or higher. Of the five assessment strategies presented in the final round, 
two partially met consensus.    Some of the remaining strategies went through shifts during 
the Delphi process, showing at times a small to a dramatic shift in the thinking by the panel.  
This information will be critically analyzed in the discussion section of this study offering 
some insight to the shifts in thinking from a group to individual perspective while also 
reflecting on the research questions based on the data collected through this study.   
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Chapter Five –Analysis 
 
5.1 Overview 
The objectives of this research were to examine the viewpoint of differentiation at a 
practitioner level by drawing input from a range of teachers. This input was then re-presented 
to participants through a Delphi Model structure to develop consensus on the strategies and 
assessments for differentiation, which would aid the development of a common technical 
language and thereby ontology.  This also allowed for an examination on how perception 
influences individual views of differentiation and the process that is undertaken for a diverse 
group of educators to share, develop, and identify a consensus on differentiation. Such an 
examination provided a great deal of insight on the consensus-building process as well as the 
practitioner viewpoint of differentiation.  In doing so, this research aims to make the 
argument that to understand differentiation, we must move beyond general understandings 
and examine specifics to support communal professional learning, which can help support 
implementation in the teaching and learning environment.   
The process itself used the Delphi model which allowed the researcher to conduct multiple 
rounds of data gathering, each with a unique purpose.  Early rounds gathered opinions from 
the participants separate from one another and in an anonymous manner.  These opinions 
were coded and compiled before being presented to the entirety of the group for consensus.  
A Likert scale and set threshold of agreement was determined.  Those strategies listed that 
did not meet consensus moved on to the next round of the Delphi where participants could 
state their opinion on whether they agreed, disagreed or were undecided on the strategy or 
assessment.  These were compiled and presented for the final round where participants again 
used a Likert scale to determine their level of agreement.   
The value of using the Delphi model was to provide comfort in anonymity to speak openly 
about classroom practices and individual perspectives on differentiation.  The Delphi model 
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also allowed for participants to develop their own ideas, view others, and then comment on 
their agreement, in some senses developing a shared language through the consensus building 
process. 
The Delphi methodology allowed a group of peers to witness opinions of fellow colleagues 
and identify if there is any effect on their existing pedagogical viewpoints on the teaching 
and assessment strategies of differentiated instruction.  It also let the participants argue their 
opinions on undecided strategies and assessments.  The findings at each level built to develop 
understanding among the participant group of educators, defined as much by the levels of 
agreement as their disagreements and sudden shifts in agreement.  Never was this more 
apparent than during the latter rounds. 
Ultimately, analysis of the findings indicated some main points of discussion relating to the 
study’s objectives, as well as unanticipated results. Primary to the findings was a general 
sense of agreement by practitioners as to the base practices of differentiation, but such 
agreement was not without drastic shifts in understanding and opinion by the participants, 
another notable finding.  Likewise, the root process of Delphi model consensus-building 
demonstrated great ability to build consensus among a diverse range of educators.  Finally, 
unique findings within each of the areas provide not only unanticipated but also, in some 
cases, contradictory findings.  Each will be discussed in the following sections of this 
chapter, working together to build a broader understanding at the classroom or school level 
on teacher perception of differentiation.    
5.2 General Agreement 
In reviewing the gathered data from the early Delphi rounds, high levels of agreement were 
noted among the participants in many of the areas.  This level of agreement was visible at 
two levels in the early stages.  Initial agreement was noted within Round One when the 
participants were asked to list and define various forms of differentiation strategies for 
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instruction and assessment. Likewise, when this data was coded and presented to the group as 
a whole for anonymous consensus, a base level of agreement was again noted within Round 
Two.  This was seen in the compiled individual responses of Round One and the calculated 
Likert percentages in Round Two. With such base levels of agreement visible early on within 
the Delphi process, it suggests that perhaps a basic understanding for differentiation might 
exist within this participant panel. 
With Round One, the focus of gathering individual views on differentiation strategies for 
instruction and assessment provided a total of one hundred responses among the respondents 
for instructional differentiation and sixty-nine for assessment differentiation: see Figure 5.1. 
Figure 5.1 Coded Teaching Strategies  
 
Assessment 
Strategy 
Definition  
Manipulatives 
 
Allowing for manipulatives to be used 
Question 
Formatting 
 
Altering assessment questions to meet communication abilities 
Time Allotment 
 
Giving extended time 
 
Technology 
Assistance 
 
Using technology to read the test to students 
Modifications Making modifications of testing based on IEP (Individualized Education Plan) 
Protocol  
Highlighting 
 
Highlighting the important parts of directions 
Direction 
Alterations 
 
Reading the directions to the student(s) 
Testing Format 
 
Altering assessment administration alteration from large group to small group 
format 
Individualized 
Testing 
 
Assessment administration at the individual level  
Split Tasks 
 
Breaking up an assessment into smaller portions 
Modified Testing 
 
Reading a test aloud 
 
Visual Support 
 
Using pictures on assessment to help struggling readers or ESL students 
(English Language Learners)  
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Response Format 
 
Change a written assessment to an oral response 
Response 
Assistance  
 
Having an adult scribe or record verbal responses 
Recording 
Responses 
 
Using computer software to record verbal responses 
Process Feedback 
 
Giving an example 
 
Adapted Tiered 
Assessment 
 
Shorten the number of items on a test 
Question Design 
 
Altering question design to highlight big concepts versus specific details 
Modifying 
Questions  
 
Changing certain problems or numbers on a math assessment 
Group Based 
Assessment 
 
Allowing students to work in a team or group for an assessment 
Figure 5.2 Coded Assessment Strategies 
 
At the individual level there was a range of identified teaching and assessment strategies for 
differentiation as some participants were more prolific and others less so.  In gathering data 
from so many varied levels and specialties of teaching, variation would be expected and 
indeed was noted.  However, during the coding process when the researcher reviewed each 
individual response and sought to categorize them based on similarity, levels of agreement 
were visible as well.  This was seen in how one hundred responses were categorized based on 
similarity into 38 common instructional differentiation strategies. This categorization was 
more deeply explained within the methodology section (see Chapter 3), but the primary 
purpose was to identify specific attributes of the provided responses and organize them based 
on commonality.  To shift from 100 responses into 38 suggests that agreement does exist, as 
it did with strategies for assessment differentiation which shifted from sixty-nine individual 
responses into twenty distinct categories.   
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Within Round Two, these compiled results were then presented to the entirety of the group 
for review and consensus.  As discussed in the methodology section, the use of a Likert scale 
was intended to provide a platform for developing agreement among the selected panel.  The 
research chose a high level of threshold agreement of eighty percent based on previous 
Delphi model research and to ensure that the differentiation strategy was common among the 
group.  With this in mind, 30 of the 38 instructional differentiation strategies met the high 
threshold within Round Two and 15 of 20 in assessment differentiation strategies.  This 
shows that over 75% of the presented strategies were accepted by the group as being 
examples of differentiation within the first presentation of the group’s ideas, a significant 
amount of early consensus and agreement.  Likewise, some strategies that did not meet 
consensus were borderline to that 80% threshold for consensus.   
The implications of this must not be ignored as they suggest that perhaps a certain level of 
understanding and agreement does exist among the selected panel of practitioners. This was 
not unexpected by the research since the expectation was to find common ground but then 
utilize the Delphi Model protocol to examine sources of disagreement.  However, while a 
number of panel members may have agreed, it does not mean all agreed.  For example, eight 
panel members may have identified guide reading as a teaching strategy for differentiation, 
that means eleven panel members did not, meaning there was not complete saturation.  This 
shows how shared ideas were held by some but not consistently viewed the same by the rest 
of the panel.   
This agreement suggests numerous possibilities for consideration as to why there was such a 
high level of agreement including familiarity with traditional practices for differentiation and 
exposure to similar professional learning trainings as a result of working within the same 
school system.   
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Differentiation is hardly a new area of educational research or practice, and given its stature 
and importance within educational research and training of new teachers, it perhaps should be 
expected that a certain level of understanding would exist in relation to the practices.  As a 
core component of teacher preparatory programs, differentiation has gained widespread 
recognition as a best practice, even if it is not fully understood (Tomlinson et al., 2003). 
Common to this are the four areas traditionally viewed as pivotal to differentiated practices in 
the classroom: content, product, process, and learning environment (Tomlinson et al., 2003). 
This would then suggest that similar answers for common practices, such as grouping 
students by ability or development of alternative products, should be expected from most of 
the respondents and that others would likely agree with these common answers. So the idea 
that there are certain, basic understandings of differentiation practices should be considered 
when reviewing the high level of agreement in the early rounds of the Delphi model.   
However, while it was beyond the scope of this research project, the question remains 
whether these strategies are indeed in practice.  While the respondents may be familiar with 
or even know what the school system expects of them, subsequent research could be used to 
examine how often or if these strategies are actually used by the teacher.  This would 
especially be evident if the shared school system focused on specific elements of 
differentiation.   
All of which leads us to the notion that a shared or common system may help to explain the 
high level of agreement within the first two rounds of the Delphi Model.  A shared school 
system would suggest that common professional learning opportunities or trainings are 
provided to the respondents.  This exposure would be universal through the system as school 
districts often utilize common objectives for teaching and learning.  DoDEA does provide a 
common framework for professional development and shared system objectives or goals as 
discussed within the methodology section (see Chapter 3). This could also account for the 
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high level of agreement among participants given common expectations, trainings, and 
practices.  This then makes the indications of disagreement interesting given the common 
environment for the respondents, and speaks perhaps to a lack of a shared understanding.   
Furthermore, in reviewing the levels of agreement and consensus threshold, thought should 
be given as to how this threshold was reached. For example, perhaps some respondents 
reviewed the compiled differentiation strategies from Round One and were reminded of these 
practices but unable to list them on their own.  Likewise, what role did a need to fit in play in 
Round Two where respondents may have agreed with listed examples assuming the other 
respondents were correct in defining differentiation strategies? This is interesting because it 
speaks to the role peer pressure may have in gathering group consensus.  The initial round 
allowed respondents to list their ideas and the subsequent round re-presented them for 
consideration.  A participant may see these new listings and assume them accurate, especially 
if they do not consider themselves an “expert” in differentiation. The role of the Delphi 
Model is to overcome this type of group consensus gathering concerns by providing 
anonymity, which would limit peer pressure and allow for more honest answers. Yet, the 
possibility exists and should not be discounted. 
Although there was a total of 100 teaching strategies collected as a panel, there was only an 
individual average of five teaching strategies that were identified and defined by each panel 
members in Round One. Of the 69 assessment strategies that were collected by the panel the 
average individual response for this section was three strategies that were identified and 
defined by each panel member.  All of this supports the idea that a consistent shared 
understanding was not held by individual panel members.  
There was overlap and commonalities in terms and definitions that did emerge but there were 
also gaps in understanding at an individual level. This individually gathered data when put 
together as a group created 38 teaching strategies and of these 30 within the second round 
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met consensus establishing it supports differentiation. This highlights to the research an 
important discrepancy between the average individual teacher’s knowledge and that of a 
group. From an average of five strategies individually to a collective 30 strategies. This same 
pattern appeared in the assessment strategies at an individual level an average of three 
strategies were listed and as a group 20 were identified 15 of which met consensus or 
agreement by the end of round two. 
So even though agreement was high when presented with the compiled results of the group, a 
discrepancy exists between the total versus individual contributions.  This speaks in some 
ways to the power of group think where the ideas of others help bring reminders to others, 
something the Delphi model allows to take place through its rounds of consensus-building.  
These stages of discussion are especially important in helping to develop a shared ontology 
for differentiation.   Ontology states that there is an explicit specification of a 
conceptualization which creates a common understanding within a group of professionals 
(Gruber, 1993). This helps to build common understanding and perhaps shared commitment 
to an ideal.  This commitment can then impact how an idea is implemented (Grossman & 
McDonald 2008).  
Such an understanding is missing in education as evidenced by Lortie (1975) and Grossman 
and McDonald’s (2008) work demonstrated. To be more specific they recognized that if a 
shared understanding or ontological commitment does not exist, it makes collegial 
discussions difficult because of a lack of shared understanding.  
The question the is whether the early results of agreement defined a shared ontology or 
whether these were the result of the factors described in the receding paragraphs. Regardless, 
the high level of agreement does suggest that a shared definition of differentiation might 
exist, even at the most basic level.  However, the drastic shifts in thinking during latter 
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Delphi stages must also be examined because they clearly show areas of disagreement among 
the panel.  
5.3 Shifts in Agreement 
 
A notable finding within the collected data was the shift, sometimes drastically so, in group 
thinking over the course of the Delphi Model rounds.  As a consensus-building model, the 
Delphi uses the early rounds to gather information before presenting it back to the 
participants for agreement.  Subsequent rounds are designed for those items not yet in 
agreement where they might be fleshed out through examination at the individual and group 
levels.  Using a semi-structured format, this panel was presented the carry over items not 
reaching consensus and asked to detail their views, which were then gathered, organized, and 
re-presented to the group as whole for consensus.  These later rounds are intended to help 
develop and share the reasoning of participants. This is also an opportunity for participants to 
defend their rationale in an anonymous fashion.  The power in this round is clearly evident 
because it moves beyond simple statements or definitions of practices to actual explanations 
of why these particular strategies are differentiation practices.  The respondents can then 
review what their colleagues have stated including contrasting viewpoints to their own.    
Round Four in this study clearly presented this influential power as drastic shifts were noted 
in several areas.  Initial review of this round’s results show that only two of the eight 
represented items for instructional differentiation met the consensus threshold and none of 
the five represented assessment differentiation strategies met consensus.  This would indicate 
that levels of disagreement still existed, which could then be pushed into future rounds of the 
Delphi Model.  However, the most notable findings were the drastic shifts in group thinking 
in several areas:  see Figure 5.3 
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Teaching 
Strategy Definition  
Round Two 
Consensus 
Percentage  
 Round Four 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Compacting An intervention made for students with 
advanced readiness by adding more 
rigor, depth, or complexity to ensure 
mastery of the required curriculum. 
78% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
87.5% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Inquiry   Following the steps of the scientific 
method and allowing for student-driven 
questions and research to generate the 
direction of learning. This process may 
include a WebQuest, for example. 
78% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
81% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Whole Group Instruction directed by the teacher and 
delivered to the whole class to help meet 
learning gaps. 
61% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
19% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Assessment 
Graphic Organizer 
Using graphic organizers like KWL 
(know, wonder, learned) chart to check 
for understanding or even as a pre-
assessment on the knowledge basis of a 
child or class. 
79% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
75% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Choral Reading Reading textbooks as a class to help 
scaffold the text for students who are not 
on grade level. 
67%  
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
31% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Clustering A team of teachers work collaboratively 
to group students by similar abilities into 
one class, allowing different teachers to 
work with different ability groups and 
creating flexibility between groups when 
necessary. 
77.7% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree   
62.5% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Self-Evaluation Having the students fill out a rubric 
grading themselves or classmates on a 
certain task, assignment, or project. The 
purpose is for the students to gain insight 
on the process of evaluation and creates 
the ground work for future conversations 
and conferences with the child or class. 
79%  
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
50%  
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Assessment 
Computerized 
A computer-generated test that allows a 
teacher to create an assessment from a 
pool of questions on a specific skill or 
content area using a multitude of 
question formats (multiple choice, 
true/false, fill in the blank, essay). This 
test can be given on the computer or be 
printed out for a paper- pencil response. 
79%  
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
44% 
Agree/Strongly 
Agree 
Figure 5.3 Teaching Strategies Percentages – Round Two and Four 
For example, in “computerized assessment” a negative 35 point shift in agreement was noted. 
RoundOne1 results presented a 79% level of agreement, just short of the threshold.  
However, Round Four results showed only 43.7% agreement.  This massive shift was 
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mirrored in the strategy of “Self-Evaluation”, which presented a -29 percentage point shift 
from 78.9% to 50%. Also, “Whole Group” as a differentiation strategy had a massive shift 
from nearly 61% agreement to 18.7% of respondents agreeing with it as a differentiation 
practice.  “Choral reading” likewise saw significant jumps with 67% support in Round One 
to 31% in Round Four.  The same was evident within assessment differentiation strategies 
where “process feedback” presented a forty percent drop in agreement from Round Two to 
Round Four: see the results section in Chapter 4. 
These results are an interesting notion to consider as they focus less on the final product of 
agreement and more on the shifts in thinking that followed the presentation of rationale and 
defense put forth by the panel.  This is the power of consensus-building where participants 
may drastically change their views based on collegial feedback.   
This represents the development of a shared vocabulary defined by the panel of practitioners 
and sharpened through discussion and shared understandings. Recall that ontologies are 
basically a body of knowledge based on formal conceptualizations that create a common 
view of the world for that profession (Gruber, 1993).  As opinions shifted within the latter 
Delphi stages, this was a result of fellow practitioners sharing their understanding, sharpening 
the understanding of others and the group as a whole as they came to consensus. From the 
viewpoint of the researcher this was ontological development round by round.      
Sharing comments or rationale allow insight into the thinking of the participants, and a better, 
fuller explanation of views from early rounds.  This also allows them to present positive and 
negatives of the presented strategy and allows each participant to consider alternative 
viewpoints.  The notion is to move beyond the echo chamber phenomenon and instead 
provide all sides of an argument.  It is important to note that the participants were allowed to 
present their views on the carried over items even if these were not included on their 
individual responses in Round One. All of which allows for opposing viewpoints to weigh in.  
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This mirrors the typical discussion format seeking agreement, but the Delphi helps to strip 
away peer pressure and allow participants to clearly state their feelings regardless of the 
source. This was gathered in Round Three and an example of the provided comments is seen 
below:  see Figure 5.4  
 
Agree - Choral Reading is Differentiation 
It is a form of differentiation as it makes the information accessible to students who read 
below grade level. 
 
Agree. It's a way for students to read in an unthreatening setting. Usually for low readers. 
High readers serve as role models for low readers. 
 
Choral reading helps build students' fluency, self-confidence, and motivation. Because 
students are reading aloud together, students who may ordinarily feel self-conscious or 
nervous about reading aloud have built-in support. Students that know they are good 
readers thrive off of knowing that they are helping the not so versatile readers. 
 
Yes, because it is helping meet the needs of low students by having it read aloud as they 
follow along. 
 
Students can hear and see what other students are thinking and discussing during Choral 
reading. 
Disagree - Choral Reading is NOT Differentiation 
No, because it helps few. Some get embarrassed, skip ahead, and point out weakness. 
 
This is NOT differentiation. Not even in the slightest. Explain to me how a group of kids 
reciting the same passage is in any way individualized. How does this meet a specific 
student’s need, along with the unique needs of other kids in class? If a student cannot read, 
they will just chant along with everyone else if they speak aloud at all, which might help a 
little. Very little. This doesn’t even really scaffold for others at all. There are so many other 
more powerful tools that can be used to address reading issues. Truthfully, it’s a dated 
method which may have its place in classes (mostly of yesteryear) but should be utilized 
sparingly by a classroom teacher. 
 
This is not differentiation. Just as the questions states, choral reading can be seen as a 
scaffold to support students, not as giving students access at their individual levels. 
 
Choral reading is not a form of differentiation in that it really only improves the 
comprehension, decoding ability or fluency of the struggling reader. It might support some 
fluency for the advanced reader but more than likely the text is too simplistic for that 
student. 
 
No, choral reading is not differentiated. There should be different ways to present the 
material. 
 
I think choral reading is difficult especially if you have students that need extra help. 
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Choral reading can be confusing and out of control. Some students would hear what was 
read, try to repeat it, and then not hear the next part. I think it would be very frustrating. 
 
Choral reading is a tool for gaining fluency that is more valuable to some students than to 
others. 
 
I disagree because some students may struggle; especially if they are at a BR level with an 
intermediate text. 
 
I believe that with any kind of reading that students are able to make connection between 
what they know and new information. I am not certain that reading as a class (Choral 
Reading) is way to differentiate because it is difficult to distinguish reading levels from 
student to student. 
 
While choral reading is helpful because of practice through repetition and hearing others 
read, I wouldn't necessarily consider it differentiation. 
Undecided Comments 
I'm not quite sure that choral reading is a form of differentiation unless it is used in a small 
group setting where read aloud material is chosen on a different level for like-leveled 
students. Traditionally, choral reading provides children with the practice needed to build 
fluency and self-confidence. It helps them learn how to decode words, develop effective 
and fluent read aloud skills, improves sight vocabulary, and helps them learn how to 
pronounce words by hearing their peers read them, and helps them understand rhythm. 
Therefore, I am undecided as to whether choral reading is a form of differentiation or not. 
 
Figure 5.4 – Example of Compiled Comments 
 
It should also be noted that even though these comments are entirely anonymous and stripped 
of identifying marks, the need to fit in with the group should be at least considered. In Round 
Three, arguments were collected for the represented items and then categorized by the 
research into categories of agreement.  When given back to the panel in Round Four, the 
amount of comments in each may have actually influenced some to change their opinions to 
match that of the group.  For example, if a significant amount of unsupportive comments 
were collected for a strategy and very little in support, a respondent may be influenced to 
change their opinion not based on the merit of the argument but by the seemingly larger 
amounts in either one of the categories.  Thus, they want to fit in with the overall group, 
perhaps doubting their argument to side with the many.  Follow-up interviews could be a 
powerful tool in reviewing this, but it was beyond the scope of this research project.   
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However, to argue this point, it should be noted that some of the largest shifts in thinking 
such as with “choral reading” and “whole group” were ones that began with a large majority, 
just below consensus, but then significantly reversed their levels of agreement.  These are not 
examples of one or two respondents siding with the many but instead evidence of powerful, 
cogent arguments swaying opinion. Likewise, by providing anonymity, this allowed the panel 
to feel free to switch their argument without judgement or shame.  They could respond to the 
views of others by considering it without external pressures for fear of losing face when 
confronted by disagreement from colleagues. Additionally, the question as to whether 
participants would actually read the opposing views presented in Round Four instead of just 
those in agreement should be considered.  However, the fact that such large shifts in thinking 
occurred suggests they did review their colleagues’ views. These changes speak to the ability 
of the Delphi protocol to change opinions, another key finding from this research. 
 
5.4 Delphi Changes opinions  
 
The power of the Delphi method is to provide a platform and structure to come to a 
consensus, not necessarily 100 percent agreement but an overall understanding among a 
group of people.  The high thresholds set by the research and the use of anonymity allows the 
panel to feel free to share ideas and ensures that a significant majority supports an idea.  The 
role of the researcher is not to sway opinion but to gather the opinions, code responses, and 
reintroduce them for overall consideration.  The latter steps include representation of 
materials and gathering rationale for consideration by all.  Such steps help sway opinion as 
noted in the previous section results and the extensive research on Delphi.  However the 
question is whether such shifts in thinking or levels of agreement would have been reached 
without the use of such a protocol.     
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Delphi forces people to state, reflect upon, defend, and reflect again upon their opinion and 
that of others.  It does so without outside pressure and seeks to limit potential biases that are 
typical of discussions or agreement-making processes.  Anonymity proves valuable in this 
because it allows for freedom of expression without perceived penalty but also for the 
opportunity to change their opinions without losing face, so to speak.  They can hold their 
ground or cede but do so with the comfort of knowing they will not be identified or 
ostracized.    
All areas within the latter rounds saw a shift of some type whether it was to reach consensus 
or drastic shifts in thinking from agreement to disagreement. These could be positive or 
negative changes in agreement levels, but they were clearly visible within the gathered data.  
This shift in thinking is something that must be considered when analyzing the data given the 
approach of this study was to identify and develop an ontology among a cohort of workers.  
Teaching 
Strategy 
Definition  Consensus 
Percentage  
Likert 
Scale 
Result  
Authentic 
Assessment 
An authentic assessment is important to 
differentiation because it gives a teacher 
evidence of the student's thinking process to 
include the strategies and problem solving 
skills that will be used to drive instruction. 
100 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Conferencing Conferencing with a student(s) allows for a 
conversation to take place on a particular 
skill or topic where a teacher can identify the 
strengths and weaknesses. The teacher can 
use this time to reteach a simple skill, expand 
an idea, and collect formative data on a child 
or small group. 
100 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Flexible 
Grouping 
Flexible grouping involves grouping students 
by instructional level, ability, interests, 
intervention focus, and/or friendships with 
the ability to alter grouping when necessary 
to meet the needs of all students. 
100 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Learning Styles Using the different learning styles of students 
to modify instruction or the delivery of 
assignments to best meet their unique 
learning needs. 
100 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
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Assessment for 
learning 
An ongoing/formative assessment that drives 
the instruction of a teacher. This type of 
assessment identifies where the students are 
on a continuum of learning by identifying 
strengths, weaknesses, and misconceptions 
that will guide the next steps of instruction. 
95 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Performance 
Assessment 
Demonstrates the mastery of a subject/topic 
through various means other than traditional 
testing formats. Example: Presentations, 
Pictorial Artwork, Oral Presentations, 
Technology-Based Products. 
95 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Alternative 
Assessment 
Alter the manner or assessment format in 
which a student can demonstrate their 
understanding of a given concept. This can 
include but is not limited to changing the 
testing format to include variations of 
question design (essay, multiple choice, short 
answer), showcasing knowledge by the 
creation of a product/presentation (written, 
pictorial, oral technology-based), observation 
and document findings through anecdotal 
notes, and/or the use of a student portfolio. 
95 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Technology Using different forms of software or websites 
that allows a teacher to differentiate the level 
of skill or task for each student. 
95 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Choice Giving students the choice on a writing topic, 
what to do next in the classroom, or on what 
type of product they choose to represent their 
learning choice. This allows them to take part 
in the decision- making process, gives them 
the opportunity to demonstrate their mastery 
in a preferred method of learning, and also 
empowers them for success. 
95 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Guided Reading A small group of students, grouped with a 
purpose in mind, using a similar text, 
working on a specific focus, skill, or strategy. 
94 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Individual or 
Small Group 
Pacing 
Evaluating and promoting individual or small 
groups of students to a higher level when 
they show mastery of a skill set like sight 
words, math facts, spelling tests, and 
independent reading. 
94 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Learning 
Environment  
Incorporates student cultures, interests, and 
differences to welcome organization, 
collaboration, flexible grouping, and 
intervention of different strategies. 
94 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Tiering  Adjusting or scaffolding the learning 
experiences according to a student’s 
readiness, interest, or learning modality. 
94 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Project Based 
Learning 
A product-based project that can be assigned 
or the opportunity for topic choice given to 
an individual or a group of students that can 
89 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
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showcase their knowledge and 
understanding. 
Observation As a formative assessment tool, observe and 
collect anecdotal notes as an indicator of a 
student’s knowledge of a specific topic or 
skill. 
89 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Cooperative 
Learning 
Groups 
Students are designated to a specific group 
based on interest, same ability 
(homogeneous), mixed ability 
(heterogeneous), to work on problem 
solving, projects, research, or even individual 
work. Many times these group activities 
focus on not just a certain academic skill, but 
also encompass social skills necessary to 
work in a team atmosphere. 
88 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Guided Math A small group of students, grouped with a 
mathematical purpose in mind, working on a 
specific focus, skill, or strategy. 
88 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Multiple 
Intelligences 
Recognizing Garner’s Multiple Intelligence 
and altering instruction to meet the different 
needs of the students and their learning 
preferences. 
(musical/logical/linguistic/spatial/visual/body 
kinesthetic/interpersonal/intrapersonal) 
88 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Modified 
Assignments 
Changing the assignment to work on the 
same skill or standard but altering it to meet 
needs. For example, giving fewer problems 
or asking for a simpler response by the 
student to illustrate their understanding. 
88 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Adult 
Intervention 
Using other teachers, assistants, and 
volunteers to help differentiate. For example, 
extended practice of a specific skill or 
extension for the advance students. 
88 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Portfolio A collection of student work through artifact 
collection digitally or through a paper file 
that shows a child’s depth of understanding 
for a specific skill or content area. 
84 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Rubrics Rubrics are a differentiated grading tool for 
group projects, individual projects, writing 
assignments across all curricular areas. The 
rubric may be individualized to meet the 
diverse needs of the students 
84 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Assessment- 
Check for 
Understanding 
A verbal or non-verbal form of 
communication like thumbs up or down to 
see how students understand and relate to a 
new concept. 
84 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Goals Having the students track their progress and 
set goals based off their pre/post test results. 
83 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
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Centers Using Bloom’s Taxonomy to set up different 
learning centers or activities with varying 
levels and then directing students to a 
particular task or center that matches their 
ability. 
83 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Feedback Language to teach, prompt, and/or reinforce 
based on a student’s initiations or 
performance. The language used by the 
teacher is clear and specific versus the vague 
“Good Job!” 
83 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Peer Mentoring Students working collaboratively with 
classmates or students from another grade 
level to accomplish a task. This gives a 
platform of instruction to take place between 
peers. 
83 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Seating Arranging seats to incorporate the best 
learning environment for each child to 
include access to the teacher, behavior 
modification, and peer mentoring. 
83 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Differentiated 
Spelling  
Using or creating a curriculum that allows 
students to work on spelling in an individual 
or small group format, thereby, focusing on 
spelling patterns that the child needs 
specifically. 
83 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Writer’s 
Workshop 
A framework that allows student choice of 
writing topics and the practice of going 
through the writing process at an individual 
pace. This allows conferencing with peers 
and the teacher. 
83 Agreed & 
Strongly 
Agreed 
Figure 5.5 Teaching Strategies Consensus Met – Round Two 
 
While each round built upon one another and aided in the overall discussion, it was clearly 
Round Three where the most noticeable differences in opinion became apparent.   This round 
in particular seemed to be a determining factor for these changes whether they were dramatic 
or subtle.  The reasoning may be due to the protocol’s nature and design where Round Three 
provided the participants the opportunity to explain, and perhaps more importantly, defend 
their ideas. Here they were able to articulate their reasons for identifying specific strategies 
for differentiation, or in many cases, argue against the compiled strategies. Some of the 
comments were also very telling in the passion displayed in regard to their perceived beliefs 
on the stated strategy.  
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This was especially telling with more questionable differentiation strategies such as “Whole 
Group” and “Choral Reading”.  For example, comments such as those listed below can help 
explain perhaps the significant shift from Round Two to Round Four.  In reviewing these 
comments, it became apparent that some of the participants clearly did not identify the 
strategy of whole group instruction as a strategy for differentiation. This was evidenced not 
just in the content of their words but also the nature in which they professed disapproval of 
this as a potential: see Figure 5.6 
“Seriously, how can this even be differentiation? I am actually shocked at this point. Don’t 
get me wrong, whole group is a valued tool and an important part of the classroom 
experience. However, differentiation is an individualized approach to student instruction 
based on unique student needs. It can even be driven by choice and interest on the student 
level. How is whole group teaching even in this discussion? You meet individual student 
needs by teaching to the whole group a set lesson? Is that lesson focused on Johnny’s need 
that day? What about the other 18 kids in class and their needs? Is tomorrow Tommy’s 
lesson and after that Susie’s? I’m sorry, but this absolutely criminal. Not that teachers use 
whole group instruction because they should, but because they actually consider it 
differentiation. That’s the same as saying photocopying the same worksheet for every kid 
is differentiating.” 
 
Disagree. Whole Group instruction only meets the needs of some of the students. This does 
not meet the needs of the High or Low students to understand or extend their knowledge of 
the concepts being taught. 
 
I don't think whole group is a form of differentiated instruction at all... yes it has its 
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benefits, i.e. lower slower students learning from their peers role modeling correctly... 
unless you have a whole group at a close level as in clustering. 
Figure 5.6 – Strongly Worded Round Three Comments 
 
Interestingly enough, it should also be note that already a shift was taking place within the 
group understanding and ontology development prior to Round Four, which exposed these 
arguments to the light of day, so to speak, and allowed the other participants to review and 
make a fresh determination of their value.  In compiling the Round Three comments based on 
approval for the strategy, some areas such as Whole Group were already showing the shift in 
group consensus from one close to meeting the consensus threshold to firmly entrenched 
against. Only three of the participant comments were judged as supportive of the strategy 
while twelve were seemingly firmly against.  see Figure 5.7 
Teaching Strategy Definition 
Whole Group  Instruction directed by the teacher and delivered to the whole class to 
help meet learning gaps. 
Agrees - Whole Group is Differentiation 
Agree. There are times in life where information needs to be given and evaluated after 
instruction. It gives a starting point, refresher, shows weakness, and quick. 
 
I often use the analogy of a toilet flushing for students to hold onto information. 
Sometimes we flush things that we don't think are that important. For this reason, and 
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others, whole group instruction can be beneficial to all, especially to help meet learning 
gaps. If whole group instruction is based on the needs of a class as a whole, then I agree it 
can be a form of differentiation. 
 
I think it is a form of differentiation since it impacts all students and they can understand 
what others are thinking and what different views they may give to the discussion. 
Disagrees - Whole Group is Not Differentiation 
However, differentiation is an individualized approach to student instruction based on 
unique student needs. It can even be driven by choice and interest on the student level. 
How is whole group teaching even in this discussion?  
 
I really do not see it as differentiation as not all students have learning gaps. 
 
Disagree. Whole Group instruction only meets the needs of some of the students. This does 
not meet the needs of the High or Low students to understand or extend their knowledge of 
the concepts being taught. 
 
I don't think whole group is a form of differentiated instruction at all... yes it has its 
benefits, i.e. lower slower students learning from their peers role modeling correctly... 
unless you have a whole group at a close level as in clustering. 
 
Whole group is not differentiation unless the teacher offers the space for various students 
to share out their way of thinking on different lessons. If there is a math questions taught 
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whole group and then the teacher chooses different levels of kids to fill in the learning gap 
by showing their different techniques of understanding the topic. 
 
Whole group discussion normally does not differentiate but teaches to the mean level of 
the group. 
 
A responsive teacher can scaffold learning within the whole group, but such scaffolding is 
likely to be haphazard. 
 
Whole group instruction is important but I would prefer more small group intervention 
type instruction. Having the whole group do all of the same things at the same time would 
not be differentiation. Maybe if it is taught whole group but the work is differentiated 
would be a form of differentiation. 
 
It depends on the make-up of the class. Whole group instruction may not reach all levels of 
learners. 
 
Whole group instruction is not necessarily going to provide differentiation because every 
student is not on the same knowledge level. It is important when maybe introducing a 
subject area or curriculum, but in order to differentiate, it is important to have a better 
understanding where each student is individually. 
 
No because, it is not adapting teaching based on what the students need. 
 
I don't consider whole-group instruction as a type of differentiation as a type of 
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differentiation because it is usually one way of teaching for all. Whether or not the 
students' learning style is addresses or not. 
Undecided Comments: 
Depends on the instruction and the teacher. I think it's necessary to some degree. 
Figure 5.7 – Whole Group Compiled Comments 
 
The question should then be noted that at what point did the group consensus begin to shift 
following Round Two where Whole Group instruction was at 60.8% support?  Was it a result 
of the participants being asked to reflect on the strategy, which opened up internal such that 
they began to more closely examine their understanding, reasoning and beliefs of 
differentiation? Or was it a case of them realizing that the strategies failure to pass consensus 
meant it was not likely differentiation?  Did the fact that not everyone agreed with it give the 
participants a second pause, one where they more closely examined their thoughts?  
Either way, the Delphi succeeded in providing that platform for rigorous discussion and 
consensus-building.   The Delphi model pulls out assumptions and challenges them in a 
group dynamic, and the anonymity provides for free, unrestrained thinking, which was a 
reason it was the chosen method for this study.  While it should also be noted that the sample 
size of this panel of educators was relatively small the shifts in percentiles may only be the 
result of only a few participants or perhaps even just one.  However, the Delphi Model is not 
necessarily predicated upon the size of the group and can be used with varying sample sizes. 
Instead, its role is to present a forum for the safe sharing of ideas with the notion of seeking 
agreement.  With this particular group, while small, it was still telling that large shifts were 
found within the latter rounds. This would suggest then that a common understanding and 
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shared language for what constitutes differentiation strategies in education was developing 
among the panel.   
 
5.5 Unique Findings  
In reviewing the data, it is natural that some unique findings would be noted for future 
consideration, as well as future questions to be reviewed or considered. These findings speak 
not just to the data but also the interpretation by the researcher since I was the lens used to 
examine the findings.   
Arguably the most interesting question is whether additional rounds of the Delphi model 
were required for this grouping of educators, especially since so many of the differentiation 
strategies were very close to consensus.  The way the Delphi model is structured is such that 
it has no set number or limit to the number of rounds.  There is no definitive rule on the 
number of rounds for this methodology, so it is in the hands of the researcher to make 
important decisions along the way, working towards consensus but stopping before 
diminishing returns sets in (Hasson et al., 2000). It is truly designed to be used as a means for 
developing consensus among a group, so context is important in determining the needed 
rounds.   
The objectives of this research was not solely to find a consensus regarding differentiation 
but also to examine the prevailing beliefs from a sample of practitioners as to the 
commonality among their views and shared understanding of differentiation. Essentially 
whether an ontology existed or whether it could be developed.  In that sense, the amount of 
rounds selected was adequate for this study, and any future rounds would require a cost-
benefit analysis, especially considering the expectations and demand on the participants. At 
what point would the amount of time and work exceed the benefit of consensus-building, and 
at what point would it become such that participants would agree just to end the discussion?  
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Likewise, the concern of too many Delphi rounds is that respondents might become further 
entrenched in their position or that the exchanges would become overly biased and viewed as 
such.   
Overall, the findings showed movement in opinion and the role Delphi plays in helping to 
judge our understandings, which met the needs of this study.  Furthermore, to continue the 
process may not be fair to the voluntary participants and the potential benefits minimized 
given the seemingly ambiguous nature of differentiation.   Thus, it was determined by the 
research not to extend the model to additional rounds.  
Arguably the most difficult experience for the researcher in reviewing the findings from each 
stage was that some of the suggested strategies were not traditionally seen in the literature as 
best practices for differentiation. In fact, some seemed to defy the very nature of 
differentiation.  Even more surprising were the levels of agreement by other panel members.  
This was especially true in reviewing “choral reading” and “whole group” instruction.  Was 
this a result of others simply seeing them listed and assuming the other panel members knew 
something they did not? Only when presented with feedback in later rounds did this self-
correct.  Was it because of the feedback presented by others or did the panel members reflect 
more on the nature of differentiation as they provided their own thoughts to each of the re-
presented strategies?  
This speaks to the role of the Delphi model stages where feedback is gathered either for or 
against and then returned for consideration by the group.  In doing just this, a significant shift 
was detected in many of the borderline cases. In this case, the Delphi model accomplished its 
goal.   
In fact, in reviewing difficult or ambiguous examples such as differentiation, the general 
agreement of traditional iterations should be expected, but it is the borderline cases where it 
is not easily evident that truly allow the respondents to consider the very essence of 
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differentiation.  In these cases, they must examine the root rationale and purpose and then 
apply it to this ambiguous case.   In doing so, the respondent will gain a better appreciation 
for their understanding of differentiation. The Delphi model enhances this reflection by 
sharing other viewpoints as the means to begin identifying a common shared language for 
differentiation. In that sense, an ontology was formed over these rounds.   
That being said, it is still cause for concern by the researcher to see a select few maintain 
their belief in arguably erroneous views on differentiation strategies.  These views 
maintained despite shifts in thinking by others and the presentation of rationale contradicting 
their views.   While unnerving, it does speak to one of the research goals which was to 
identify and highlight any confusion in understanding of differentiation by practitioners.   
Overall, the findings indicate that while there was already a high level of agreement among 
the panel in regard to differentiation, the Delphi model protocol aided in the consensus-
building process as witnessed in the shifts in thinking4.  Such a protocol can be very useful in 
dealing with potentially ambiguous topics such as differentiation, which often presents 
varying understandings and representations.  More importantly, it can aid in the development 
of an ontology.  This is important because, while in many other professions an ontology 
exists, education has struggled with such a shared language and understanding.  As Gruber 
(1993) noted, ontologies create a common view of the world in that profession, and in doing 
so allows  for a systematic way that pedagogy can be defined and discussed. 
  
 
4 Supervisor’s comment: as discussed in Chapter 3, there have been a number of critiques of the Delphi model. 
Whilst the process does appear to lead to an increase in the proportion of respondents in relation to their 
agreement with particular statements, what is not clear is to what extent the responses reflect actual shifts in 
the teachers’ thinking, and even less to what extent this reflects the development of a shared professional 
understanding. There are also some likely to be some differences in the participants’ understanding of what 
was involved in each of the types of activities used to illustrate differentiation in the proforma, which may 
have increased the level of agreement, without interrogating aspects of differentiation in practice.  
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Chapter 6 – Discussion  
 
6.1 Research Objectives 
This study sought to examine differentiation at the practitioner level by moving beyond a 
generalized definition to a more strategy-centric focus.  Subjects were asked to identify the 
teaching and assessment strategies they found best expressed differentiation. Through the use 
of the Delphi Model, a series of discussions were enacted that provided anonymity to 
responders while also opening up the identified strategies to review by the group with 
feedback provided for each round.  Through this process, the hope was to gain a better 
approximation of the practitioner view of differentiation in action rather than a static 
definition from teaching coursework.   
In doing so, this research aims to make a clear argument that to understand such pedagogy, it 
is imperative to move beyond the general and examine the specific degrees of the teaching 
practices to support communal professional learning, which in turn may help support 
implementation in the teaching and learning environment.   
A primary question was noted, as well as potential secondary questions for analysis, each 
hopefully providing insight into the overall objectives of better understanding how teachers 
in classrooms view differentiation.  
PRIMARY QUESTION: What definitions can be generated in regard to the teaching and 
assessment strategies associated with differentiation among a group of teachers working in a 
similar environment?  
SECONDARY QUESTION: To what extent is there a shared definition among elementary 
school teachers? 
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SECONDARY QUESTION: What types of discussions, concessions, or conflicts will 
originate among these elementary teachers as they generate a definition of teaching and 
assessment strategies of differentiation? 
SECONDARY QUESTION: To what extent do teachers adjust their definitions of the 
teaching strategies and assessment strategies as they communicate their understandings with 
fellow colleagues?   
6.2 Generalized Themes  
In reviewing the totality of responses throughout each of the four rounds of the Delphi Model 
framework, some generalized themes become prevalent. These themes included generalized 
agreement among base differentiation strategies as well dramatic shifts in agreement in the 
latter stages of the Delphi protocol, which proved as a powerful platform to inspire collegial 
discussion and reflection.   
Initial agreement levels were high as the initially-gathered individual views on differentiation 
strategies found commonalties such as that 100 teaching strategies were coded based on 
similarities into 38 nodes.  The 69 assessment strategies were likewise coded into 20 nodes 
and offered back to the panel.  Of the 38 teaching strategies, 30 reached the consensus 
threshold of 80% with several reaching 100% agreement. Likewise, fifteen of the twenty 
assessment strategies for differentiation reached consensus. Later rounds of the Delphi saw 
two more teaching strategies for differentiation reach consensus.  
Such agreement does speak to a potential shared understanding of differentiation among the 
panel or that ontology that the researcher was seeking out.  This could be the result of a 
shared ontology or even reflective of the shared practices, professional learning, and common 
work environment of the participants.   However, the nuances of differentiation were missing, 
and to fully share an understanding of such a complex pedagogy as differentiation, it is 
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imperative to move beyond the generic to the more specific.  This was clearly seen in the 
latter stages of the Delphi where group discussion on those coded strategies that did not meet 
consensus were reflected upon by the group.   
Such reflection led to several dramatic shifts in thinking by the respondents including sizable 
shifts in agreement with the more questionable differentiation strategy candidates of choral 
reading and whole group  (see Chapter 4). However, these shifts in thinking are the exact 
reason why the Delphi protocol was selected for this study because it enabled the respondents 
to present their ideas with support and then reflect upon the thinking of their colleagues in a 
risk-free, anonymous platform. The Delphi model also allowed misinformation to come to 
light, exposing either misconceptions or mistaken beliefs by re-presenting the compiled data 
without the trappings of traditional discussions.  Participants instead engaged with one 
another in a manner that allowed them to feel open to changing their opinions without the 
fear of losing face in front of others and without the potential conflict and confrontations that 
may come during a face to face discussion.  More importantly, the Delphi model allowed for 
the discussion of the nuances of differentiation, which is where a trued shared language and 
understanding can be fully developed and understood among the panel.   
6.3 Findings relating to Research Objectives  
PRIMARY QUESTION: What definitions can be generated in regard to the teaching and 
assessment strategies associated with differentiation among a group of teachers working in a 
similar environment?  
The final results of the Delphi model showed a significant amount of differentiation 
strategies for teaching and assessing.  At the individual level, one hundred teaching strategies 
and sixty-nine assessment strategies for differentiation were identified.  These were then 
compiled into 58 common nodes, twenty for assessment and thirty-eight for teaching and 
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learning. When presented to the teachers, there was high level of agreement with a total of 
thirty teaching strategies and fifteen assessment strategies reaching consensus.  Additionally, 
two more teaching strategies for differentiation met consensus within Round four.   Those 
reaching consensus are listed below:  see Figures 6.1 and 6.2. 
Teaching Strategy Definition  
Authentic 
Assessment 
An authentic assessment is important to differentiation because it gives a 
teacher evidence of the student's thinking process to include the strategies and 
problem solving skills that will be used to drive instruction. 
Conferencing Conferencing with a student(s) allows for a conversation to take place on a 
particular skill or topic where a teacher can identify the strengths and 
weaknesses. The teacher can use this time to reteach a simple skill, expand an 
idea, and collect formative data on a child or small group. 
Flexible Grouping Flexible grouping involves grouping students by instructional level, ability, 
interests, intervention focus, and/or friendships with the ability to alter 
grouping when necessary to meet the needs of all students. 
Learning Styles Using the different learning styles of students to modify instruction or the 
delivery of assignments to best meet their unique learning needs. 
Assessment for 
learning 
An ongoing/formative assessment that drives the instruction of a teacher. This 
type of assessment identifies where the students are on a continuum of learning 
by identifying strengths, weaknesses, and misconceptions that will guide the 
next steps of instruction. 
Performance 
Assessment 
Demonstrates the mastery of a subject/topic through various means other than 
traditional testing formats. Example: Presentations, Pictorial Artwork, Oral 
Presentations, Technology-Based Products. 
Alternative 
Assessment 
Alter the manner or assessment format in which a student can demonstrate 
their understanding of a given concept. This can include but is not limited to 
changing the testing format to include variations of question design (essay, 
multiple choice, short answer), showcasing knowledge by the creation of a 
product/presentation (written, pictorial, oral technology-based), observation 
and document findings through anecdotal notes, and/or the use of a student 
portfolio. 
Technology Using different forms of software or websites that allows a teacher to 
differentiate the level of skill or task for each student. 
Choice Giving students the choice on a writing topic, what to do next in the classroom, 
or on what type of product they choose to represent their learning choice. This 
allows them to take part in the decision- making process, gives them the 
opportunity to demonstrate their mastery in a preferred method of learning, and 
also empowers them for success. 
Guided Reading A small group of students, grouped with a purpose in mind, using a similar 
text, working on a specific focus, skill, or strategy. 
Individual or Small 
Group Pacing 
Evaluating and promoting individual or small groups of students to a higher 
level when they show mastery of a skill set like sight words, math facts, 
spelling tests, and independent reading. 
Learning 
Environment  
Incorporates student cultures, interests, and differences to welcome 
organization, collaboration, flexible grouping, and intervention of different 
strategies. 
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Tiering  Adjusting or scaffolding the learning experiences according to a student’s 
readiness, interest, or learning modality. 
Project Based 
Learning 
A product-based project that can be assigned or the opportunity for topic 
choice given to an individual or a group of students that can showcase their 
knowledge and understanding. 
Observation As a formative assessment tool, observe and collect anecdotal notes as an 
indicator of a student’s knowledge of a specific topic or skill. 
Cooperative 
Learning Groups 
Students are designated to a specific group based on interest, same ability 
(homogeneous), mixed ability (heterogeneous), to work on problem solving, 
projects, research, or even individual work. Many times these group activities 
focus on not just a certain academic skill, but also encompass social skills 
necessary to work in a team atmosphere. 
Guided Math A small group of students, grouped with a mathematical purpose in mind, 
working on a specific focus, skill, or strategy. 
Multiple 
Intelligences 
Recognizing Garner’s Multiple Intelligence and altering instruction to meet the 
different needs of the students and their learning preferences. 
(musical/logical/linguistic/spatial/visual/body 
kinesthetic/interpersonal/intrapersonal) 
Modified 
Assignments 
Changing the assignment to work on the same skill or standard but altering it 
to meet needs. For example, giving fewer problems or asking for a simpler 
response by the student to illustrate their understanding. 
Adult Intervention Using other teachers, assistants, and volunteers to help differentiate. For 
example, extended practice of a specific skill or extension for the advance 
students. 
Portfolio A collection of student work through artifact collection digitally or through a 
paper file that shows a child’s depth of understanding for a specific skill or 
content area. 
Rubrics Rubrics are a differentiated grading tool for group projects, individual projects, 
writing assignments across all curricular areas. The rubric may be 
individualized to meet the diverse needs of the students 
Assessment- Check 
for Understanding 
A verbal or non-verbal form of communication like thumbs up or down to see 
how students understand and relate to a new concept. 
Goals Having the students track their progress and set goals based off their pre/post 
test results. 
Centers Using Bloom’s Taxonomy to set up different learning centers or activities with 
varying levels and then directing students to a particular task or center that 
matches their ability. 
Feedback Language to teach, prompt, and/or reinforce based on a student’s initiations or 
performance. The language used by the teacher is clear and specific versus the 
vague “Good Job!” 
Peer Mentoring Students working collaboratively with classmates or students from another 
grade level to accomplish a task. This gives a platform of instruction to take 
place between peers. 
Seating Arranging seats to incorporate the best learning environment for each child to 
include access to the teacher, behavior modification, and peer mentoring. 
Differentiated 
Spelling  
Using or creating a curriculum that allows students to work on spelling in an 
individual or small group format, thereby, focusing on spelling patterns that the 
child needs specifically. 
Writer’s Workshop A framework that allows student choice of writing topics and the practice of 
going through the writing process at an individual pace. This allows 
conferencing with peers and the teacher. 
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Figure 6.1 Coded Teaching Strategies  
 
 
 
Assessment 
Strategy 
Definition  
Manipulatives 
 
Allowing for manipulatives to be used 
Question 
Formatting 
 
Altering assessment questions to meet communication abilities 
Time Allotment 
 
Giving extended time 
 
Technology 
Assistance 
 
Using technology to read the test to students 
Modifications Making modifications of testing based on IEP (Individualized Education Plan) 
Protocol  
Highlighting 
 
Highlighting the important parts of directions 
Direction 
Alterations 
 
Reading the directions to the student(s) 
Testing Format 
 
Altering assessment administration alteration from large group to small group 
format 
Individualized 
Testing 
 
Assessment administration at the individual level  
Split Tasks 
 
Breaking up an assessment into smaller portions 
Modified Testing 
 
Reading a test aloud 
 
Visual Support 
 
Using pictures on assessment to help struggling readers or ESL students 
(English Language Learners)  
Response Format 
 
Change a written assessment to an oral response 
Response 
Assistance  
 
Having an adult scribe or record verbal responses 
Group Based 
Assessment 
 
Allowing students to work in a team or group for an assessment 
Figure 6.2 Coded Assessment Strategies 
 
SECONDARY QUESTION: To what extent is there a shared definition among elementary 
school teachers? 
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The sense of a shared definition of differentiation by practitioners has been difficult to find 
within existing research, especially one that goes beyond a generic understanding to include 
practical, applicable elements.  This research sought to better understand the shared 
understanding of differentiation among a small panel of educators within a unique context.  
Using the Delphi model, the group brainstormed, reflected upon, shared and ultimately 
determined which strategies were consistent with the differentiation pedagogy. As noted 
within the preceding chapters and sections, a total of 47 teaching and assessment strategies 
were identified by the group and met the requisite 80% threshold for consensus.  This 
indicates that there was a significant level of agreement as a group. In this sense, there was 
agreement based on common language and the subsequent Likert results within each of the 
Delphi rounds.  
Likewise, the themes that were identified and high frequency of certain terms and definitions 
showed that there were some commonality among these educators but there were differences 
in terms that had to be accounted for when coding and compiling results from one round to 
the next.  For example, phrases such as ‘responding to student needs’ or ‘using a responsive 
approach’ may be used, but the prevailing label for this pedagogy will be differentiated 
instruction. Within this pedagogical label of differentiation, an analysis of existing general 
definitions of this type of instruction is necessary. Likewise, a discussion should be noted for 
the differences between individual and the group.  Although there was a total of one hundred 
teaching strategies collected in Round One, there was an individual average of five teaching 
strategies that were identified and defined by each panel member in round one. Of the sixty-
nine assessment strategies collected, the individual average was only three.  
This supports the idea that a consistent shared understanding was not held by individual 
panel members. There was overlap and commonalities in terms and definitions that emerged 
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but there were also gaps in understanding at an individual level. This individually gathered 
data when put together as a group created 38 teaching strategies and of these 30 within the 
second round met consensus establishing it supports differentiation. This highlights to the 
research an important discrepancy between the average individual teacher’s knowledge and 
that of a group. From an average of five strategies individually to a collective total of 30 
strategies.  
SECONDARY QUESTION: What types of discussions, concessions, or conflicts will 
originate among these elementary teachers as they generate a definition of teaching and 
assessment strategies of differentiation? 
As noted throughout the preceding analysis chapter, a level of agreement was noted within 
the results of the Delphi model consensus-building model.  The use of Likert scales and 
coding of individual responses following Round One were used to determine this level of 
agreement.  This agreement suggests that a basic understanding of the elements of 
differentiation are shared among the participants in this panel.  
However, the discussions that originated in the later stages of the Delphi protocol are of 
particular interest as well. These were found primarily in Rounds Three and Four where 
respondents were expected to comment on and/or defend the strategies put forth for further 
discussion.  Likewise, here is where the details of differentiation were further put to 
reflection by the panel. Within these rounds, the comments gathered from individuals were 
then presented back to the whole group and a second round of Likert style agreement data 
was gathered. Many of the comments were in contrast to one another, directly contradicting 
one another.  This conflict differed from traditional discussions engaged in face to face 
because the Delphi model provides the anonymity to take a risk and present your unbiased 
opinion. Such a luxury allowed for not only strongly worded comments that might alter one’s 
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opinion on a given strategy but also the freedom to change your opinion without losing face.  
Below are some examples of strongly worded comments that may have helped shape the 
shifts in thinking found within Rounds Three and Four : see Figure 6.3 
“Seriously, how can this even be differentiation? I am actually shocked at this point. 
Don’t get me wrong, whole group is a valued tool and an important part of the classroom 
experience. However, differentiation is an individualized approach to student instruction 
based on unique student needs. It can even be driven by choice and interest on the 
student level. How is whole group teaching even in this discussion? You meet individual 
student needs by teaching to the whole group a set lesson? Is that lesson focused on 
Johnny’s need that day? What about the other 18 kids in class and their needs? Is 
tomorrow Tommy’s lesson and after that Susie’s? I’m sorry, but this absolutely criminal. 
Not that teachers use whole group instruction because they should, but because they 
actually consider it differentiation. That’s the same as saying photocopying the same 
worksheet for every kid is differentiating.” 
 
“I don't think whole group is a form of differentiated instruction at all... yes it has its 
benefits, i.e. lower slower students learning from their peers role modeling correctly... 
unless you have a whole group at a close level as in clustering.” 
 
“No because, it is not adapting teaching based on what the students need.” 
 
“This is NOT differentiation. Not even in the slightest. Explain to me how a group of 
kids reciting the same passage is in any way individualized. How does this meet a 
specific student’s need, along with the unique needs of other kids in class? If a student 
cannot read, they will just chant along with everyone else if they speak aloud at all, 
which might help a little. Very little. This doesn’t even really scaffold for others at all. 
There are so many other more powerful tools that can be used to address reading issues. 
Truthfully, it’s a dated method which may have its place in classes (mostly of yesteryear) 
but should be utilized sparingly by a classroom teacher.” 
 
“This is not differentiation. Just as the questions states, choral reading can be seen as a 
scaffold to support students, not as giving students access at their individual levels.” 
 
“No, choral reading is not differentiated. There should be different ways to present the 
material.” 
 
 
“While choral reading is helpful because of practice through repetition and hearing others 
read, I wouldn't necessarily consider it differentiation.” 
 
“I'm not quite sure that choral reading is a form of differentiation unless it is used in a 
small group setting where read aloud material is chosen on a different level for like-
leveled students. Traditionally, choral reading provides children with the practice needed 
to build fluency and self-confidence. It helps them learn how to decode words, develop 
effective and fluent read aloud skills, improves sight vocabulary, and helps them learn 
how to pronounce words by hearing their peers read them, and helps them understand 
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rhythm. Therefore, I am undecided as to whether choral reading is a form of 
differentiation or not.” 
Figure 6.3 - Strongly Worded Comments from Round Three 
Some of the comments come across as antagonistic, which may have resulted in more 
conflict if not managed within the Delphi model.  This protocol generates a safe place to state 
such opinions without fear of direct consequences, but it also allows those who would not 
publicly state such opinions the belief that they can do so anonymously.  The goal was not to 
encourage antagonistic comments but to encourage discussion that is safe and risk free.  Such 
allowances may have aided the large swings in agreement and altered the opinions of panel 
members. So it seems the initial stages were marked by agreement and the latter stages where 
discussion and interactions were shared, were marked by changes in opinion, demonstrating 
perhaps that the Delphi model met its intended objective in terms of supporting consensus.    
SECONDARY QUESTION: To what extent do teachers adjust their definitions of the 
teaching strategies and assessment strategies as they communicate their understandings with 
fellow colleagues?   
At first glance it would seem very little changed in building a consensus between round two 
and round four being that there were only two new terms that reached consensus. But that is 
only at a surface level glance. As you dig a little deeper you see a dramatic shift in the 
thinking of the groups, notably in those discussed in the analysis section of this paper.  Whole 
Group instruction and Choral Reading demonstrated these significant shifts in thinking: see 
Figures 6.4 and 6.5. 
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Teaching 
Strategy 
Delhi Survey 
Round 
Percentage 
Disagree 
Percentage 
Undecided 
Percentage 
Agree 
Whole Group 
Instruction  
Round 2 22.2 16.6 60.8 
Round 4 75.0 6.2 18.7 
Figure 6.4 Teaching Strategy - Whole Group Percentages 
 
 
Teaching 
Strategy 
Delhi Survey 
Round 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Disagree 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Undecided 
Consensus 
Percentage 
Agree 
Choral Reading  Round 2 22.2 11.1 66.6 
Round 4 62.5 6.2 31.2 
Figure 6.5 Teaching Strategy - Choral Reading Percentages  
The changes in this round demonstrate how the Delphi model can be an effective means for 
consensus-building as it allows for the capacity to defend and value opinions in an 
anonymous manner.  The argument has been made through this paper and through research 
on the Delphi model on how allowing anonymity and multiple iterations enables for more 
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effective group consensus building.  In this case, the Delphi protocol allowed for the 
respondents to consider areas that might not have traditionally been identified as 
differentiation strategies.  Through the multiple rounds the consensus shifted in dramatic 
ways, lining up with a shared group understanding. 
6.4 Contributions and Implications 
In contemporary research, it is important to examine the nuances across the range of 
practitioners. For education that means shifting our focus into the classroom and examining 
student success and teacher pedagogy in action. Studies like Moon (1995) show that teachers 
are not implementing the teaching and assessment strategies of differentiation, and in fact, 
even when seeing an openly diverse population of students, they do very little to address their 
different academic needs which leads to a plateau learning period for educators (Moon et al., 
1995). This should be of greater and greater concern for teachers as we continually see a 
range of abilities and diversity in our twenty-first century classrooms, and given that 
differentiation is seen by some as a potential tool to bridge such gaps, it is paramount we 
examine how teachers in the field actually see differentiation beyond the base definition 
given in teacher preparatory classrooms.    
This study gives a unique look at the professional vocabulary that is currently lacking at the 
field level. If the goal is implementation, then it starts with talking about differentiation and 
recognizing the importance of building a shared definition. Research shows how in the field 
of education there is a lack of technical language, especially when comparing it to other 
professions (McDonald & Grossman, 2008). Once this technical language is developed, an 
ontology can be built between the existing community that brings a level of shared 
understanding among the participants. Quite frankly, how can we communicate and share 
differentiation as a teaching tool if each of us has a different interpretation, and occasionally 
even exceedingly different views.  
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This study took steps to build this ontology. Through four rounds of the Delphi Model, this 
study encouraged professional teachers to share their ideas in the comfortable environment of 
anonymity with their peers, leading to discussions centered on teaching practices only.  It 
allowed teachers to organize their ideas and express their views on the practical application 
of differentiation. Although this study allowed educators to come to a shared understanding 
of thirty-two teaching strategies and fifteen assessment strategies, it also showed that 
concepts caused conflict between members.  
This is a crucial finding because it belabors what previous research has found that perhaps 
teacher level understanding of differentiation may not be as strong and its practical 
application may reveal significant differences or deficits with their colleagues. This matters 
because teaching is a hands-on field, one that continually progresses to meet the evolving 
challenges of the modern-day classroom.  If teachers are not able to provide a differentiated 
curriculum to children, to individualize their instruction to meet the child at their level, we 
will continue to face plateaus in teaching and learning. Likewise, the use of collegial 
reflection and peer professional learning is pivotal in the education profession and a lack of a 
shared understanding may inhibit this process.  
Yet this study also found that through the Delphi Model discussion, views began to change 
and helped to shape a new level of understanding. A great deal of strategies were presented, 
and through the process of analysis and sharing of their viewpoints, the participants 
demonstrated sometimes large-scale shifts as misconceptions were identified, discussed, and 
ultimately discarded.  This was never more apparent than when discussing choral reading, 
which would not traditionally be seen as a form of differentiation but was identified as such. 
Through discussions, an understanding was gained that it did not meet the guidelines of 
differentiation.   Likewise, by building this level of shared understanding, it creates an 
ontology and with it comes a certain level of commitment to the way it should be 
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implemented. This study showed that teachers can have meaningful discussions with 
differing opinions and walk away with a new understanding. More importantly it 
demonstrates the need for further research at the teacher level.  
The overall contribution of this study sheds light on a new way to build understanding of a 
complex issue. It is not always best to have a handed-down, predetermined set of 
understandings, or perhaps this is simply not enough. If we want teachers to be able to talk 
and reflect about their teaching, maybe an approach of building a common vocabulary and 
understanding is critical for effective implementation of teaching practices. Creating this 
shared understanding builds a community of learners and ontological commitment to the 
ideas that are discussed.  
This contribution likewise goes deeper for me to a more personal level.  This study allowed 
me as a researcher to answer a question that had long plagued me as a literacy coach in 
schools.  Why is it that when I ran a professional development session and then stepped into 
classrooms, I saw such a difference in the way the practices were implemented. Some stayed 
true to the model presented and others completely altered the approach and entirely missed 
the meaning of the framework or strategy. I thought for many years it was just teachers 
putting a personal touch or applying their own teaching style but this study has revealed a 
genuine need to develop a shared understanding. As a literacy coach, I assumed a certain 
level of understanding by my peers and the differences I viewed may have resulted from a 
lack of shared understanding between the teachers trying to implement a framework. There 
was no oncological commitment or shared understanding of the strategy to begin with. 
Instead teachers had their own individual understanding and were implementing it in their 
own way, even if they did not match differentiated expectations.  
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This all goes back to the idea that without a shared language or understanding, we fail to see 
effective implementation.  It is what Lortie (1975) described as a lack of common technical 
language that still plagues this field and limits the analytical tools to study and improve 
teaching (Grossman & McDonald, 2008). This missing technical language in the teaching 
profession is impeding a higher level of understanding, creates disconnects in professional 
discussions, and could even limit teacher self-reflections on their own pedagogical style. In 
fact, Hatton and Smith argue that it is problematic to define and research reflective concepts 
because of the variety these terms can hold (Hatton & Smith 1994). There are many teaching 
practices, frameworks, and strategies that are complex and without seemingly common 
understanding of them. This can make it difficult to not just research them, but in the field, if 
teachers don’t have this technical language then reflection on the teaching process or 
discussion about differentiation will be impeded.  In fact, teachers may be able to describe 
basic differentiation in interviews or during professional learning opportunities but when it 
came to implementation in the classroom the lack of understanding was apparent.  Worse yet, 
without shared language with colleagues, such implementation would continue without 
change because we would not have the language in which to discuss and reinforce teaching 
practices.   
How can we expect as educators to improve our craft if we are not even certain of the base 
elements of our craft? This is arguably one of the largest contributions of this study since it 
provides evidence of the missing clarity in our shared understanding, and it also provided a 
platform for adjusting teacher understanding. 
6.5 Recommendations for Current and Future Practice  
For research and teacher education to progress, it is important to reconnect to the field to 
address the difficulty of practice and preparing teachers (Grossman & McDonald, 2008). 
Essentially, if we want to understand a complex ideal, maybe a new approach is needed, and 
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for change to start taking place at the classroom level, perhaps it is time to start to build this 
technical language among our teachers. We need educators to have a level of common 
understanding as professionals so that meaningful conversations may take place beyond 
training sessions or continuing education classrooms. This study instigated discussion among 
teachers and forced them to defend their thinking while also noting the opinions of others. 
Through this process we analyzed how it affected their understanding and communal 
willingness to come to a shared understanding.  
It is no longer enough to have handed-down definitions because this study clearly shows that 
individual teachers have differing views and understandings of teaching ideals.  Thus, 
research must be sought at the teacher level to evaluate individual teacher understanding and 
encourage discussion.  Research should seek to start building a higher level of critical 
analyzing teacher understanding, all of which helps to begin the process of creating an 
oncological understanding in this profession to help enact change. Shared and common 
understanding needs to be fleshed out so when teachers are discussing pedagogy there is a 
certain level of commonality in their understanding. While teachers are trained in similar 
environments, we occasionally see that implementation is flawed or nonexistent when it 
comes to practices that they do not fully understand (see. Chapter 2). However, this study 
demonstrated that even if they did not fully understand an idea, they were able to come to a 
consensus through managed discussions and feedback from their colleagues.  While the 
Delphi model encourages anonymity, which provides security to share and even alter your 
opinion, it also shows that such dialogue may significantly shift opinions and align 
understanding.  
The implications of such an approach and findings will have a large-scale impact on the 
professional development of teachers. This study suggests that the handed-down approach of 
current professional development models may not be enough to encourage change or 
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understanding because a shared definition is needed, especially with complex ideals such as 
differentiation.  So, if we want teachers to walk away with similar understandings and be able 
to implement new strategies, then building a common vocabulary may be necessary. This 
shared definition creates a level of understanding to a point where teachers can then discuss 
the nuances of the ideals of their pedagogy. But if our current approach continues to just 
assume that teachers all know what to do or what an ideal truly represents, we will continue 
to see ineffective and wildly divergent teaching practices.   There is no argument concepts 
like differentiation are complex, intricate, and at times, just plain frustrating, but until we 
build a common language among professionals, conversations in how it improve it will 
continue to be difficult. 
6.6 Limitations 
Through the various stages of this work, my understanding of the research process grew and 
with it came a deeper realization of the limitations found within this study.  While 
recognizing that such understanding is a key part of the doctoral training process and is 
supposed to help future research opportunities by learning to identify and correct such 
limitations, it is also pretty humbling when you realize the issues you did not consider when 
designing your framework or rolling out your research.  So while all forms of research have 
some form of limitations, this study is no different.  Some of these limitations can be directly 
traced to the choices made by the researcher but others were beyond my control and a result 
of the environment in which I work and conducted my research. Either way, it is important to 
detail these to better understand and correct in future research opportunities.    
Primary of these limitations was the location and system in which the study was conducted.  
Department of Defense schools are part of a larger United States Governmental framework 
and subject to the regulations governing privacy and restricted access.  As a result, the 
researcher was limited in how many participants to contact through the DoDEA research 
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advisory panel and also limited in my ability to conduct observations of classroom 
instruction.  Without the ability to observe, this limited the researcher’s effort to validate that 
the strategies listed by participants were indeed classroom practices.  This also limited my 
opportunity to view differentiation in practice within the school.   These environmental 
constraints could not be bypassed and do offer a visible limitation to the study and potential 
follow-up.   
This study also had noticeable limitations because of the design model chosen and its 
subjective nature.  The Delphi has no specific manner in which it can be implemented. In 
fact, the manner in which it is implemented, including the length between stages or even the 
number of rounds, is up the discretion of the researcher.  As Skulmoski et al. (2007) noted, 
this requires the researcher to be mindful of the validity and reliability of the findings.  This 
is a tall task and must be accounted for when discussing limitations such as the chosen 
framework, panel selection and redistribution of the compiled findings for each round.  
Given the fact that the Delphi model does not have a prescribed number of rounds but only a 
generalized framework in which to seek consensus, the researcher made a determination to 
conduct four rounds based upon factors such as the findings from each round, depth of 
discussion or conflict in the findings, and the amount of time asked of participants to take 
part in the study. It was important not to take too long between rounds or to inundate the 
participants with too much so the choice was made for four.  Even with this in mind, the 
sample set did drop from nineteen to fifteen participants so this does provide a noticeable 
limitation as there were still potential areas to explore.    
Likewise, the manner in which and the number of participants selected is open to debate and 
provides a limitation.  This includes the definition made for what constitutes an expert since 
the Delphi model provides a framework for discourse and consensus-building between 
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experts in a given field. The definition for an expert in this research project was described in 
the methodology section and at the discretion of the researcher who tried to account for 
variables such as experience, schooling, and area of teaching.  The total selected also 
provides a limitation to overall generalizability of findings and some areas provided less 
participants than others.  It is also important to note a potential bias in that the participants 
were picked out by the researcher based on location and familiarity and were given a choice 
to participate or not. This means that only those willing to share their practices took part and 
those that were not willing elected not to take part.   
A significant issue to consider is that the gathered information from participants was self-
reported without a manner to check that they indeed used the differentiation strategies for 
teaching and assessing.  Due to limitations put in place by the DoDEA Research advisory 
panel, follow-up observations could not be conducted, which might have provided an 
opportunity to validate the self-reported strategies in use. Although grateful for the approval 
of research for this population there were some limiting constraints set by the DODEA 
approval board to collect data and limited access for observations to take place in classroom 
settings. As a research design it would have been valuable to complete observations in the 
classrooms to note the usage of the teaching and assessment strategies of differentiation and 
then doing a follow up observation after the shared definition was completed to see if there 
was a direct effect on the level or kinds of implementation that took place.  Since the 
participants were reporting differentiation strategies they used without validating they were 
actually used, there arises the potential issue of self-reporting activities that are not 
consistently seen in action.  This is often a concern with self-reported data and this must be 
considered in evaluating the findings.  
 Likewise, the Delphi model requires the researcher to compile and share the feedback 
gathered for each stage which means there the possibility of bias in how or what is returned 
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back to the participants.  Such limitations and the actions undertaken to limit this were 
discussed in the methodology chapter.  However, one of the strengths of the Delphi model is 
that it has multiple steps and rounds in which the material is brought back before the 
participants. By presenting the information back it helps to ensure that words or ideas are not 
misconstrued and also provides an opportunity for dialogue between participants.  The steps 
taken also to compile the strategies and shared definitions also relies upon returning them for 
agreement from the participant panel.  
The Delphi approach offered insight into the research questions but the design itself does 
raise such questions like subjectivity of the design and the inherent problem with the time it 
takes between iterations5. This study tried to address some of these concerns by having a 
failsafe in place to mitigate this. The subjectivity of the design means that it falls upon the 
researcher to decide when to continue to strive for consensus and when it is necessary to stop 
due to diminishing returns. As the researcher, I chose four rounds, modeling each round a 
little differently to address the needs of the research questions but never trying to force a 
consensus.  Instead the design allowed participants to share their opinions along the way and 
for changes to be made if the researcher analysis did not reflect the understanding of the 
population.  
Generalizability of the findings must also be discussed given the small size of the panel and 
its restriction to a specific subset of teachers in a particular school system.  Lack of external 
validity questions the ability to generalize the findings to a larger audience. This must be 
 
5 Supervisor’s comment: a further challenge to explore is the inherent tensions involved in identifying an 
agreed definition, reaching a shared consensus and developing a shared professional understanding as a basis 
for developing teaching skills and expertise. These can perhaps be seen as a continuum from the creation of a 
precise definition through to creating a space for developing shared professional practice. The Delphi 
technique may elide some of these differences in the way it elicits agreement and disagreement.  In terms of 
participant validation, the successive rounds offer opportunities for participants to engage with the process 
and with shifts in perspective expressed by other participants, but this does not necessarily allow engagement 
in more fundamental differences in understanding which may underlie aspects of the process. 
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considered when examining the results given such a small panel of educators was used with 
even smaller subsets in given areas such as grade level or specialty. However, it is important 
to note that this study does not seek to infer the findings are true of all schools, rather it is a 
microcosm of potential issues residing within teaching in a specific context, namely a gap 
between shared understanding among educators, even in a restricted setting.  This study 
sought to show that within a group of colleagues, even those that work in the same school 
district or even same hallway, there can be a lack of shared understanding regarding a 
teaching ideal. Rather than state these findings from the Delphi model consensus building 
should be generalized everywhere, the generalized findings instead speak to the need for 
developing a shared language and understanding for differentiation in teaching.   
6.7 Future Study Opportunities  
This study opens new avenues for research opportunities to better understand differentiated 
instruction and the process of ensuring these high-quality teaching practices can be adopted 
in classrooms today. While much has been done in the field of differentiation, the truth is that 
the lack of focus on communal, shared professional understanding of what constitutes 
differentiation practices in the classroom is a glaring omission. Such a lack of investigation 
and the development of consensus offers opportunities for future projects at different levels 
of the education system.  
This study foregrounded the importance of creating a shared definition. The ability to give 
teachers the technical vocabulary to be able to discuss, evaluate, and learn from one another 
because this is a foundation for a shared understanding. This proves critical in many other 
professional fields so it is important that, as educators, we start to create this foundation of 
shared understanding for the critical features of our profession. This study is only a first step 
in what needs to be a continuous process to create real change and understanding of 
pedagogy, which is so complex that some people criticize it as something that is only a 
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“losing proposition” that can never be truly reached (Delisle, 2015). While the findings of 
this study shows how intricate, difficult, and time-consuming it can be to create shared 
definitions, it also shows that there are more fundamental differences in understanding by 
teachers.  Perhaps then it might be time to start to include this approach within our 
professional development of teachers? Maybe it is time to stop talking at teachers and instead 
seek to create commonalities by discussing with them to understand views.  
Chief to these future study opportunities is a need to examine teacher understanding at the 
practice level through their identification and implementation of differentiation strategies.  
This includes models such as the Delphi model but could adopt further iterations or other 
techniques so long as they focus on seeking out what the individual teacher views or believes.  
Rather than a simple questionnaire, which can only capture a portion of the whole, the use of 
a consensus building model allows for multiple rounds of discussion.  That is the core need, 
to help teachers develop a shared understanding and language to aid the adoption and use of 
different teaching practices. A second need would be to follow up with observations to view 
the actual implementation or enactment of differentiation.  This will help move our 
understanding beyond words or definitions to actions within the learning environments.  A 
logical follow-up to this would then be to examine the impact on student learning, another 
area of differentiation that is lacking in research.   
On a personal note and given my background as a deliverer and facilitator of professional 
development at the school level, it would be fascinating to have a study undertaken with two 
separate groups. The first would use a typical approach to professional learning where 
teachers are taught about differentiation and then asked to implement the strategies. The 
second group instead would follow a series of consensus-building rounds regarding the 
language and definition of differentiation strategies.  Upon arriving at a shared definition, 
follow-up professional discussions would center on this new ontology with follow-up 
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implementation in the classroom.  Research could then examine the impact on usage and 
student learning via observations of the two methods and compare them for effectiveness.   
Since there is such a discrepancy in the amount of information available on differentiation 
and the level of implementation, it is time to look at ways to create change in pedagogy. 
Basically, we need to relook at the professional development of our professional educators 
and allow them to gain knowledge, feel supported, and stir implementation.  Future research 
needs to address ways to change the level of implementation of this pedagogy.  
 
6.8 Conclusion  
Across the world, education faces a rapidly changing landscape of needs and wants, driven 
by the increasing diversity of our student population and by external pressure for education to 
achieve particular ends.  Such needs provide a daunting challenge to the educational system 
as a whole and especially the individual practitioner.  With so much pressure to meet these 
varying needs and demands, differentiation offers a potentially responsive and valuable 
method for generating success within classrooms.  However, while differentiation remains a 
widely poplar and well-known teaching approach, the lack of effective implementation 
suggests uncertainty and concern, supporting the idea that differentiation is hard and difficult 
(Tomlinson, 2015). Research also shows that teachers have varying perspectives about 
differentiation, and this creates a low implementation rate (Tomlinson, 1998; Moon et al., 
1995) Thus, what is needed is a shared understanding and shared commitment to adoption 
and implementation among teachers.   
As this study sought to demonstrate that perhaps a key to a better understanding of these 
concerns among educators may be through the process of creating a shared definition by the 
practitioners and not relying upon terms and definitions handed-down in training. By 
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engaging teachers with an opportunity to jointly create, discuss, and reflect upon the meaning 
and strategies of complex pedagogy like differentiation through active consensus-building 
such as the Delphi Protocol, schools and professional development leaders can root out 
misconceptions early and develop and reinforce a shared understanding and common 
vocabulary that enables collegial support to be timely, effective, and more importantly, 
understandable for the educator.  While such consensus-building efforts as this research 
project are time-intensive, they are also valuable because it allows teachers to engage in 
professional discourse that is meaningful for the teacher and perhaps best suited to support 
ongoing professional development efforts for increased implementation.  This 
implementation of a best practices pedagogy like differentiation would, in turn, help improve 
student learning, which is ultimately the end goal of any educational endeavor.   
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Appendix A: Differentiation Delphi Survey 
 
Researchers the world over deem differentiated instruction as a vital 
component of education but this term may be interpreted and implemented 
many different ways.  Recognizing these differences, the purpose of this survey 
is to build a consensus through a series of questionnaires on the meaning and 
definitions of daily differentiated instruction undertaken by educators such as 
yourselves.    
Background: (Please fill in the blank) 
What grade level, specialty, and/or subject area do you teach?  _________________  
(Please include your grade level or what type of specialist you are)  
 
How long have you been teaching? ______________________ 
Educational Background: (please check which category applies to you) 
Bachelors ____ 
Bachelors plus 15 units ______ 
Bachelors plus 30 units ______ 
Masters _______ 
Masters plus 15 units ______ 
Masters plus 30 units ______ 
Doctorate ______ 
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Classroom Methodologies: 
In today’s classroom, an educator is challenged by a diverse population of students. To meet these 
varied needs, teachers may utilize different instructional strategies which may appear in many 
different forms.    
What methodologies can educators or do you use to differentiate instruction? 
Please describe as many methodologies or strategies for differentiation as possible and define them 
as clearly as you can. You may include strategies you use yourself and also other methods that you 
associate with differentiation.  
Please use one strategy per box.  
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Differentiated Assessments: 
How can an educator differentiate assessments to meet the needs of their students? In this section, 
please describe the ways assessments can be differentiated to meet the individual needs of 
students. Please include strategies you use yourself and also other methods that you associate with 
differentiation.  
 Please describe one strategy per box.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for taking your time to participate in this consensus. 
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Appendix B: Examples of NVivo Coding 
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Appendix C: Differentiation Survey  
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Appendix D: Differentiation Round 3 
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Appendix E: Summary of Round 3  
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Appendix F: Copy of Participant letter 
 
Dear Participant, 
You are invited to continue your participation in the study titled “Differentiation According 
to Educators: Using a Delphi Model Approach”  This study is being conducted by Billie 
Dysinger, a DODEA elementary school teacher and Department of Education doctoral 
candidate from Durham University, UK. This survey is completely optional and has been 
cleared by the DODEA Research Review Committee and Area Office.  
 
The overall goal of this research is to examine how educators define and rate differentiation 
strategies in general and those used in your classroom. The initial, first round survey in May 
offered an open-ended format through which we generated a list of terms and definitions for 
various types of differentiation strategies.  
This second round survey’s objective is to review the collected examples and determine if 
they are indeed representative of differentiation in a classroom. Using a Likert Rating Scale 
(strong disagreement, disagree, undecided, agree, or strongly agree), you will rate each item 
based upon your level of agreement that the listed term/definition is a strategy of 
differentiation.  Please rate the strategy provided, and if you would like to add a 
revision/comment for a particular strategy, please use the text box below each question/item.  
During this evaluation, you may find that, in your professional opinion, that some of the 
gathered terms do not support differentiation and this is your chance to voice your opinion. 
Likewise, please feel free to add additional input or revisions to our gathered definitions.   
For this second round survey, I will send gentle, kind, and annoying reminders for you to 
send in your survey back to me by Wednesday, December, 17th. The format of this survey 
will take much less of your time to complete.  I know that this part of the year is hectic and 
you are jammed with holiday/family stress, but I really appreciate all your time and help. 
 
Just like last time, as a form of a bribery, motivation, or simply enticement, I will raffle off a 
gift certificate for Amazon using the names of those who complete the survey.  
 
Thank you again for all your time and help. 
 
Billie Dysinger 
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Appendix G: Comments on Round 3 
 
Teaching Strategy Definition 
Self-Evaluation  Having the students fill out a rubric grading themselves or classmates 
on a certain task, assignment, or project. The purpose is for the 
students to gain insight on the process of evaluation and creates the 
ground work for future conversations and conferences with the child 
or class. 
 
 
Agrees – Self Evaluation is Differentiation 
I could argue that Self-Evaluation is a form of differentiation because, it allows individual 
children to gain their own insight into a process of task, assignment, or project. The most 
vital aspect to make sure the learning takes place for these self- reflections is to make sure 
the rubric is understandable and maybe even created together as a group, therefore making 
the expectations explicit to each child. 
 
Self-evaluation is a form of differentiation. Self-evaluation allow students to reflect upon 
their work within their parameters of understanding. A low performing first grader may be 
able to look at their writing and see if they are doing a good job on capitalizing and making 
complete sentences but may not have gained the knowledge or maturity to analyze their 
work for content. 
  
If it's one type of many evaluations that will be used then I think it would be considered 
differentiated.  
 
I think this is a great idea for older students. It will work in kindergarten if pictures are 
involved but I think it is a great tool. This way students will not have questions about what 
is expected of him or her and can explain their thinking when challenging a grade. I think 
self-evaluation could be a good tool for all so I would agree that it is a good differentiation 
tool. 
 
By using self-evaluation, students can gain insight into their own learning. It easily leads 
into discussions about where a student is currently is and where they want to go. 
 
Self-Evaluation is a form of differentiation because students have the opportunity to 
demonstrate their understanding and skill concerning specific areas. It also provides the 
student the opportunity to check their own work. The teacher is able to assess the students' 
progress and create adjustments to each students assignments because the teacher will have 
a better understanding of what the student knows from the self-evaluation. 
 
Using a rubric to grade themselves or classmates is a good tool for a student to show how 
well he or she feel they know the information presented. Students also tend to focus more 
on what they are doing (what the lesson is providing) when they are assessing themselves 
or others. If the teacher uses the information gathered from these self-evaluations to 
differentiate instruction, then I agree that self-evaluation can be a form of differentiation. 
Yes, it could help the teacher see what the student thinks he/she could have done better. 
That information would help with future instruction. 
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It allows students to evaluate themselves and understand the process of evaluation. Having 
rubrics is also helpful in understanding expectations. Self-evaluation is a K-2 classroom 
however is very general and basic. Students are learning what it means to evaluate 
according 
 
I believe it is....starting at a certain age, maturity, or grade level. I can differentiate students 
and put them into differentiated groups according on how they self-evaluate themselves. 
 
Disagree- Self-Evaluation is NOT Differentiation 
I think what you find out in Self-Evaluation in differentiation is more emotional than 
academic. Many students are not mature enough to objectively evaluate their strengths and 
weaknesses in the elementary grade. Since research suggests they should not be introduced 
to competition until the age of 11, I am not sure self-evaluation is a valid differentiation 
tool. 
 
This all depends on how the evaluative feedback is used. Self-evaluation is powerful, but 
in and of itself, it does not meet the definition of differentiation in action. Rather it is one 
of the means in which data is compiled to determine the scope and focus of subsequent 
differentiation. 
 
This is a tool for students to self-evaluate their learning of a given concept. This is not a 
form of differentiation. Strongly disagree 
 
Self-evaluation may be a tool to allow the teacher to differentiate instruction, but it isn't 
"differentiation." The teacher must use the information in order to differentiate. 
 
Undecided Comments 
Undecided. Is the grading rubric done before or after the assignment? If kids don't struggle 
with end game, them no. However, if there is subjectivity then, yes. 
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Teaching Strategy  Definition 
Computerized 
Assessment 
A computer-generated test that allows a teacher to create an 
assessment from a pool of questions on a specific skill or content 
area using a multitude of question formats (multiple choice, 
true/false, fill in the blank, essay). This test can be given on the 
computer or be printed out for a paper- pencil response. 
 
Agrees - Assessment Computerized is Differentiation 
Again, this depends upon the nuances. The fact that the assessment is computerized is not 
differentiated unless the computer accomplishes some task such as reading the test aloud or 
uses AI to monitor and adjust according to the child’s specific answers. Test questions 
themselves are definitely a form of differentiation and target different learning domains 
rather than the traditional read, recite, repeat. Essay questions can target analysis and 
evaluation skills and authentic performance objectives can focus on synthesis. Mixed 
together it targets the whole kid. Likewise, picking questions from a pool to target specific 
skills can be a form of differentiation. 
 
 Very much so. It hones in on specific areas for specific needs/goals. 
 
It is a form of differentiation in that students are familiar with technology and many feel 
more comfortable utilizing this type of assessment. It also allows you to use assistive 
technology for students who cannot read well. Teachers can also make different test 
formats for differentiation purposes. 
 
If the assessment is tailored to the specific student and his or her work, it can be considered 
a form of differentiation. 
 
Because there are different types of questions and it can be done on computer or written. 
 
I agree because the test bank can be differentiated based on the learner's needs. 
 
If used appropriately, assessments have obvious benefits for teachers to provide 
differentiation as long as a student is comfortable with taking assessments. With an 
appropriate assessment, a teacher will be able to better understand what their students need 
in different areas of a curriculum and the better they will be able to meet the individual 
needs of each student. Useful information about students as learners can be gained. 
Assessments can let teachers know how specific children work best and where they need to 
grow. Teachers are also able to share this information with parents and give suggestions 
about what activities would help support and strengthen their child's education. 
 
I agree that computer generated tests can be an assessment that supports differentiation if 
students are being assessed before, during, and after a lesson, and the teacher is using the 
data to differentiate instruction based on the needs of the learners. 
 
I think giving a multitude of question formats is differentiation for students. Students have 
different learning styles so the test could be adapted for them base off their needs. The type 
of test the students take could also be their choice so that the students can show what they 
know in the way that works best for them. 
 
Addresses different learners and students mostly like working on computers. 
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You can design the test to cover all aspects of teaching and student achievement. 
Disagrees - Assessment Computerized is NOT Differentiation 
This is not a form of differentiation. The tool used here to assess students knowledge of the 
content is a means to an end and not a form of differentiation. Strongly disagree 
 
I strongly disagree... unless each student has their own assessment catered towards his or 
her level of comprehension. The SRI does this... 
 
The term Assessment Computerized seems to be not a form of differentiation unless the 
computer application can adjust to the child's ability and accurately assess the child. 
 
We tried this at the kindergarten level and it was very frustrating. Many students do not 
know how to use a mouse and are now touching on the monitor thinking it is a touch 
screen. A computer generated test may be convenient but I do not think it should be a main 
form of assessment. Students first need a working knowledge on the computer if a 
computer will be used. 
 
Computerized assessments could be considered differentiated if the test is then 
differentiated for individual children. Just because there are various types of questions does 
not mean that the children will have more entry points to be successful, therefore making 
the test differentiated. These tests are good for teachers to get a glimpse of where kids are, 
but it doesn’t really show differentiation, in my opinion. 
Undecided Comments  
No Comments  
 
 
Teaching Strategy Definition 
Graphic Organizers Using graphic organizers like KWL (know, wonder, learned) chart to 
check for understanding or even as a pre-assessment on the 
knowledge basis of a child or class. 
 
 
Agrees - Graphic Organizers are Differentiation 
Yes, this can help kids organize their thoughts and thinking in an informal way. Then a 
teacher knows where to teach up or down. 
 
A graphic organizer serves the same purpose as a pretest as it lets me know what children 
already know and are lacking so that I can differentiate instruction. 
 
It can be... I've had years where graphic organizers worked and years where they were a 
waste of time and frustrating. Low students can often process information more easily than 
from traditional text. High students tend to get bored and lose focus leading to classroom 
and learning disruption. 
 
Graphic organizers, especially the KWL charts are differentiated for students because it 
allows them to show what they already know, are interested in and what they found to be 
their most important learning. This is an individual way of seeing into children's learning. 
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Graphic Organizers can be a form of differentiation in that children can fill them out 
independently or used in whole group of small group setting. Graphic organizers can be 
made as simple or complex as needed by the child. 
 
Graphic organizers are great. They are great tools for showing thinking, informal 
assessments, allows children to ask questions and gain answers. Although having said that, 
teachers need to make sure that all students can show and tell their thinking using graphic 
organizers. 
 
Graphic organizers enable visual learners to achieve success. 
 
Graphic Organizers assist with differentiation because teachers are able to see where a 
student is because students have the opportunity to demonstrate their understanding and 
skill concerning specific area after the instruction has taken place. Teachers are able to 
asses what a student already knows about specific content areas and what needs to be 
covered. 
 
Graphic Organizers assist with differentiation because teachers are able to see where a 
student is because students have the opportunity to demonstrate their understanding and 
skill concerning specific area after the instruction has taken place. Teachers are able to 
asses what a student already knows about specific content areas and what needs to be 
covered. 
 
Yes, the KWL chart can show what the students know ahead of time. The teacher can use 
the information to know where to begin teaching and then again to fill in the gaps. 
 
Addresses visual learners. 
 
Each student will see what works for him/her and use it within to context. 
Disagrees - Graphic Organizers are NOT Differentiation 
Pre-assessment by itself is not a form of differentiation, which is what the shared definition 
listed above seems to imply. Giving a student a KWL chart and then moving on is not 
differentiation. Much like self-evaluation, it is the means to gain the data needed to 
successfully create and enact a scope and focus of differentiation. However, graphic 
organizers can offer forms of differentiation by providing various levels or types all on the 
same skill or strategy but at varying levels of complexity. This allows for the natural 
differentiation of choice by students but also can provide a scaffolding of ideas presented 
in class to all levels of learners. More so, graphic organizers can also present information 
in a new medium, which meets the needs of different learning styles. 
 
Strongly disagree. This a tool to gage what students know or don't know about a topic prior 
to teaching a new topic or concept. 
 
Graphic organizers are tools that allow the teacher to observe the student's knowledge base, 
understandings &confusions. They are not a form of differentiation, but may inform 
differentiated instruction. 
 
Undecided Comments  
Not Sure  
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Teaching Strategy Definition 
Choral Reading Reading textbooks as a class to help scaffold the text for students 
who are not on grade level. 
 
Agrees - Choral Reading is Differentiation 
It is a form of differentiation as it makes the information accessible to students who read 
below grade level. 
 
Agree. It's a way for students to read in an unthreatening setting. Usually for low readers. 
High readers serve as role models for low readers. 
 
Choral reading helps build students' fluency, self-confidence, and motivation. Because 
students are reading aloud together, students who may ordinarily feel self-conscious or 
nervous about reading aloud have built-in support. Students that know they are good 
readers thrive off of knowing that they are helping the not so versatile readers. 
 
Yes, because it is helping meet the needs of low students by having it read aloud as they 
follow along. 
 
Students can hear and see what other students are thinking and discussing during Choral 
reading. 
Disagrees - Choral Reading is NOT Differentiation 
No, because it helps few. Some get embarrassed, skip ahead, and point out weakness. 
 
This is NOT differentiation. Not even in the slightest. Explain to me how a group of kids 
reciting the same passage is in any way individualized. How does this meet a specific 
student’s need, along with the unique needs of other kids in class? If a student cannot read, 
they will just chant along with everyone else if they speak aloud at all, which might help a 
little. Very little. This doesn’t even really scaffold for others at all. There are so many other 
more powerful tools that can be used to address reading issues. Truthfully, it’s a dated 
method which may have its place in classes (mostly of yesteryear) but should be utilized 
sparingly by a classroom teacher. 
 
This is not differentiation. Just as the questions states, choral reading can be seen as a 
scaffold to support students, not as giving students access at their individual levels. 
 
Choral reading is not a form of differentiation in that it really only improves the 
comprehension, decoding ability or fluency of the struggling reader. It might support some 
fluency for the advanced reader but more than likely the text is too simplistic for that 
student. 
 
No, choral reading is not differentiated. There should be different ways to present the 
material. 
 
I think choral reading is difficult especially if you have students that need extra help. 
Choral reading can be confusing and out of control. Some students would hear what was 
read, try to repeat it, and then not hear the next part. I think it would be very frustrating. 
 
Choral reading is a tool for gaining fluency that is more valuable to some students than to 
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others. 
 
I disagree because some students may struggle; especially if they are at a BR level with an 
intermediate text. 
 
I believe that with any kind of reading that students are able to make connection between 
what they know and new information. I am not certain that reading as a class (Choral 
Reading) is way to differentiate because it is difficult to distinguish reading levels from 
student to student. 
 
While choral reading is helpful because of practice through repetition and hearing others 
read, I wouldn't necessarily consider it differentiation. 
Undecided Comments 
I'm not quite sure that choral reading is a form of differentiation unless it is used in a small 
group setting where read aloud material is chosen on a different level for like-leveled 
students. Traditionally, choral reading provides children with the practice needed to build 
fluency and self-confidence. It helps them learn how to decode words, develop effective 
and fluent read aloud skills, improves sight vocabulary, and helps them learn how to 
pronounce words by hearing their peers read them, and helps them understand rhythm. 
Therefore, I am undecided as to whether choral reading is a form of differentiation or not. 
 
 
Teaching Strategy Definition 
Clustering A team of teachers work collaboratively to group students by similar 
abilities into one class, allowing different teachers to work with 
different ability groups and creating flexibility between groups when 
necessary. 
 
 
Agrees - Clustering is Differentiation 
Clustering is a great form of differentiation because students are solely grouped with same 
level peers. This will apply to any subject across the curriculum. In this setting I think 
students try harder, lose their shyness, and after a while may even try to get relegated into a 
"higher" group. 
 
Clustering does allow for differentiation within the child's ability group. The groups then 
focus on what the overall group needs and then can go even further down to each child's 
individual needs. 
 
If the groups are truly flexible, then I would say that it is differentiated because the groups 
are getting different instruction and I'm assuming different activities based on their needs. 
 
I think clustering is a great tool for differentiation provided it is not all the time. Students 
get into groups with peers having the same abilities and therefore are receiving instruction 
on level. 
 
Super strongly believe this to be beneficial. Students receive instruction at their level. The 
key to this is flexible grouping. 
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Yes! Work on what needs fixed. 
 
Clustering is a form of differentiation because clustering allows students to work with 
other students in their comfort learning level academically and socially. It also helps the 
teacher become more acquainted and work better with the students at their particular level. 
It also enables teachers to place students together who have similar learning styles, 
abilities, and/or interest in order to advance students to their educational best. 
 
I strongly agree with clustering as a form of differentiation. If students pretest, take 
formative assessments, and post-test,(assuming teachers provide instruction as determined 
by the assessments), then this team of teachers working collaboratively are definitely 
differentiating for the different needs of the students. 
 
Yes, I think kids working at their ability level is differentiation because the students are 
working at a pace/level that works best for them. 
Clustering allows teachers to target specific skills of a "kind of" homogeneous learning 
group. 
 
Disagrees - Clustering is NOT Differentiation 
Disagree. This is a crutch hidden behind the guise of differentiation. We claim that we 
group kids by ability or track them because it allows us to target our teaching to their 
needs. In a rudimentary way it does, but it bypasses the heart of differentiation which is to 
individually meet student needs. Clustering is just sticking kids at roughly the same levels 
– never exactly the same level with the same needs – so that the teacher does not have to 
differentiate nearly as much. Instead the teacher can deliver whole class instruction without 
having to demonstrate differentiation at the various levels. The art of differentiation is to 
act at the individual level but grouping kids together because they are close to one another 
is not true differentiation. It’s a crutch so that teachers can claim differentiation while they 
just teach one lesson 
to one group. Instead we should embrace a class of variables and react accordingly using 
sociocultural elements of instruction, which is true scaffolding at the social group and peer 
level. 
 
I like the clustering because it makes the teacher's job more manageable when students are 
in flexible groups based on ability. While we are differentiating based on ability, I am not 
sure clustering really embodies the true spirit of differentiation. 
 
Disagree. This is an intervention and not differentiation. 
 
Clustering is a form of homogeneity, not of differentiation. I can see the benefits of giving 
students the chance to work at just right levels, but it is vital for students to be among their 
peers at different levels. We cannot separate out every single skill into like groupings, 
sometimes it is important for more advanced students so see the thinking of lower students 
and vice versa. This is a tough question because, classically separating students would 
seem as differentiation, but I feel in this scenario kids loose out. 
 
Sounds like tracking rather than differentiation. Homogeneous groupings are not usually 
effective ways to scaffold learning, except for the highest performers. 
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It is not a form of differentiation, but a form of keeping all the same abilities together. This 
has an adverse impact on that groups learning. 
Undecided Comments  
No Comments  
 
 
 
Teaching Strategy Definition 
Compacting An intervention made for students with advanced readiness by 
adding more rigor, depth, or complexity to ensure mastery of the 
required curriculum. 
 
 
Agrees - Compacting is Differentiation: 
Agree because that's what they are ready to work. 
 
The key for this is depth. If it is just rushing kids through, advancing them to the next 
grade level because they can pass a surface level test, then compacting is not true 
differentiation. Yet, if you go deep, if you seek to have the students evaluate, apply and 
synthesis based on the skill or information at a faster, more compact pace, you will see a 
more differentiated approach. 
 
It is a form of differentiation as you are providing enrichment to those who need it. 
 
Agree. Adding rigor for advanced students as an option is a form of differentiation. 
 
Compacting the curriculum allows students to skip content they know or to jump quickly 
through content. This strategy addresses students’ academic levels. Higher or faster 
students stay challenged. 
 
This is a form of differentiation because it takes into the account that in some subjects or 
for some tasks, some students are able to go more in depth into a topic. 
 
Compacting is a form of differentiation in that you go deeper into the content and the 
higher thinking skills of Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluate instead of just touching on the 
knowledge and comprehension. 
 
Yes - compacting adds rigor to the curriculum. 
 
I think it is because, the student's work is different based on ability level. 
 
I would think if they are already advanced than they will certainly accomplish the 
curriculum. Any intervention groups are great for differentiation if you get to all of your 
groups. All students will benefit. 
 
I believe in this when there are no avenues in place that provide rigor. 
 
Compacting is a form of differentiation because it allows teachers to identify content and 
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skills that will accelerate and/or eliminate curriculum for advanced students. It helps these 
students not to have to repeat content they have already  
mastered. It also helps these students not to become bored. 
 
If teachers have gathered information before a standard is taught, and the student shows 
mastery, then I agree compacting can be a form of differentiation. 
 
Yes because, this is a way to challenge the more advances students. They are being 
instructed at the level that will benefit them the most. 
 
Kind of relates to clustering except that it's more for advanced students. 
 
It is because it is giving the advance student additional work to enhance their learning. 
Disagrees - Compacting is NOT Differentiation: 
No Comments 
Undecided 
No Comments 
 
 
 
Teaching Strategy Definition 
Inquiry Following the steps of the scientific method and allowing for 
student-driven questions and research to generate the direction of 
learning. This process may include a Webquest, for example. 
 
 
Agrees - Inquiry is Differentiation 
Agree, because it allows for more critical evaluation. 
 
Agree. Differentiation is individualized and authentic learning inquiry is student driven, 
hence it is individualized. 
 
I feel that this is more a form of allowing students to explore their interests. It is a strategy. 
However, it will lend itself to differentiation as students have different intellectual abilities 
that they bring to the inquiry. 
 
This can be considered differentiation if the ultimate outcome of the Webquest are 
different formats of projects. The Webquest should also consider the various abilities of the 
students and offer different levels of research information based on the questions students 
come up with. 
 
Inquiry is a form of differentiation in that students lead the direction of study. The outcome 
is controlled by the teacher being the guide on the side but the student decides how far into 
the research they go by their own ability. 
 
Yes - student directed inquiry allows for students to work independently within the same 
structure. 
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The process will be different for each student so it is differentiated. 
 
Strongly agree. This allows for exploration and it can be individualized according to the 
needs of the learner. 
 
Inquiry is a form of differentiation because it allows for teachers to have a better 
understanding of where a student is from the questions that are generated. 
 
The benefits of inquiry are incredible. By following the steps of the scientific method, 
students are encouraged to explore different standards. When a teacher allows for student-
driven questions and research to generate the direction of learning, inquiry becomes a 
rather powerful form of differentiation. Students then take ownership of their learning. I 
strongly agree that inquiry can be a form of differentiation. 
 
Inquiry allows students to learn at their own pace so yes - it's a type of differentiation. 
 
Each student will provide information that they feel is important and that way the teacher 
can use it to differentiate. 
Disagrees - Inquiry is NOT Differentiation:  
Following specific steps of the scientific method does not seem to me a good form of 
differentiation. 
Undecided Comments 
I am undecided on this.... I don't see how this could work at an early elementary age. 
 
Unsure????? 
 
Undecided 
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Teaching Strategy Definition 
Whole Group  Instruction directed by the teacher and delivered to the whole class to 
help meet learning gaps. 
 
 
Agrees - Whole Group is Differentiation 
Agree. There are times in life where information needs to be given and evaluated after 
instruction. It gives a starting point, refresher, shows weakness, and quick. 
 
I often use the analogy of a toilet flushing for students to hold onto information. 
Sometimes we flush things that we don't think are that important. For this reason, and 
others, whole group instruction can be beneficial to all, especially to help meet learning 
gaps. If whole group instruction is based on the needs of a class as a whole, then I agree it 
can be a form of differentiation. 
 
I think it is a form of differentiation since it impacts all students and they can understand 
what others are thinking and what different views they may give to the discussion. 
Disagrees - Whole Group is Not Differentiation 
Seriously, how can this even be differentiation? I am actually shocked at this point. Don’t 
get me wrong, whole group is a valued tool and an important part of the classroom 
experience. However, differentiation is an individualized approach to student instruction 
based on unique student needs. It can even be driven by choice and interest on the student 
level. How is whole group teaching even in this discussion? You meet individual student 
needs by teaching to the whole group a set lesson? Is that lesson focused on Johnny’s need 
that day? What about the other 18 kids in class and their needs? Is tomorrow Tommy’s 
lesson and after that Susie’s? I’m sorry, but this absolutely criminal. Not that teachers use 
whole group instruction because they should, but because they actually consider it 
differentiation. That’s the same as saying photocopying the same worksheet for every kid 
is differentiating. 
 
I really do not see it as differentiation as not all students have learning gaps. 
 
Disagree. Whole Group instruction only meets the needs of some of the students. This does 
not meet the needs of the High or Low students to understand or extend their knowledge of 
the concepts being taught. 
 
I don't think whole group is a form of differentiated instruction at all... yes it has it's 
benefits, i.e. lower slower students learning from their peers role modeling correctly... 
unless you have a whole group at a close level as in clustering. 
 
Whole group is not differentiation unless the teacher offers the space for various students 
to share out their way of thinking on different lessons. If there is a math questions taught 
whole group and then the teacher chooses different levels of kids to fill in the learning gap 
by showing their different techniques of understanding the topic. 
 
Whole group discussion normally does not differentiate but teaches to the mean level of 
the group. 
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A responsive teacher can scaffold learning within the whole group, but such scaffolding is 
likely to be haphazard. 
 
Whole group instruction is important but I would prefer more small group intervention 
type instruction. Having the whole group do all of the same things at the same time would 
not be differentiation. Maybe if it is taught whole group but the work is differentiated 
would be a form of differentiation. 
 
It depends on the make-up of the class. Whole group instruction may not reach all levels of 
learners. 
 
Whole group instruction is not necessarily going to provide differentiation because every 
student is not on the same knowledge level. It is important when maybe introducing a 
subject area or curriculum, but in order to differentiate, it is important to have a better 
understanding where each student is individually. 
 
No because, it is not adapting teaching based on what the students need. 
 
I don't consider whole-group instruction as a type of differentiation as a type of 
differentiation because it is usually one way of teaching for all. Whether or not the 
students' learning style is addresses or not. 
Undecided Comments: 
Depends on the instruction and the teacher. I think it's necessary to some degree. 
 
 
Assessment 
Strategy 
Definition 
Process Feedback  Giving an example 
 
 
 
Agrees - Process Feedback is Differentiation  
If you are using this as a scaffold for some students in need and the example does not limit 
potential responses then I would see this has a form of differentiation. We all have 
different perspectives and ways in which we come to an answer for a question, so if the 
example limits how a child can answer, I don’t see it as differentiated. If it helps those that 
need a scaffold to answer such as a sentence or story starter then I think it meets the 
definition. 
 
Modeling/demonstrating is a step in the gradual release of control. It would be 
differentiation only if the models were different for different students. 
 
If the example was for 1 specific child or group of children then that would be 
differentiation. 
 
I agree. This way students know your expectations. 
 
Yes, examples help meet the needs of students who need visual prompts. It also clarifies 
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what the exceptions are. 
 
Yes, because modeling shows students what is expected of them. 
 
Using white boards allows the teacher to understand who is getting it and who is not and 
can alter the instruction to include those who are not getting it yet. 
Disagree - Process Feedback is Not Differentiation 
Disagree, this is the same for all. 
 
I think this is clarification not differentiation unless you are doing it for a student on an 
IEP. 
 
Disagree...This is only an example not a strategy. A strategy is the umbrella as to how a 
"type" of problem can be solved, an answer to that problem is an example. Backwards 
Planning is a strategy 
 
Then showcasing how to use the strategy is an example 
 
I kind of disagree because in certain areas giving a perfect example for everyone like a 
rubric or modeling a perfect response will intimidate the intimidated even more. Some 
students may get confused. Some may see from the get go that the are going to be unable 
to fulfill the expectations a modeled response brings forth. 
 
This is not differentiation, but it can set up clear expectations for an end product. It can 
also set up the class for discussion of how they would grade the end product or create a 
rubric. 
 
No, this is your example of what you would like to see as the teacher. Some students may 
have a different interpretation of the material presented. 
 
I think that is not differentiating. It's just teaching. 
 
Giving an example to show proper response format can be an example of differentiation 
for students who may not be able to answer a question without the example format. I am 
thinking specifically about students who might be on an IEP and need the extra help to get 
started on answering questions. I would not call this differentiation as much as I would call 
it giving an example of the way a teacher would like a response to an assignment. 
Undecided Comments 
No Comments  
 
 
Assessment 
Strategy 
Definition 
Modifying 
Questions  
Changing certain problems or numbers on a math assessment 
 
 
Agrees - Modifying Questions is Differentiation 
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Agree. Modification of questions is a powerful tool to help those in need of a challenge or 
those in need of remediation while keeping the focus on the same subject or skill. 
 
It is as you can provide students with problems based on their current level. 
 
It is a sample of differentiation because you cater towards individual interests and needs of 
each student. I have done this many times... so I strongly agree. 
  
This could be considered differentiation because it allows different students to be able to 
assess their skills at their developmental stages. 
 
Yes, if an assessment does not accurately reflect the true ability of your students. 
 
If the numbers are changed to make the problem easier or harder examples of the same 
process, it might be a form of differentiation. 
 
Yes, I think this is definitely differentiating because, you are giving the student something 
within their ability level. 
 
This is definitely a form of differentiation. Changing problems or numbers to suit a child's 
needs still maintains that the student is doing everything as the rest of his or her peers but 
at their level. 
 
Yes, this is an example. It needs to meet the needs of the learner. 
 
This is definitely a form of differentiation because it responds to the readiness of students 
for the subject at hand and gives them an appropriate amount of questions for their 
knowledge base and understanding. 
 
I strongly agree that changing certain problems or numbers on a math assessment can be an 
example of differentiation if, for example, students who are on a higher level are doing 
problems with more place value, and/or students who are not quite on grade level are doing 
problems with less place value. This is differentiation for sure. 
 
Yes, because it is assessing on the level the students are at. 
Disagree - Modifying Questions is Not Differentiation 
Strongly disagree. Still an assessment. 
 
Not necessarily differentiation but it does help students to practice similar problems. 
Undecided Comments 
Undecided. If it is to show growth of the child's level than yes. However, if it is to make 
the test easier, then no. 
 
I am not sure how this would help in differentiation. 
 
 
Assessment 
Strategy 
Definition 
Adapted Tiered 
Assessment 
Shorten the number of items on a test 
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Agrees - Adapted Tiered Assessment is Differentiation 
Agree, especially for kids who show attention issues. It helps them focus on a few items 
and allows for task completion. 
 
Sure, why not. Again it helps with those who need advancement or remediation. It also 
allows for deeper responses by limiting how many problems the kids are expected to 
complete. 
 
If the remaining items still assess the same concepts, it would be a form of differentiation. 
 
Yes, because you're doing something different for a student. 
 
I agree that making a test shorter is a good form of differentiation. I am biased because, 
some teachers do this for my daughter. She takes hours on tests if the test is long; however, 
she also does not want to be the last one done and will turn a paper in even if it is just filled 
in with anything. If the test is shortened she will work to her ability and not worry about 
kids finishing before her. 
 
Yes, depending on the needs of the learner. 
 
This is definitely a form of differentiation because it responds to the readiness of students 
for the subject at hand and gives them an appropriate amount of questions for their 
knowledge base and understanding. 
 
I agree that shortening the number of items on a test is an example of differentiation, I have 
seen this mode of differentiation on many IEPs. 
 
Yes, because it makes tests more manageable for students who get overwhelmed. 
 
Definitely! Some students get overwhelmed when they see a huge workload. Having 
smaller portions helps many not feel too overwhelmed by an assignment. 
 
It is for those on 504s or IEPs. 
Disagree - Adapted Tiered Assessment is NOT Differentiation 
I feel this is more for an IEP student than a means of differentiation. 
 
Strongly disagree. A modification not differentiation. 
 
I don't shorten the test or the papers or the expectations - I just grade and scaffold on what 
was accomplished if I know the student tried his or her hardest... 
 
This seems more as an accommodation than differentiation. I think it is also dependent on 
the type of test given and from whom it is required. If the test is for a group of students that 
have already worked on a project in a differentiated format, then maybe the test should be 
varied as well. It really depends on a few more factors to be clear cut. 
Undecided Comments 
Not sure if this is or not. 
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Assessment 
Strategy 
Definition 
Group Based 
Assessment  
Allowing students to work in a team or group for an assessment 
 
 
Agrees - Group Based Assessment is Differentiation 
Of course. I wholeheartedly endorse small peer group differentiation. It allows for natural 
peer scaffolding and also enables group problem solving, enhancing conflict resolution, 
openness to new ideas, and consolidation of ideas into larger wholes. 
 
It would be a form of differentiation if the groups were composed of students of all ability 
levels. 
 
Agree - Given each student has been assigned a specific task for the group indicating 
understand of each strand in the concept being assessed. 
 
At this low age group I do that to about 40% of the graded work that flows into the report 
card - I do group them in small same or similar ability groups though. 
 
Yes - If the members have a rotating role in the work. 
 
Students working in groups is also a form of differentiation. On one hand you could group 
homogenously and have all students work on the same thing at the same time on their level 
or group the students heterogeneously and have peers help guide struggling students to 
success. Sometimes a good lesson for our high achievers is to learn patience in helping 
other students.  
 
Yes, it does depend of the level of the students. 
 
This is an example of differentiation because it enables teachers to put students together 
who have similar learning styles, abilities and/or interests in order to accomplish specific 
tasks as long as the group is serving the changing needs of each student. 
 
Yes, because some students work best when they can talk through their answers. 
 
Absolutely! They can all learn with and from one another. 
 
This is good, since they will feed off of each other and the weak ones will play up to the 
stronger students and put more effort into their work. 
Disagrees - Group Based Assessment is NOT Differentiation 
Again, this is not a clear cut way of differentiating. I think some students will benefit more 
from working together in a group, but some might not. This is a wonderful way for letting 
kids discuss various ideas, but differentiation it is not.  
 
This is not an example of differentiation in that it is hard to determine if the work is done 
fairly and equally. 
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Are they all working in groups? If so, then I don't think it is differentiated. 
Undecided Comments: 
Undecided, if it is done and everyone is accountable for their role in the group. 
 
I am undecided as to whether allowing students to work in a team or group for an 
assessment would be a viable example of differentiation. If a teacher needs to know what 
an individual can or cannot do (the purpose of an assessment?), then a team or group 
assessment would not show what the individual can do, rather, it would show what the 
collaborative group can or cannot do. 
 
 
Assessment 
Strategy 
Definition 
Question Design Altering question design to highlight big concepts versus specific 
details 
 
 
 
 
Agrees - Question Design is Differentiation  
Yes 
 
Agree 
 
You betcha. This alters the concept. Perspective, focus, or scope of the lesson or 
assessment to identify connections between ideas. This focuses on differentiated skill sets, 
the ability to analyze facts rather than just repeat them back using memory. 
 
This would be differentiation as the questions would be more general and required less 
intensive knowledge. 
 
This is another form of differentiation. adding too much jargon confuses some students and 
adds stress to the problem. 
 
Yes, because of the goal of the lesson and the needs of the learners. 
 
This is more for an advance grade level then the elementary school. Expanded thinking is 
more for the upper grade levels and more specific and ground work or basic learning is 
good for the lower grades. 
Strongly Disagree - Question Design is NOT differentiation 
Modification not differentiation 
 
This is not an example of differentiation in that the question would be for every student not 
just individuals. 
Undecided Comments 
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Undecided...maybe you need to alter this question into specific detail in order not to 
confuse people. There is no right or wrong here.... differentiate all questions to again cater 
towards the needs and interests of the individual to ensure the best learning outcome. 
 
I am not completely sure of this question. I can see how the test broadens the range of how 
students see the big concepts, but it is not clear as to how it could show differentiation. 
 
Not sure on this one. 
 
 
